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The following pages describe the functional classifications and numbers of lanes of the
California State Highways within San Mateo County and the other roadways and intersections
included in the 1997 CMP Roadway System. The information described here was collected by
conducting field surveys and recording data. The numbers of lanes and roadway types are
described for the following State Highways:
SR 1

Between the county lines of Santa Cruz and San Francisco Counties;

SR 35

Between the San Francisco and Santa Clara County lines;

SR 82

Between the county lines of Santa Clara and San Francisco Counties;

SR 84

From SR 1 to the Alameda County line;

SR 92

From SR 1 to the Alameda County line;

U.S. 101 Between the county lines of Santa Clara and San Francisco Counties;
SR 109

From Kavanaugh Drive to SR 84;

SR 114

From U.S. 101 to Bayfront Expressway (SR 84);

I-280

Between the county lines of Santa Clara and San Francisco Counties;
and

I-380

Between I-280 and North Access Road (east of U.S. 101).

The numbers of lanes and classifications of the other roadways and the lane configurations and
signal phasings of the intersections included in the CMP network were also determined. This
information was obtained from the cities in which the facilities are located and from field
surveys.

SR 1
From the Santa Cruz County line north to Linda Mar Boulevard, SR 1 is a two-lane conventional
highway. Between Linda Mar Boulevard and Westport Drive (just south of Sharp Park Road),
SR 1 is a four-lane highway. North of Westport Drive, SR 1 is a four-lane freeway until it
reaches its junction with SR 35, where it becomes a six-lane freeway. At its junction with I-280,
SR 1 joins I-280 to travel north until John Daly Boulevard. SR 1 then continues northward, as a
six-lane freeway, across the San Francisco County line.
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SR 35
North of I-280 (near Crestmoor Drive in San Bruno), SR 35 is a two- to four-lane arterial and
four-lane expressway which extends northward across the San Francisco County line. The
variations in the numbers of lanes and roadway types are described briefly below.
•

SR 35 is a four-lane expressway from the I-280 interchange north becoming a two-lane
arterial south of San Bruno Avenue.

•

SR 35 is a two-lane arterial to the signalized intersection of Sneath Lane, then a fourlane arterial north of Sneath Lane to Sharp Park Road, and a two-lane arterial north of
Sharp Park Road to Hickey Boulevard.

•

North of Hickey Boulevard, SR 35 becomes a four-lane arterial, and then a four-lane
freeway as it passes through the SR 1 interchange.

•

Approximately one mile north of the SR 1 interchange, SR 35 becomes a four-lane
expressway, and continues as such into San Francisco County.

South of Bunker Hill Drive, SR 35 becomes a two-lane rural road. After a short section where
SR 92 and SR 35 share the same roadway, SR 35 becomes Skyline Boulevard south to Santa
Clara County.

SR 82 (El Camino Real/Mission Street)
SR 82 is a four- to six-lane arterial which extends north from the Santa Clara County line across
the San Francisco County line. The following street segments are not six lanes wide:
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Roble Avenue to Glenwood Avenue

Four lanes

SR 84 overpass to Whipple Avenue

Four lanes

Whipple Avenue to F Street
(in San Mateo)

Two lanes northbound, and
three lanes southbound

F Street to 42nd Street

Four lanes

42nd Street to Hillsdale Boulevard

Two lanes northbound, and
three lanes southbound

East Third Avenue to south of Trousdale Drive

Four lanes

Hickey Boulevard to Mission Road

Four lanes
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Westlake Avenue to John Daly Boulevard

Four lanes

SR 84
SR 84 (Woodside Road) is a four-lane arterial between I-280 and SR 82 (except for a short
segment between San Carlos Avenue and Santa Clara Avenue which is six-lanes wide). SR 84
is a four-lane expressway between SR 82 and Bay Road. East of Bay Road to U.S. 101, SR 84
is a six-lane expressway. At its junction with U.S. 101, SR 84 joins U.S. 101 to travel south until
the Marsh Road exit, where SR 84 follows the Bayfront Expressway to the Dumbarton Bridge.
The Bayfront Expressway is six-lane wide from Marsh Road to east of University Avenue.
SR 84 is a two-lane conventional highway from west of I-280 to SR 1. (Note: Signs on U.S. 101
still indicate Willow Road (SR 114) to be SR 84.)

SR 92
SR 92 is a four-lane freeway between I-280 and U.S. 101. SR 92 is a six-lane freeway between
U.S. 101 and the Alameda County Line, across the San Mateo Bridge. West of I-280 to SR 1,
SR 92 is a two-lane conventional highway.

U.S. 101
U.S. 101 is an eight- to ten-lane freeway in San Mateo County. The lane changes for this
north/south facility are as follows:
•

U.S. 101 is an eight-lane freeway from the Santa Clara County line to the Whipple
Avenue interchange comprising six mixed-flow lanes and two High Occupancy Vehicle
(HOV) lanes.

•

U.S. 101 is an eight-lane freeway from the Whipple Avenue interchange to the San
Francisco County line, with the following two exceptions:

1.

Between Marsh Road and Hillsdale Blvd, an auxiliary lane has been added in each
direction.

2.

Northbound U.S. 101 is six lanes wide between the SR 92 and Kehoe Avenue offramps, and five lanes wide between the Kehoe Avenue and Third Avenue off-ramps.
Southbound U.S. 101 remains four lanes wide.

3.

U.S. 101 is a ten-lane freeway from north of the Millbrae Avenue interchange ramps to
south of the I-380 interchange ramps.

SR 109
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University Avenue has been designated as SR 109 between SR 84 and Kavanaugh Drive.
SR 109 is a four-lane arterial.

SR 114
Willow Road, which has been designated as SR 114 between U.S. 101 and Bayfront Expressway, is a four-lane arterial.

I-280
I-280 is a 6- to 12-lane freeway in San Mateo County. The variations in the number of lanes on
this north/south facility are described below.
*

I-280 is an eight-lane freeway from the Santa Clara County line north to the I-280/SR 1
interchange in Daly City, with the following exceptions:
1.

Between Edgewood Road and the interchange with SR 92, I-280 contains five northbound and five southbound lanes. Each five-lane segment is approximately two miles
long and signed: “Slow Vehicles Keep Right”.

2.

Through the I-380 interchange, northbound I-280 has only three lanes, while southbound I-280 widens to include a fifth, auxiliary lane.

*

I-280 is a 12-lane freeway, north of the SR 1 interchange (south) to the SR 1 interchange
(north).

*

I-280 is a six-lane freeway, north of its northern junction with SR 1 to the San Francisco
County line, where the freeway widens to eight lanes.

I-380
I-380 is an east/west freeway which connects I-280 and U.S. 101, and extends east of U.S. 101
to provide access to the San Francisco International Airport. Between I-280 and U.S. 101, I-380
is four lanes wide in the westbound direction and three lanes wide in the eastbound direction.
East of U.S. 101, I-380 is a freeway ramp, narrowing down to two lanes in each direction and
terminating at North Access Road (by United Airlines Maintenance Facility.)
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Other CMP Roadways
The CMP roadway system also includes three roadways which are not state highways. These
arterials, all located in Daly City, are described briefly below:
•

Mission Street is a four-lane arterial that extends from SR 82 (San Jose Avenue) to the
northeast, across the San Francisco County line.

•

Bayshore Boulevard is an arterial that extends southward from its junction with U.S. 101
in San Francisco County through Brisbane, where it becomes Airport Boulevard. The
CMP network only includes the segment of Bayshore Boulevard between the San
Francisco County line and Geneva Avenue. This segment is three lanes wide in the
northbound direction and two lanes wide in the southbound direction.

•

Geneva Avenue is a four-lane arterial that extends to the northwest from Bayshore
Boulevard across the San Francisco County line to Mission Street.

CMP Intersections
The CMP roadway system also includes 16 intersections. These were not included in the 1991
CMP and were added for the 1993 CMP. The 16 intersections are:
Geneva Avenue and Bayshore Boulevard
SR 35 (Skyline Boulevard) and John Daly Boulevard
SR 82 (Mission Street) and John Daly Boulevard/Hillside Boulevard
SR 82 (El Camino Real) and San Bruno Avenue
SR 82 (El Camino Real) and Millbrae Avenue
SR 82 (El Camino Real) and Broadway
SR 82 (El Camino Real) and Peninsula Avenue
SR 82 (El Camino Real) and Ralston Avenue
SR 82 (El Camino Real) and Holly Street
SR 82 (El Camino Real) and Whipple Avenue
SR 84 (Bayfront Expressway) and SR 109 (University Avenue)
SR 84 (Bayfront Expressway) and SR 114 (Willow Road)
SR 84 (Bayfront Expressway) and Marsh Road
SR 84 (Woodside Road) and Middlefield Road
SR 92 and SR 1
SR 92 and Main Street.
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Level of service (LOS) is a term used to qualitatively describe the operating conditions of a
roadway based on factors such as speed, travel time, maneuverability, delay, and safety. The
level of service of a facility is designated with a letter, A to F, with A representing the best
operating conditions and F the worst.
There are many methods available to calculate the levels of service for the various types of
roadways and intersections that comprise San Mateo County's designated Congestion
Management Program (CMP) system. The components of the CMP Roadway System include
freeways, such as U.S. 101 and I-280; multilane highways; two-lane highways, such as State
Route 1 (SR 1), south of Linda Mar; major arterials, such as SR 82 (El Camino Real); and major
intersections. Operational analyses of specific weaving sections and ramp junctions have not
been included in the CMP but may be added for subsequent CMPs.
AB 471 and AB 1963, the CMP legislation, require that methods of calculating levels of service
defined either by the latest version of the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) or by the Transportation Research Board's Circular 212 be used for the analysis of CMP roadways. San Mateo
County has been using the level of service methods specified in the HCM published in 1994 for
freeways, multilane highways, two-lane highways, arterials, freeway weaving sections, ramp
junctions, signalized intersections, and unsignalized intersections. The TRB's Circular 212
describes methods for signalized and unsignalized intersections.
The level of service (LOS) calculation methods found in the 1994 HCM for freeways, multilane
highways, two-lane highways, and arterials and the calculation for signalized intersections
based on TRB's Circular 212 method are described in this appendix.

Level of Service Calculation Methods
The methods selected to calculate levels of service for the roadway (freeway, multilane
highway, two-lane highway, and arterial) segments and intersections included in the CMP
network are described below:

Freeways
A freeway is defined as a divided highway facility with two or more lanes in each direction and
full control of access and egress. It has no intersections; access and egress are provided by
ramps at interchanges.
According to the Highway Capacity Manual (1994 HCM), the LOS of freeway segments is based
on the density of vehicles, expressed in passenger cars per mile per lane. The LOS can also be
evaluated with volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratios, average travel speeds, and maximum service
flow rates. The specific LOS criteria for freeways are presented in Table B-1. Illustrations of the
various levels of service are presented on Figure B-1.
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The selected LOS method for freeway segments is based on calculating V/C ratios for each
direction of travel, wherein the traffic volume for each segment is divided by the capacity of the
segment. The volumes are obtained from counts for existing conditions or from a travel
forecasting model for future conditions. The capacity is estimated as the number of lanes
multiplied by 2,200 vehicles per hour per lane four four-lane freeway segments and 2,300
vehicles per hour per lane for segments with six or more lanes. The V/C ratios are calculated
and related to LOS based on the relationships presented in Table B-1.
Another method of calculating a freeway segment's level of service is to determine the average
travel speed from floating car runs. Descriptions of the average travel speeds for each LOS
designation are also presented in Table B-1.

Multilane Highways
Multilane highways generally have posted speed limits of between 40 and 55 miles per hour
(mph). They usually have four or six lanes, often with physical medians or two-way left-turn lane
medians, although they may also be undivided (have no median). Unlike freeways, multilane
highways are interrupted by intersections or driveways.
The level of service criteria for multilane highways are similar to the criteria for freeways. The
specific criteria from the HCM are presented in Table B-2. The LOS calculation method is
identical to the calculation method for freeways. The only difference is the range of V/Cs and
speeds for each LOS designation. The maximum ideal lane capacity for a multilane highway
segment is 2,200 vehicles per hour.

Two-Lane Highways
A two-lane highway is defined as a two-lane roadway with one lane for use by traffic in each
direction. Passing of slower vehicles requires use of the opposing lane. As volumes or geometric constraints increase, the ability to pass decreases and platoons of vehicles are formed. The
delay experienced by motorists also increases. The LOS for two-lane highways is based on
mobility. The specific LOS criteria from the 1994 HCM are presented in Table B-3.
For two-lane highways, the selected method, based on V/Cs, takes into account the volume in
both directions. The total volume is divided by the total capacity of 2,800 vehicles per hour. The
corresponding V/C is correlated to a LOS based on the V/C ranges in Table B-3. Average travel
speeds for each LOS designation are also presented in this table.
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Table B-1

1994 HCM Level of Service Criteria for Basic Freeway Sections
70 mph
Free-Flow Speed

65 mph
Free-Flow Speed

60 mph
Free-Flow Speed

LOS

Densitya
(pc/mi/ln)

Speedb
(mph)

Maximumc
V/C

MSFd
(pcphpl)

Densitya
(pc/mi/ln)

Speedb
(mph)

Maximumc
V/C

MSFd
(pcphpl)

Densitya
(pc/mi/ln)

Speedb
(mph)

Maximumc
V/C

MSFd
(pcphpl)

A

 10.0

 70.0

0.318/0.304

700

 10.0

 65.0

0.295/0.283

650

 10.0

60.0

0.272/0.261

600

B

 16.0

 70.0

0.509/0.487

1,120

 16.0

 65.0

0.473/0.457

1,040

 16.0

60.0

0.436/0.412

960

C

 24.0

 68.5

0.747/0.715

1,644

 24.0

 64.5

0.704/0.673

1,548

 24.0

60.0

0.655/0.626

1,440

D

 32.0

 63.0

0.916/0.876

2,015

 32.0

 61.0

0.887/0.849

1,952

 32.0

57.0

0.829/0.793

1,824

E

 36.7/39.7

 60.0/58.0

1.000

2,200/2,300

1.000

2,200/2,300


41.5/46.0

53.0/50.0

1.000

2,200/2,300

F

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

 39.3/43.4  56.0/53.0
Variable

Variable

a

Density in passenger cars per mile per lane.
Average travel speed in miles per hour.
c
Maximum volume-to-capacity ratio.
d
Maximum service flow rate under ideal conditions in passenger cars per hour per lane.
b

 less than or equal to
 greater than or equal to
Note: In table entries with split values, the first value is for four-lane freeways, and the second is for six- and eight-lane freeways.
Source: Transportation Research Board, Highway Capacity Manual, Special Report 209 (Washington, D.C., 1994), pp. 3-9.

Table B-2

Level of Service Criteria for Multilane Highways

LOS

Densitya
(pc/mi/ln)

Speedb
(mph)

Maximumc
V/C

50 mph
Free-Flow Speed

55 mph
Free-Flow Speed

60 mph
Free-Flow Speed
MSFd
(pcphpl)

Densitya
(pc/mi/ln)

Speedb
(mph)

Maximumc
V/C

MSFd
(pcphpl)

Densitya
(pc/mi/ln)

Speedb
(mph)

Maximumc
V/C

MSFd
(pcphpl)

A

 12

 60

0.33

720

 12

 55

0.31

660

 12

 50

0.30

600

B

 20

 60

0.55

1,200

 20

 55

0.52

1,100

 20

 50

0.50

1,000

C

 28

 59

0.75

1,650

 28

 54

0.72

1,510

 28

 50

0.70

1,400

D

 34

 51

0.89

1,940

 34

 53

0.86

1,800

 34

 49

0.84

1,670

E

 40

 55

1.00

2,200

 41

 51

1.00

2,100

 43

 47

1.00

2,000

F

> 40e

< 55e

-e

> 41e

< 51e

-e

> 43e

< 47d

-e

-e

a

Density in passenger cars per mile per lane.
Average travel speed in miles per hour.
c
Maximum volume-to-capacity ratio.
d
Maximum service flow rate under ideal conditions in passenger cars per hour per lane.
e
Highly variable, unstable.
b

 less than or equal to
 greater than or equal to
Source: Transportation Research Board, Highway Capacity Manual, Special Report 209 (Washington, D.C., 1994), pp. 7-8.

-e

-e

Table B-3

Level of Service Criteria for General Two-Lane Highway Segments
V/C Ratioa
Level Terrain

Rolling Terrain

% No-Passing Zone

% No-Passing Zone

b

% Time Avg.
LOS Delay Speed
A

a
b

 30

Mountainous Terrain
% No-Passing Zone

b

0

20

40

60

80

100

 58 0.15 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.04

Avg.
Speed

b

0

20

40

60

80

100

 57 0.15 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03

Avg.
Speed

0

20

40

60

80

 56 0.14 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.02

100
0.01

B

 45

 55 0.27 0.24 0.21 0.19 0.17 0.16

 54 0.26 0.23 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.13

 54 0.25 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.12

0.10

C

 60

 52 0.43 0.39 0.36 0.34 0.33 0.32

 51 0.42 0.39 0.35 0.32 0.30 0.28

 49 0.39 0.33 0.28 0.23 0.20

0.16

D

 75

 50 0.64 0.62 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.57

 49 0.62 0.57 0.52 0.48 0.46 0.43

 45 0.58 0.50 0.45 0.40 0.37

0.33

E

> 75

 45 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

 40 0.97 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90

 35 0.91 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.80

0.78

F

100

< 45

--

--

--

--

--

--

< 40

--

--

--

--

--

--

< 35

--

--

--

--

--

Ratio of flow rate to an ideal capacity of 2,800 passenger cars per hour in both directions.
Average travel speed of all vehicles (in mph) for highways with design speed  60 mph; for highways with lower design speeds, reduce speed by 4 mph for
each 10-mph reduction in design speed below 60 mph; assumes that speed is not restricted to lower values by regulation.

less than or equal to
greater than or equal to
Source: Transportation Research Board, Highway Capacity Manual, Special Report 209 (Washington, D.C., 1994), pp. 8-5.

--
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Arterials
Levels of service for arterials are dependent on the arterial class denoted as Type I,
II, or III. Type I arterials are principal arterials with suburban design, 1 to 5 signals per
mile, no parking, and free-flow speeds of 35 to 45 miles per hour (mph). Type III
arterials have urban designs, with 6 to 12 signals per mile, parking permitted, and are
undivided with free-flow speeds of 25 to 35 miles per hour. Type II arterials fall
between Type I and III and have free-flow speeds of 30 to 35 miles per hour.
The LOS for an arterial is based on maneuverability, delays, and speeds. As the
volume increases, the probability of stopping at an intersection due to a red signal
indication increases and the LOS decreases. The specific LOS criteria from the HCM
are presented in Table B-4.
For the CMP, a calculation method based on V/C was selected. Volumes on each
roadway segment in each direction are divided by the capacity, estimated to be 1,100
vehicles per hour per lane. The capacity was estimated based on a saturation flow
rate of 1,900 vehicles per lane and the assumption that El Camino Real would
receive 60 percent of the green time. 1 With the assumption that streets perpendicular
to El Camino Real would receive 40 percent of each intersection's green time, the
reduction in El Camino Real's capacity due to intersecting streets has been
accounted for in the method used to analyze levels of service of arterial streets.
Except for the 16 designated intersections, the operations of individual intersections,
which are the locations where a street capacity is most constrained, are not analyzed
for the CMP. Therefore, the levels of service presented for various roadway segments
along El Camino Real are likely to be better than the level of service of individual
intersections.
The V/C for arterials is correlated to LOS based on the information in Table B-5. The
average speeds for each LOS designation are presented in Table B-4.

1

The estimated capacity for El Camino Real was calculated by multiplying 1,900 vehicles per hour per lane by 0.6,
to arrive at 1,140 vehicles per hour per lane which was then rounded off to 1,100 vehicles per hour per lane.
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Table B-4

Level of Service Criteria for Arterials
Arterial Class

I

II

III

Range of Free-Flow
Speeds (mph)

45 to 35

35 to 30

35 to 25

Typical Free-Flow
Speed (mph)

40 mph

33 mph

27 mph

Level of Service

Average Travel Speed (mph)

A

 35

 30

 25

B

 28

 24

 19

C

 22

 18

D

 17

 14

E

 13

 10

 13

9

7

F

< 13

< 10

<
7

mph miles per hour

less than or equal to

greater than or equal to
Source: Transportation Research Board, Highway Capacity Manual, Special Report 209
(Washington, D.C., 1994), pp. 11-4.
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Table B-5

CMP Level of Service Criteria for Arterialsa Based on
Volume-to-Capacity Ratios
Level of
Service

a

b


<

Description

V/Cb

A

Free-flow conditions with unimpeded maneuverability.
Stopped delay at signalized intersection is minimal.

0.00 to 0.60

B

Reasonably unimpeded operations with slightly restricted
maneuverability. Stopped delays are not bothersome.

0.61 to 0.70

C

Stable operations with somewhat more restrictions in making
mid-block lane changes than LOS B. Motorists will experience
appreciable tension while driving.

0.71 to 0.80

D

Approaching unstable operations where small increases in
volume produce substantial increases in delay and decreases
in speed.

0.81 to 0.90

E

Operations with significant intersection approach delays and
low average speeds.

0.91 to 1.00

F

Operations with extremely low speeds caused by intersection
congestion, high delay, and adverse signal progression.

Greater Than 1.00

For arterials that are multilane divided or undivided with some parking, a signalized intersection density of four to eight per mile, and moderate roadside development.
Volume-to-capacity ratio.
greater than or equal to.
less than.

Source: Transportation Research Board, Highway Capacity Manual, Special Report 209
(Washington, D.C., 1994).
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Signalized Intersections
The TRB Circular 212 Planning method is the selected level of service calculation method
for the designated intersections in the San Mateo County's CMP Roadway System. A
signalized intersection's level of service, according to the method described in TRB Circular
212, is based on dividing the sum of the critical volumes by the intersection's capacity. This
calculation yields the volume-to-capacity ratio (V/C). The critical movements are the
combinations of through movements plus right-turn movements if there is no exclusive rightturn lane, and opposing left-turn movements that represent the highest per-lane volumes.
Descriptions of levels of service for signalized intersections, together with their corresponding V/Cs, are presented in Table B-6.

Table B-6

Intersection Level of Service Definitions
Level of
Service

Interpretation

V/C Ratio

A

Uncongested operations; all queues clear in a single
signal cycle.

Less Than 0.60

B

Very light congestion; an occasional approach phase is
fully utilized.

0.60 to 0.69

C

Light congestion; occasional backups on critical approaches.

0.70 to 0.79

D

Significant congestion on critical approaches, but intersection functional. Cars required to wait through more
than one cycle during short peaks. No long-standing
queues formed.

0.80 to 0.89

E

Severe congestion with some long-standing queues on
critical approaches. Blockage of intersection may occur
if traffic signal does not provide for protected turning
movements. Traffic queue may block nearby intersections(s) upstream of critical approach(es).

0.90 to 0.99

F

Total breakdown, stop-and-go operation.

1.00 and Greater

In the TRB Circular 212 method, the capacity of an intersection is based on an average
saturation flow rate and percent lost time. The saturation flow rate is the maximum number
of vehicles per lane that can pass a fixed point in one hour with 100 percent green time. The
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average saturation flow rate measured in San Mateo County is 1,980 vehicles per hour of
green per lane (vphpgpl). The lost time is the time when vehicles are not entering the
intersection due to changes in signal indications. Percent lost time is the lost time divided by
the cycle length. The average percent lost time measured in San Mateo County for intersections with four or more phases is 12 percent. The intersection capacities, based on San
Mateo County data, for signalized intersections with two, three, and four or more signal
phases are presented in Table B-7. These capacities are used with the Circular 212
Planning method to evaluate the levels of service for San Mateo County's CMP intersections.

Table B-7

Intersection Capacities

B-10

Number of
Signal Phases

Capacity
(in vph)

2

1,850

3

1,760

4 or more

1,700

Appendix C: Bay Area Quality Management District
(BAAQMD)'s Deficiency List

Appendix D: Guidelines for Deficiency Plan

Appendix E: Descriptions of Transportation Control
Measures (TCMs)

appendix three

transportation control measures
Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) are strategies to reduce vehicle emissions. The federal TCMs shown below were added
over successive revisions to the State Implementation Plan (SIP). With the exception of the five new TCMs (A-E), the original set
of 28 TCMs has been completed.

Federal TCMs in the State Implementation Plan
TCM Number

Federal Transportation Control Measure

Original TCMs from 1982 Bay Area Air Quality Plan
TCM 1

Reaffirm commitment to 28 percent transit ridership increase between 1978 and 1983

TCM 2

Support post-1983 improvements in the operators’ five-year plans and, after consultation with the operators, adopt ridership increase target for the
period 1983 through 1987

TCM 3

Seek to expand and improve public transit beyond committed levels

TCM 4

High-occupancy-vehicle (HOV) lanes and ramp metering

TCM 5

Support RIDES efforts

TCM 6*

Continue efforts to obtain funding to support long-range transit improvements

TCM 7

Preferential parking

TCM 8

Shared-use park-and-ride lots

TCM 9

Expand commute alternatives program

TCM 10

Information program for local governments

TCM 11**

Gasoline Conservation Awareness Program (GasCAP)

TCM 12**

Santa Clara County commuter transportation program

Contingency Plan TCMs Adopted by MTC in February 1990 (MTC Resolution 2131)
TCM 13

Increase bridge tolls to $1.00 on all bridges

TCM 14

Bay Bridge surcharge of $1.00

TCM 15

Increase state gas tax by 9 cents

TCM 16*

Implement MTC Resolution 1876, Revised — New Rail Starts

TCM 17

Continue post-earthquake transit services

TCM 18

Sacramento-Bay Area Amtrak service

TCM 19

Upgrade Caltrain service

TCM 20

Regional HOV System Plan

TCM 21

Regional transit coordination

(Continues on next page)

* Deleted by EPA action from 1999 Ozone Attainment Plan
** Deleted by EPA action from 1999 Ozone Attainment Plan, but retained in Carbon Monoxide Maintenance Plan
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TCM Number

Federal Transportation Control Measure

TCM 22

Expand Regional Transit Connection ticket distribution

TCM 23

Employer audits

TCM 24

Expand signal timing program to new cities

TCM 25

Maintain existing signal timing programs

TCM 26

Incident management on Bay Area freeways

TCM 27

Update MTC guidance on development of local Transportation Systems Management (TSM) programs

TCM 28

Local TSM Initiatives

New TCMs in 2001 Ozone Attainment Plan (Being Implemented)
TCM A

Regional Express Bus Program

TCM B

Bicycle/Pedestrian Program

TCM C

Transportation for Livable Communities

TCM D

Expansion of Freeway Service Patrol

TCM E

Transit access to airports
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The 19 proposed state Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) in the Draft 2005 Bay Area Ozone Strategy have been updated
pursuant to the requirements of the California Clean Air Act (CCAA). The proposed TCMs include transit service improvements,
rideshare programs, bicycle and pedestrian enhancements, and land-use, pricing, and traffic management strategies. The implementation steps outlined for each TCM include both near-term and long-term implementation. A full description of these state TCMs will
be included in the Draft 2005 Bay Area Ozone Strategy publication, available in Summer 2005.

State TCMs Proposed in the Draft 2005 Bay Area Ozone Strategy
TCM Number State Transportation Control Measure
TCM 1

Support voluntary employer-based trip
reduction programs

Implementation Steps
• Provide core support for employer programs, based on an assessment of employer needs and the level of
employer interest. Potential support includes assistance in developing or enhancing employer programs,
information and referrals, employer networks, and programs to recognize outstanding employer programs.
• Support legislation to maintain and expand incentives for employer programs, such as tax deductions and/or
tax credits for employer efforts to promote ridesharing, transit, and other commute alternatives
• Seek legislation to create stronger voluntary programs for all employers or to require certain minimum
elements for public employers

TCM 2

Adopt employer-based trip reduction rule

TCM deleted — Health and Safety Code Section 40929 does not permit air districts to require mandatory
employer-based trip reduction programs.

TCM 3

Improve local and areawide bus service

• Replace worn-out transit buses with clean-fuel buses and retrofit existing diesel buses with diesel emission
control technology
• Sustain the existing Regional Express Bus Program
• Assist further planning work on enhanced bus and Bus Rapid Transit concepts
• Sustain transit service to airports
• Restore local bus routes that were eliminated due to economic recession
• Implement new Enhanced Bus and Bus Rapid Transit services and additional Lifeline Transit services, and
expand of Regional Express Bus Programs as funds become available

TCM 4

Upgrade and expand local and
regional rail service

• Upgrade and expand local and regional rail service
• Implement MUNI Metro Third Street Light Rail initial operating segment from Downtown SF to Hunter’s Point
• Implement Caltrain Express/Rapid Rail Phase 1 (“Baby Bullet”) to San Francisco
• Extend Tasman East and Vasona light-rail transit (LRT) in Santa Clara County
• Extend BART to Warm Springs, eBART to Eastern Contra Costa County, tBART to Livermore/Amador Valley
and implement Silicon Valley Rapid Transit Corridor and an Oakland International Airport connector
• Implement MUNI Metro Central Subway in San Francisco
• Implement Caltrain Downtown Extension/rebuild TransBay Terminal
• Implement Downtown East Valley LRT in Santa Clara County
• Implement new Marin/Sonoma Commuter Rail Service between Cloverdale and a San Francisco-bound
ferry service
• Implement an additional Capitol Corridor peak-period commuter service between Vacaville and Oakland
• Implement Dumbarton Rail Service connecting BART and Caltrain over a rebuilt Dumbarton rail bridge

TCM 5

Improve access to rail and ferries

• Develop demonstration program for station car and bike station concepts at select regional transit centers
• Determine long-term funding needs for existing shuttles and examine funding options
• Implement Safe Routes to Transit to improve bicycle and pedestrian access
• Complete Regional Transit Connectivity Plan
• Develop a master plan for innovative secure bicycle storage strategies at key transit hubs

(Continues on next page)
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TCM Number State Transportation Control Measure
TCM 6

Improve interregional rail service

Implementation Steps
• Implement additional interregional rail service in Capitol (Auburn– Sacramento– Oakland– San Jose) Corridor
and track enhancements
• Implement additional Altamont Corridor Express rail service and track enhancements
• Implement high-speed rail service between Los Angeles and the Bay Area

TCM 7

Improve ferry service

• Conduct initial planning for new ferry service
• Implement new high-speed low emission ferry to service Vallejo to San Francisco route
• Expand existing ferry service between: Oakland/Alameda and San Francisco, and Larkspur and San Francisco
• Implement new ferry service between Berkeley/Albany and San Francisco, and South San Francisco and
San Francisco
• Implement new intermodal transit hub at Vallejo Ferry Terminal
• Expand berthing capacity at the San Francisco Ferry Terminal
• Implement hydrogen fuel cell ferry demonstration project from Treasure Island to San Francisco
• Assist ferry operators in converting vessel engines to lower emission engines
• Study and potentially implement new service between Richmond, Hercules/Rodeo, Martinez, Redwood City
and San Francisco; Port Sonoma and San Francisco; and Oakland and San Francisco airports

TCM 8

Construct carpool/express bus lanes
on freeways

• Expand existing HOV network, based on 2003 Transportation Improvement Program, where beneficial to air
quality. Special attention should be paid to express bus operations to maximize benefits for transit. Monitor
and adjust occupancy requirements and hours of operation to maximize air quality and mobility benefits.
• Implement HOV support facilities such as park & ride lots at various locations
• Implement additional HOV lanes and support infrastructure identified in the Regional Transportation Plan,
where beneficial to air quality

TCM 9

Improve bicycle access and facilities

• Fund Regional Bicycle Plan and Safe Routes to Transit improvements
• Continue Transportation Development Act (TDA) Article 3, Transportation for Livable Communities (TLC) and
Transportation Fund for Clean Air (TFCA) funding for bike improvements
• Develop on-line bicycle mapping tool as part of the regional 511 traveler information number
• Promote Bike to Work Week/Day
• Encourage local jurisdictions to develop safe and convenient bicycle lane and route networks, provide secure
bike racks and storage, and require bicycle access and amenities as conditions of approval of development
projects
• Encourage public education about bicycle safety for both bicyclists and motorists

TCM 10

Youth transportation

• Encourage walking and bicycling to school through the Safe Routes to Schools Program
• Establish special carpool formation services for parents, students and staff at Bay Area elementary and
secondary schools
• Replace school buses with clean-fuel vehicles
• Offer transit ride discounts to youth and students

TCM 11

Install freeway traffic management
systems

• Integrate traffic management features into new freeway construction projects
• Maintain current level of Freeway Service Patrol (FSP)
• Maintain 511 transit information service and improve and customer convenience
• Extend ramp metering in major freeway corridors
• Seek funding for full deployment of Caltrans’ Traffic Operation System/Traffic Management Center project
• Expand FSP to other routes and times of the day

TCM 12

Arterial management measures

• Maintain current technical assistance program for local jurisdictions that seek to retime signals, including the
evaluation of bus priority treatments
• Continue TFCA program to fund arterial management projects where air quality benefits can be demonstrated
• Coordinate the timing of an additional 1,200 signals and continue updating timing plans
• Work with bus operators to provide priority treatment along major bus routes
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TCM Number State Transportation Control Measure
TCM 13

Transit use incentives

Implementation Steps
• Implement Translink® (universal fare card) on transit systems throughout the region
• Implement improvements to the 511 transit information service
• Encourage employers, transit operators, local governments and others to promote and expand
employer-based transit subsidy programs like the Commuter Check and EcoPass programs
• Improve signage at transit transfer hubs
• Deploy real-time transit arrival information
• Increase passenger amenities at transit hubs and stops
• Complete Alameda and Contra Costa County transit centers identified in AC Transit’s Comprehensive Service Plan

TCM 14

Carpool and vanpool services and
incentives

• Maintain current programs of the Regional Ridesharing Program and increase efficiency in delivering services
• Explore innovative concepts such as real-time ridematching and more formal pick-up/drop-off locations for
casual carpoolers
• Explore options for expanding medium-distance (15 – 30 miles) vanpools

TCM 15

Local land-use planning and development strategies

MTC will:
• Implement its 5-point transportation and land-use platform including a new planning grant program to fund
station area plans around major transit facilities
• Maintain funding for expanded TLC planning and capital grant programs and HIP program
• Continue providing Transportation Planning and Land-Use Solutions (T-PLUS) funding to congestion management agencies to promote community revitalization projects
• Utilize a Caltrans grant to examine opportunities for transit-oriented development along major transit corridors
• Develop incentives and conditions to promote supportive land use policies around major new transit
investments
BAAQMD will:
• Continue to fund bicycle projects, traffic-calming, shuttles, low emission vehicles, trip reduction programs
and other clean air projects through the TFCA program
• Continue to provide technical assistance to local jurisdictions on air quality analyses in the environmental
review process
• Continue to encourage cities and counties to reduce emissions from sources other than motor vehicles
including lawn and garden equipment, wood stoves and fireplaces, and residential and commercial uses
ABAG will:
• Periodically monitor and update its Smart Growth demographic projections
• Promote multi-jurisdiction planning along select transit corridors to encourage transit-oriented development
MTC, ABAG and the BAAQMD will:
• Develop financial and other incentives and technical assistance to encourage innovative parking strategies
such as reduced parking, parking fees, parking cash-out, shared parking and other parking programs
• Pursue legislative changes to remove barriers and provide incentives for smart growth
• Promote carsharing as a way to reduce parking requirements
• Monitor indirect source mitigation programs in other regions for Bay Area feasibility
• Provide technical assistance to local government agencies
• Publicize noteworthy examples of local clean air plans, policies and programs, as well as endorse noteworthy
development projects
• Study opportunities to promote location efficient mortgages (LEMs) to encourage home purchases near transit

(Continues on next page)
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TCM Number State Transportation Control Measure
TCM 16

Public education/
intermittent control measures

Implementation Steps
• Continue Spare the Air (STA) notices to media, employers, public agencies and individuals, with an emphasis
on reactive organic gases (ROG) reductions, obeying freeway speed limits in electronic freeway signs and
other outreach efforts
• Expand STA notices to add emphasis on ROG reductions, obeying freeway speed limits, and discouraging
use of pleasure craft
• Expand the Clean Air consortium to include cities and counties, as well as other public agencies
• Target major commercial airports and their tenants for greater participation in the STA program
• Increase coordination between the Bay Area’s STA program with the San Joaquin Valley’s STA program
• Continue public education program on the proper maintenance and operation of motor vehicles to reduce
air pollution
• Study effectiveness and costs of free transit on Spare the Air days
• Explore possible legislative approaches to formalize and strengthen episodic approaches

TCM 17

Conduct demonstration projects

• Promote demonstration projects to develop new strategies to reduce motor vehicle emissions. Potential
projects include:
– Low and zero emission vehicles (LEV) and refueling infrastructure
– Parts replacement program for middle-aged cars
– Heavy duty diesel vehicle idling
– Carsharing
• Monitor Phase 1 projects and expand depending on effectiveness and resources available

TCM 18

Implement transportation pricing reform

• Advocate for legislative authority to develop and promote revenue measures for:
– Congestion pricing on bridges
– High-occupancy/toll lanes
– Regional and state gas tax increases of up to $.50 per gallon
– Regional vehicle miles traveled (VMT) fees
– Taxes on diesel fuel
– Emissions-based vehicle registration fees

TCM 19

Improve pedestrian access and facilities

• Review and comment on general/specific plan policies to promote development patterns that encourage
walking and circulation policies. Emphasize pedestrian travel and encourage amending zoning ordinances to
include pedestrian-friendly design standards.
• MTC will continue to fund local pedestrian improvement projects through the TLC program, and support the
Pedestrian Safety Task Force and associated pedestrian safety programs.
• TFCA program will continue to fund pedestrian improvement projects to reduce motor vehicle trips and
emissions.
• Continue to identify and fund planning projects that enhance pedestrian movement in neighborhoods,
downtowns and near transit stops
• Continue funding specific improvements through a variety of funding sources
• Support Safe Routes to Schools

TCM 20

Promote traffic-calming measures

• Promote traffic-calming measures
• Fund traffic-calming projects such as pedestrian-exclusive streets, residential and neighborhood traffic
calming measures, and arterial and major route traffic-calming measures
• Include traffic-calming strategies in the transportation and land use elements of general and specific plans
• Encourage area-wide traffic-calming plans and programs
• Include traffic-calming strategies in capital improvements programs
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December 21, 2017
City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County
County Office Building
555 County Center
Fifth Floor
Redwood City, California 94063
Attention: Jeffrey Lacap, Transportation Programs Specialist
Re: Level of Service and Performance Measure Monitoring Report - 2017
Dear Mr. Lacap:
CoPLAN, LLC. (CoPLAN) is pleased to submit the report for the 2017 LOS and Performance Measure
Monitoring to support of the 2017 Congestion Management Program for the City/County Association of
Governments of San Mateo County (C/CAG).
CoPLAN conducted the 2017 study for C/CAG utilizing the latest technology for performing CMP
studies. Our extensive and unique experience provides a cost-effective and cutting edge process to obtain
and analyze traffic data. CoPLAN has developed a methodology including GPS and GIS over the past 15
years with exciting results. The addition of GIS linear reference systems has added a component that is
unique to CoPLAN for network analyses. Over the last 4 update cycles, CoPLAN staff have developed a
comprehensive database for C/CAG that now is integrated in GIS for easy access and historic
comparisons.
C/CAG has taken a major step forward in having the ability to take the GIS data, in addition to the historic
tables, and integrate the digital data with your travel demand model. The speeds, roadway attributes, etc.
can be conflated with the model to produce a very robust and comprehensive system. This was not
available in the past because the methodology used with tables and charts did not produce the value-added
products of this 2017 study. CoPLAN will continue to support C/CAG to produce the best value that not
only meets the intended LOS monitoring requirements to allow historic comparisons of this project, but
produces the results in a form that can be used by many other areas within the county and by its members.
Sincerely,
CoPLAN, LLC

Steve Taylor
Project Manager
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A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County (C/CAG) has an
established Congestion Management Program (CMP) to monitor the transportation network
within the county. All roadways included in the CMP network are evaluated for conformity
at least every two years.
The goal of the monitoring program is to improve the performance of the transportation
system by identifying congested areas and related transportation deficiencies. This
information is then used to help prioritize transportation funding decisions based on system
performance, land use factors, multimodal characteristics, and other considerations.
This year’s monitoring study was conducted in the spring 2017 with data collection between
April and May including INRIX data on approximately 163.3 directional miles of freeways
and arterials, 72-hour counts on 21 segments representing 301.4 centerline miles of arterials,
and 16 intersection turning movement counts.
This is the second monitoring cycle during which the C/CAG has used commercially
available travel speed data from INRIX integrated in a geographic information system (GIS)
to monitor Level of Service (LOS) on the CMP network. The primary tasks completed as
part of this study include:
 Conflation of travel time data to LOS Monitoring network
 LOS Analysis
With the 2017 monitoring cycle, C/CAG is calculating LOS based on two methodologies—
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 1994 and HCM 2010. This dual reporting facilitates
historical comparisons while also reporting LOS based on the more current methodology.
For freeways, only HCM 1994 LOS is reported, as the HCM 2000 methodology requires
traffic volume information for all unique freeway segments and ramps. The HCM 2010
criteria was used only for the intersection LOS using the collected peak period turning
movement counts analyzed in Synchro. Collection of comprehensive freeway traffic
volumes is beyond the scope of the CMP monitoring effort.
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B. INTRODUCTION
History of the Congestion Management Program
C/CAG has an established Congestion Management Program (CMP) to monitor the
transportation network within the county. All roadways included in the CMP network are
evaluated for conformity at least every two years by the agency, which is the designated
Congestion Management Agency (CMA) for San Mateo County. The goal of the monitoring
program is to improve the performance of the transportation system by identifying
congested areas and related transportation deficiencies. This information is then used to
help prioritize transportation funding decisions in light of system performance, land use
factors, multimodal characteristics, and other considerations.
This year’s study was conducted in the spring of 2017 with travel time data from INRIX
being used between April and May of 2017. The most recent assessment prior to this study
was performed in March - May 2015. The primary tasks completed as part of this study
include:
 Conflation of travel time data to LOS Monitoring network
 Level of Service Analysis
Study Background
This year’s monitoring study was conducted in the spring 2017 with data sourced between
April and May on approximately 163.3 directional miles of freeways and arterials, 72-hour
counts on 21 segments representing 301.4 centerline miles of arterials, and 16 intersection
turning movement counts. CMP legislation requires that state highways (including freeways)
and principal arterials be included in the CMP network. The network must be useful to
track the transportation impacts of land development decisions, as well as to help assess the
congestion management implications of proposed transportation projects. C/CAG’s
network therefore includes numerous local thoroughfares since most urban traffic occurs on
city arterials (rather than on the freeways). Figure 1 shows the routes that were monitored.
All of the study roadways were evaluated during the AM and PM peak period between the
hours of 7 AM - 9 AM and 4 PM - 7 PM. As in previous studies, both time periods are
considered when determining the LOS to be reported. The directionality of the segment is
not reported in many of the summary tables, but the worst LOS found for either direction
for either AM or PM peak period is shown as the official result. In most cases, the PM
period is the focus of the CMP since consistently, the PM period results in higher volumes,
slower speeds, and more congestion. The methodology used included using INRIX travel
time data, 72-hour traffic counts, and intersection turning movement counts.
The total directional miles and number of route segments for each roadway type are shown
in Table 1.
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Figure 1 – Spring 2017 CMP Monitored Routes
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Table 1 – Total Study Miles Summary

Roadway Type
Arterial / State
Routes
Freeway
Total

Total
Directional
Miles
301.4
163.3
464.7

This monitoring report focused on the five performance measures established in the San Mateo
County Congestion Management Program. These performance measures are:
1. Roadway Level of Service
a: Travel Time – Average Speed
b. 72-hour traffic counts – V/C for rural arterials
2. Intersection LOS
3. Travel Time for various modes (single occupant, carpools, and transit)
4. Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements
5. Ridership / Person Throughput for Transit
As noted, the “Roadway Level of Service and Intersection LOS” are the primary CMP performance
measures; therefore, a mitigation plan is required if the resulting LOS is below the established
minimum standard.
The following sections focus on each of the above performance measures with emphasis on the
Roadway and Intersection LOS. The other items are included to provide some alternative views to
help explain the changes in performance and the opportunities for improvement.
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C.

METHODOLOGY

Mapping of CMP Network
Global Positioning System (GPS)
Historically, CMP travel time runs were done manually. CoPLAN staff introduced the use of
GPS and GIS to C/CAG in 2011.
All the roadways in the network were mapped using GPS technology in 2011 and 2013.
With the introduction of INRIX datasets in 2015, the network attributes were carried over
from those past cycles.
As first introduced in 2015, the travel speed data collection process was made more efficient
by using data from INRIX in place of a small sample size of GPS travel time runs.
Travel Time Data
Travel time data was assembled from INRIX and conflated to the LOS Monitoring network.
Travel time data was conflated for the morning and afternoon peak periods on all applicable
roadway segments; data were only used on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, or Thursdays, and school
district spring break periods were avoided.
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D. EVALUATION
LOS Analysis – HCM 1994
The tables in the Appendix highlight the 2017 CMP route segments that had LOS lower
than the established standard during the AM or PM Peak by HCM 1994 standards directly
from the travel time data or 72-hour counts. The CMP enabling legislation allows for the
reduction in volume for those interregional trips for those segments that have a LOS lower
than the established standard; i.e. those trips that originate from outside the county and
either pass through the county or have a destination within San Mateo County.
Other Performance Measures Results
Apart from average speeds aggregated to the CMP route segments level, intersection
segment level average speeds were also calculated in 2017 for all routes. These results are
available in the GIS tables provided to C/CAG.
With the use of INRIX data once again in this year’s freeway travel time analyses, we have
the opportunity to include various new performance measures for the region. In prior years,
a small sample of travel time runs were made during a small window of time in the AM and
PM peak period. One interesting new performance measure that can be evaluated is the
Duration of Congestion, or amount of time below a certain speed / LOS within a segment.
For example, Figure 2 illustrates the 5-minute average speed for a 24-hour period between
April and May of 2017. The red line depicts the average speed, while the vertical lines
represent the minimum and maximum speeds for each respective time interval (showing the
variability of speed for each time slice). Further, on the horizontal axis, the shaded regions
depict the corresponding LOS for the average speed for the freeway section. Therefore, one
can see that the average speed in the southbound US 101 segment between SR 92 and
Whipple falls into the LOS F range in the morning period around 6:30 AM and remains at
that LOS until around 9:00 AM. For the afternoon period, the average speed remains better
than LOS F all afternoon, while at times over the 2 months, the minimum speed does drop
to a very low speed around 9 mph.
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Figure 2 – Spring 2017 Duration of Congestion
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E. ROADWAY LEVEL OF SERVICE (LOS)
Traffic Flow
The Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) defines capacity as “…the maximum hourly rate at
which persons or vehicles reasonably can be expected to traverse a point or a uniform
section of a lane or roadway during a given time period under prevailing roadway, traffic,
and control conditions.”
The vehicle capacity and operational characteristics of a roadway are a function of a number
of elements including: the number of lanes and lane widths, shoulder widths, roadway
alignment, access, traffic signals, grades, and vehicle mix. Generally, roadways with wider
travel lanes, fewer traffic control devices, straight alignments, etc. allow faster travel speeds
and therefore greater vehicle flow per unit time.
Level of Service
The HCM defines level of service (LOS) as “…a quality measure describing operational
conditions within a traffic stream, generally in terms of such service measures as speed and
travel time, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions, and comfort and convenience.”
“Six LOS are defined for each type of facility that has analysis procedures available. Letters
designate each level, from A to F, with LOS A representing the best operating conditions
and LOS F the worst. Each level of service represents a range of operating conditions and
the driver’s perception of those conditions.”
In accordance with CMP legislation, the county and city governments are required to show
that all CMP route segments within their jurisdiction are operating at or above the CMP
traffic LOS standard. Section 65089(b)(1)(B) of the California Government Code states that
“In no case shall the LOS standards established be below the LOS E or the current level,
whichever is farthest from LOS A. When the level of service on a segment or at an
intersection fails to attain the established level of service standard, a deficiency plan shall be
adopted pursuant to section 65089.4.”
All freeway segments in the network, as included in Figure 3, were monitored using the
INRIX travel time data, which allows for determination of LOS on the basis of average
operating speed. C/CAG primarily uses the 1994 and 2000 HCM methodology to monitor
LOS on the CMP network, as this methodology was utilized in the baseline monitoring cycle
and is necessary to maintain historical comparisons, identify exempt segments, and monitor
potential network deficiencies. The specific methodologies used for monitoring freeway and
arterial segments are listed below per HCM definitions:


Freeway Segments (HCM 1994 - Chapter 3) – All freeway segments were
evaluated using the “basic freeway sections” methodology of HCM 1994 where the
LOS for each freeway segment was determined using its average travel speed.
8
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Freeway LOS was not calculated based on HCM 2000 methodology. In order to
evaluate all freeway segments using the HCM 2000 methodology, the volumes on all
freeway sections (mainline) with distinct characteristics (e.g., quantity of lanes), as
well as on entrances and exits would be required. Changes to the methodology will
be considered along with the next update cycle when the HCM 2010 may be
incorporated. Until then, the methodology of previous updates was followed to
maintain the historical context for comparisons of the results.


Multilane, Two-Lane and Arterial Segments (HCM 1994 – Chapters 7, 8, and
11) – All non-freeway surface street segments were evaluated based on the volume to
capacity ratio (V/C) dependant on the local free-flow speed, cross-section, number
of lanes, % no-passing zones, and functional class.
Multilane and Two-Lane highways were evaluated primarily based on the current
volumes as measured through 72-hour traffic counts at 21 locations throughout the
county. These counts and resulting V/C were then compared to the applicable
criteria in the HCM 1994 to determine the respective LOS.
Many arterial segments used by C/CAG for CMP purposes (called "CMP
Segments") span several blocks and include multiple signals and/or stop controlled
intersections. If an Intersection Segment is defined as a segment from one
controlled intersection to the next, the CMP segments are a collection of consecutive
Intersection Segments. INRIX segmentation, known as TMC segments, are many
times longer or shorter than the desired limits for the CMP Segments. CoPLAN
methodology of travel time estimation can calculate average speeds at the
Intersection Segment level and these data can be aggregated to calculate the average
speeds at the CMP segment level. The average speed on each CMP segment is
computed as the ratio of total length of the segment to the sum of average travel
time on each individual intersection segment within the CMP segment. The average
travel time on each intersection segment is computed as the arithmetic mean of
travel times of accumulated data within the TMC segment. The average speed thus
accounts for time in motion and time spent at the signals or stop signs.

Table 2 shows the relationship between average travel speed and level of service for basic
freeways according to HCM 1994. There are four (4) freeway categories based on the freeflow speed of the facility (ranging from 55-70 mph).
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Figure 3 –2017 Routes and LOS Methodologies
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Table 2 – Example LOS from Freeway with Free-Flow Speed of 65 mph (HCM 1994)
Basic
Roadway Type
Freeway
Free Flow Speed (mph) Range
65
A
> 65
B

> 65

C

> 64.5

D

> 61

E

> 56/53

F

< 56

Roadway Segment LOS Analysis Results
Table 3 summarizes the current year roadway segment LOS. Additionally, Figures 4, 5, 6,
and 7 illustrate the results graphically. As highlighted in Table 3, there are 12 segments
(plus the US 101 HOV segment between Whipple and SC County Line) found to be below
the established minimum in each of the AM and PM peak periods. The 12 segments
include:
 SR 84 between SR 1 and Portola Road – PM Period
 SR 84 between I-280 and Alameda de las Pulgas – AM and PM Periods
 SR 84 between Willow Road and University Avenue – AM and PM Periods
 SR 92 between I-280 and US 101 – AM and PM Periods
 SR 82 between US 101 and Alameda County Line – AM and PM Periods
 US 101 between SF County Line and I-380 – AM and PM Periods
 US 101 between I-380 and Millbrae Avenue – PM Period
 US 101 between Millbrae Avenue and Broadway – PM Period
 US 101 between Broadway and Peninsula Avenue – AM and PM Periods
 US 101 between SR 92 and Whipple Avenue – AM and PM Periods
 I-280 between SR 1 (south) and San Bruno Avenue – AM and PM Periods
 I-280 between SR 92 and SR 84 – AM and PM Periods
Table 3 includes a summary of the historic results since 1999. All results included in this
update have consistently used the HCM 1994 for all roadway types and the HCM 2000 for
the intersections. Variations in the LOS results may be explained through capital
improvements, construction, or use of transit and other modes. The values included in
Table 3 reflect the lowest LOS for either direction. Basically, it is the worst case LOS for the
link in either direction during the respective peak periods.
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Table 3 – CMP Roadway Segment Monitoring Results (Lowest LOS)
2017 CMP Roadway Segment Levels of Service
2017 LOS
Route
1

35

Roadw ay Segm ent
San Francisco County Line to
Linda Mar Blvd.
Linda Mar Blvd. to Frenchmans
Creek Road
Frenchmans Creek Road to
Miramontes Road
Miramontes Road to Santa Cruz
County Line
San Francisco county Line to
Sneath Lane
Sneath Lane to I-280

35

I-280 to SR 92

35

SR 92 to SR 84

35

SR 84 to Santa Clara County Line

82

82

San Francisco County Line to
John Daly Blvd
John Daly Boulevard to Hickey
Boulevard
Hickey Boulevard to I-380

82

I-380 to Trousdale Drive

82

Trousdale Drive to 3 Avenue
rd
3 Avenue to SR 92
SR 92 to Hillside Avenue

1
1

2015

2013

LOS
Standard

AM Without
Exem ption

PM Without
Exem ption

AM With
Exem ption

PM With
Exem ption

LOS

LOS

E

A

A

A

A

A

F/F

E

D

D

D

D

D

2

2

3

4

2011
2

LOS
3

4

F/B

D

2009
2

LOS
3

4

F/F

D

2007
2

LOS
3

4

2005
2

LOS
3

4

F/F

F/F

D

D

D

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

D

B

C

B

C

C

B

B

B

B

C

E

D

C

D

C

D

B

A

C

C

C

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

E

F

F

B

C

C

C

B

B
E

B
B

B
B

B
B

B
B

C/A
B
B

E

A

A

A

A

E

A

A

A

E

A

A

A

E

A

A

E

A

E
E

Avenue
nd
42 Avenue to Holly Street

82

1
35

3

4

3

4

3

4

C/B
B
B

C/B
B
B

B

B

C/C

B
B

B
B

B
B

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

E

A

C

A

C

C

B

B

B

B

B

E

A

B

A

B

B

A

A

B

B

A

Holly Street to Whipple Avenue

E

A

A

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

Whipple Avenue to SR 84

E

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

C

C

C

82

SR 84 to Glenw ood Avenue

E

A

B

A

A

B

A

B

B

B

B

82

Glenw ood Avenue to Santa Cruz
Avenue
Santa Cruz Avenue to Santa
Clara County Line

E

B

C

B

C

C

C

B

B

C

D

C

82

82
82
82
82
82

82

rd

nd

Hillside Avenue to 42

E

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

B

B

84

SR 1 to Portola Road

C

C

D

C

B

D/B

C

C

C

C

C

84

Portola Road to I-280

E

C

C

C

C

C

B

B

B

B

B

84

I-280 to Alameda de las Pulgas
C

D

D

D

D

D/D

D/D

D/C

C

D/A

C

84

Alameda de las Pulgas to U.S.
101
U.S. 101 to Willow Road

E

D

D

D

D

D

D

E

E

E

E

D

D

C

D

C

E/E

C

B

84
84

92

Willow Road to University
Avenue
University Avenue to Alameda
County Line
SR 1 to I-280

92

I-280 to U.S. 101

92

U.S. 101 to Alameda County Line

84

Geneva Avenue

E

F

3

4

3

4

3

C

4

3

C

3

4

4

B

3

4

3

4

F

A

B

F /B

F/B

F/C

F/E

F/F

F/F
F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

D

F

F

E

E

F/E

E

F

F

B

C

F /F

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

F/E

F/F

E

F/A

3

4

E /D

3

A/B

E

3

4

F /D

3

A/B

3

4

F/E
3

A/B

Notes:

The first value represents LOS without exemptions, and the second value represents LOS with exemptions.
Based on average speed from travel time surveys.
4
Exemptions applied to volume-to-capacity ratios estimated from average speeds.
2
3

"-" = not applicable. LOS standard is not violated. Therefore, exemptions w ere not applied.
LOS Standard violations (after application of exemptions) are highlighted in red
LOS based on 1994 Highw ay Capacity Manual Methodology.
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Table 3 (‘cont) – CMP Roadway Segment Monitoring Results (Lowest LOS)
2017 CMP Roadway Segment Levels of Service
2017 LOS
Route
1
101

101

Roadw ay Segm ent
San Francisco County Line to I380
I-380 to Millbrae Avenue

101

Millbrae Avenue to Broadw ay

101

Broadw ay to Peninsula Avenue

101

Peninsula Avenue to SR 92

101

SR 92 to Whipple Avenue

101

Whipple Avenue to Santa Clara
County Line

109

Kavanaugh Drive to SR 84
(Bayfront Expw y.)

114

U.S. 101 to SR 84 (Bayfront
Expressw ay)

280

San Francisco County Line to SR
1 (north)
SR 1 (north) to SR 1 (south)

280
280
280

SR 1 (south) to San Bruno
Avenue
San Bruno Avenue to SR 92

280

SR 92 to SR 84

280

SR 84 to Santa Clara County Line

380

I-280 to U.S. 101

380

U.S. 101 to Airport Access Road

Mission St San Francisco County Line to SR
82
Geneva
Ave.

San Francisco County Line to
Bayshore Blvd.

Bayshore San Francisco County Line to
Blvd.
Geneva Avenue
Notes:

2015

LOS
Standard

AM Without
Exem ption

PM Without
Exem ption

AM With
Exem ption

PM With
Exem ption

/F
LOS

E

F

F

D

E

F/E

E

E

F

E

D

F /D

E

E

F

E

C

F/E

E

F

F

C

D

F

F

F

F

E

F

F

F

F

E

E

2

2013

2011

2

/A
LOS

LOS

2

2009
2

LOS

3

3

4

3

4

F /C

3

4

2

3

4

F/C

3

4

F/C

F/E

3

4

F

F

E

E

F/E

F/D

F /D

F /E

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

C

D

C

D

D

D

C

D

D

C

B

C

B

C

C

A

B

C

B

F/A

E

3

2005
LOS

4

4

4

2

3

3

3

2007
LOS

D

3

4

F/C

3

4

F/C

F/C

3

4

F/C

F /D

F

F

F

3

4

3

3

D

3

4

F/D

3

4

F/D

3

4

F/D

F /C

D
3

4

F /C

3

4

F /C

3

4

3

E

3

3

3

C
4

3

4

3

4

F

3

4

F /D
3

3

4

3

F
4

3

3

4

F /E
3

3

3

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

F /D

F /A

E

E

E

D

E

D

E

E

A/B

E

E

E

D

F

F

A

D

F/C

F/D

D

A

A

A

A

C

B

D

E /C

A/B

D

E

E

C

A

E/C

C

A/B

D

D

D

A

A

A

A

F /A

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

C

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

D /C

A

E

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

E

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

E

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

F/A

4

3

4

F /D

3

E/A

3

4

E /D
3

4

3

4

3

D

3
3

3

3

4

F /C

3

3
3

D

3

F
3

3

4

F /E
3

A/B
3

D
3

4

E/C
3

E

3

The first value represents LOS without exemptions, and the second value represents LOS with exemptions.
Based on average speed from travel time surveys.
4
Exemptions applied to volume-to-capacity ratios estimated from average speeds.
2
3

"-" = not applicable. LOS standard is not violated. Therefore, exemptions w ere not applied.
LOS Standard violations (after application of exemptions) are highlighted in red
LOS based on 1994 Highw ay Capacity Manual Methodology.
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Figure 4 – AM LOS Results (before Exemptions)
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Figure 5 – PM LOS Results (before Exemptions)
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Figure 6 – AM CMP Segments with LOS Lower than Standard (before Exemptions)
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Figure 7 – PM CMP Segments with LOS Lower than Standard (before Exemptions)
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F. REDUCTION IN VOLUMES DUE TO INTERREGIONAL TRIPS
The CMP-enabling legislation allows for the reduction in volume for those trips that are
interregional. In this case, “interregional” are those trips that originate from outside the county.
That is those that either traverse the county or have a destination within the county. For those CMP
segments found with a LOS below the standard, the county travel demand model is used to
determine the proportion of the volume estimated to be from interregional travel. As shown in
Table 3, there were 14 segments that had at least one direction in either the AM or PM peak period
that had a lower LOS than the established standard. Table 4 includes the resulting percentage of
traffic from the travel demand model that is estimated to be interregional by segment.
Table 4 – Interregional Trips for Segments with LOS Lower than Standard
Link
SR 35
SR 84
SR 84
SR 92
SR 92
US 101
US 101
US 101
US 101
US 101
I-280
I-280

Segment
I-280 to SR 92
I-280 to Alameda de Las Pulgas
Willow to University Av
I-280 to US 101
US 101 to Alameda Co Line
SF Co Line to I-380
I-380 to Millbrae Av
Millbrae Av to Broadway
Broadway to Peninsula Av
SR 92 to Whipple Av
SR 1 (south) to San Bruno Av
SR 92 to SR 84

Time Period
AM Peak
Direction
NB / WB SB / EB
AM NB/SB, PM NB/SB
27.1%
28.1%
AM WB, PM WB
1.2%
AM WB, PM EB
97.9%
AM EB/WB & PM EB/WB
11.0%
35.2%
AM WB, PM EB
68.8%
AM NB/SB & PM NB/SB
21.8%
65.7%
PM NB/SB
PM NB/SB
AM NB/SB, PM NB/SB
48.0%
45.5%
AM SB, PM NB
37.0%
AM SB, PM SB
75.9%
AM SB, PM SB
47.9%

PM Peak
NB / WB SB / EB
41.6%
32.5%
2.7%
40.6%
8.7%
41.3%
70.5%
16.6%
65.0%
23.6%
65.2%
61.3%
45.7%
34.3%
35.7%
35.4%
38.3%
35.2%
72.1%

When applying reductions, they can be deducted directly for those where V/C is the performance
measure used, but for those segments that use INRIX travel speed, a few extra steps are required to
reflect the exemption. As mentioned earlier, freeway LOS is primarily determined based on density,
but historically, the LOS Monitoring Study has made use of the LOS tables as included in the HCM
1994 that include reference speeds for given free-flow speeds and LOS. In order to reflect the
reduction, the V/C must first be estimated from the same tables. This adds a level of error given
that density is the preferred performance measure and the methodology is to use a secondary
measure to estimate another secondary measure, take the reduction, and then reverse the calculation
using the V/C and determine the adjusted LOS with the exemption.
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G. DEFICIENT CMP SEGMENTS
After incorporating the reduction in volume for those segments found to have a LOS lower than the
standard, while the AM peak period has 2 segments deficient, the PM peak period was found to
have the same 3 segments deficient, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. As was the case in 2013 and
2015, these same segments were deficient in the last LOS Monitoring study. Those include the
following:
 AM & PM – Westbound SR 84 between I-280 and Alameda de Las Pulgas
 AM & PM – Eastbound and Westbound SR 92 between I-280 and US 101
While the worst LOS of either peak period has historically been presented in the summary table, the
individual peak periods have been separated for improved analysis in the body of the report this year
and not just in the appendix as in the past. The segments deficient in the PM period are also
highlighted in Table 3.
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Figure 8 – AM Deficient Segments after Exemption
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Figure 9 – PM Deficient Segment after Exemption
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H. INTERSECTIONS
Sixteen intersections were analyzed as part of the 2017 LOS Monitoring. These intersections have
been included in previous studies since 1999 and are included in Table 5 for reference. The
performance measure for intersections is LOS, but different from freeways and highways, the HCM
2000 was used to determine the LOS. Turning movement counts were collected for each
intersection during the AM and PM peak periods and modeled in Synchro. The intersections were
analyzed as if they were isolated (not coordinated or part of a signal system) and optimized given the
current geometry. The modeled results provide an estimate of the optimized LOS and may not
represent the actual conditions if the intersection is either using less than optimal phasing, splits or
cycle length.
Table 5 includes the results for the 2017 study as well as those back to 2005 using the HCM 2000
methods. As highlighted in the table, all intersections are operating (under optimized signal timing)
within established LOS standards. Intersection 14 is operating at standard and should be monitored
to avoid exceeding the established LOS standard. Intersections 11, 12 and 13 are operating at LOS
F which is the standard at those locations, but should be evaluated for possible improvements.
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Table 5 – Intersection LOS
2000 HCM Method

Int # Intersection

LOS
Standard

1

Bayshore & Geneva

E

2

SR 35 & John Daly Blvd

E

3

SR 82 & Hillside/John Daly

E

4

SR 82 & San Bruno Ave

E

5

SR 82 & Milbrae Ave

E

6

SR 82 & Broadway

E

7

SR 82 & Park-Peninsula

E

8

SR 82 & Ralston

E

9

SR 82 & Holly

E

10

SR 82 & Whipple Ave

E

11

University & SR 84

F

12

Willow & SR 84

F

13

SR 84 & Marsh Rd

F

14

Middlefield & SR 84

E

15

SR 1 & SR 92

E

16

Main St & SR 92

F

2017
Peak
Standard
Hour 2017 LOS 2015 LOS 2013 LOS 2011 LOS 2009 LOS 2007 LOS 2005 LOS Exceeded
AM
B
B
B
B
C
B
C
No
PM
A
B
B
B
C
C
C
No
AM
C
D
C
C
B
B
B
No
PM
B
E
C
C
C
B
C
No
AM
B
C
C
B
C
C
C
No
PM
C
C
C
C
D
C
D
No
AM
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
No
PM
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
No
AM
D
D
E
F/D
E
E
E
No
PM
D
E
D
E
D
E
E
No
AM
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
No
PM
A
B
B
B
A
B
B
No
AM
B
C
C
C
B
B
B
No
PM
B
C
C
C
B
B
B
No
AM
C
C
C
C
D
D
E
No
PM
C
C
D
C
D
D
E
No
AM
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
No
PM
C
C
C
C
D
C
C
No
AM
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
No
PM
D
C
C
C
D
D
D
No
AM
F
C
E
C
B
B
B
No
PM
F
F
F
F
F
F
E
No
AM
C
D
D
C
C
C
C
No
PM
F
F
F
E
F
F
E
No
AM
F
F
D
D
C
C
C
No
PM
F
F
D
E
F
D
C
No
AM
E
C
D
C
D
D
D
No
PM
E
D
D
D
D
D
D
No
AM
B
C
C
D
C
D
D
No
PM
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
No
AM
B
C
B
C
C
C
C
No
PM
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
No

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the finding for the intersection LOS. Each intersection is represented
with two shapes. The larger one is the base and is the LOS Standard. The smaller shape in the
middle is the resulting peak period LOS for the respective time period.
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Figure 10 – AM Intersection LOS (Underlying Color is LOS Standard)
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Figure 11 – PM Intersection LOS (Underlying Color is LOS Standard)
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I.

2017 MULTI-MODAL PERFORMANCE MEASURE MONITORING PROGRAM

Beginning in 1995, the Transit LOS Standard element of the San Mateo County CMP was replaced
with the Performance Measure element. Four Performance Measures were selected and
incorporated in the 1997 CMP Update and used each update cycle through 2009. The four
measures are used to measure the performance of the overall multi-modal transportation system,
including non-automotive modes. They are:

Level of service,

Travel times from single-occupant automobiles, carpools, and transit,

Pedestrian and bicycle improvements, and

Ridership / person throughput for transit.
This section presents the 2017 measurements of these performance measures and includes the historic
results for context.
Level of Service
The levels of service of the CMP corridors and segments are included in the previous sections of this
monitoring report. The results show that two roadway segments exceeded the respective LOS standard
following reflection of the interregional trips. For the 16 intersections included in the CMP network, all
intersections were found to operated at or better than the established standard after incorporating
exemptions.
Travel Times for Single-Occupant Automobiles, Carpools, and Transit
This multi-modal performance measure compares the travel time of the various modes available in the US
101 corridor from the Santa Clara County line to the San Francisco County line. Those include using the
general purpose lanes, using the carpool lane for the limits available, or using transit via SamTrans or
Caltrain.
The general purpose travel times previously presented early in this report were the result of a 2 month
average between April and May. Those included in Table 6 for the single occupant vehicle represent the
calculated INRIX travel time using the average speed over each TMC segment for each 5 minute interval
during each respective AM and PM peak period. The HOV travel times are based on 5 runs in the field for
the limits of the HOV between the county line and Whipple summed with the INRIX results for the
balance of the route to the San Francisco county line on the north. Therefore, the HOV portion
represents a far smaller sample size than an average for the peak period over 2 months.
The current limits of the carpool lane in San Mateo County are from the Santa Clara County line to
Whipple Avenue. For those that are able to use this lane during the peak hours, the remainder of the run
will take place in the general purpose lane.
Travel times for those using transit include the option to access SamTrans route KX along the US 101
corridor or Caltrain. The travel times for the transit options are represented based on the published
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schedules. Actual data collection for these routes was not performed but is shown consistent with methods
used in previous LOS monitoring studies.
The travel times for the various mode options are included in Table 6 below. The table includes the
respective travel times, listed by direction and peak periods, for the current reporting period as well as
previous years back to 2009.
Table 6 – Average Travel Time in US 101 Corridor (in minutes)
Between San Francisco and Santa Clara County Lines
Average Travel Time in US 101 Corridor (in minutes)
(Between San Francisco and Santa Clara County Lines)

AM - Morning Commute Peak Period
PM - Evening Commute Peak Period
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound
2017 2015 2013 2011 2009 2017 2015 2013 2011 2009 2017 2015 2013 2011 2009 2017 2015 2013 2011 2009

Mode
Auto - Single Occ.

1

32

32

28

29

30

35

36

41

34

28

36

39

30

32

33

32

32

33

40

29

Carpool - HOV Lane 2

32

32

32

28

30

34

35

37

30

26

36

42

37

30

32

32

32

32

35

27

Caltrain (Baby Bullet b/n
Palo Alto and Menlo and
Approximate north county
line near Bayshore
Station - but not stop on
Baby Bullet) 3
SamTrans Route KX (b/n
Palo Alto Station and
SFO then transfer to
BART at SFO to County
Line) 4

40

39

23

35

35

44

43

27

31

31

40

38

24

34

34

36

38

23

35

35

80

80

68

76

79

-

-

73

81

85

-

-

72

81

83

91

91

74

78

89

1 - 2015 & 2017 Results based on Inrix avg speeds over each TMC for the full 3 month (March-May) and 2 month (April-May) periods, respectively
2 - 2015 & 2017 HOV results are based on HOV field runs south of Whipple + Inrix avg speed for TMC north to SF county line
3 - Baby Bullet b/n Palo Alto and Menlo and Approximate north county line near Bayshore Station - but not stop on Baby Bullet.
4 - Route KX b/n RWC and SF(AM NB Only, PM SB Only) & 398 (b/n Palo Alto and Redwood City).

The AM and PM auto travel times in the general-purpose lanes have fluctuated slightly since 2009, while
showing a slight improvement for 2017 as compared to 2015.
The carpool travel times have improved slightly in most cases saving on average 1 minute over the section
from Whipple to the county line.
Caltrain has made minor changes to its schedules since 2009 on the Baby Bullet express that was
introduced in 2005, thus the travel times have not changed too much since 2013 between the express stops
of Palo Alto just south of the county line to the SF stop north of the county line since the last stop in San
Mateo County is Millbrae.
The published schedule for SamTrans Route KX remains the same as compared to 2015. The KX route
only goes as far north as SFO and requires a transfer onto Route 398 to continue north to San Francisco.
The times shown reflect the duration of the trip between Palo Alto and San Francisco.
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Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements
The purpose of this performance measure is to maintain a focus on non-vehicular alternatives. This should
be reflected in connectivity to transit and other modes to not only make connections convenient, but safe
and attractive. During the CMP update process, seven-year Capital Improvement Program (CIP) projects
are identified and evaluated. The top-ranked projects are forwarded to MTC to be evaluated in the regional
process for State and Federal funding.
C/CAG developed the San Mateo County Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan to address the
planning, design, funding, and implementation of bicycle and pedestrian projects of countywide
significance. The Plan includes a policy framework to guide and evaluate implementation of projects
identified by the local implementing cities and the County. To maximize funding available for bikeway
projects, the Plan emphasizes projects that improves safety, promote access to jobs, and located within high
population as well as employment densities. The Plan also establishes geographical focus areas for
countywide investment in pedestrian infrastructure.
Ridership / Person Throughput for Transit
The purpose of this performance measure is to document the number of patrons using the available transit
options. Within San Mateo County, there are three options including SamTrans, Caltrain, and BART.
BART has three stops that serve the county including the SFO Airport extension that opened in 2005,
Colma, and Daly City.
The 2017 transit ridership data for SamTrans, Caltrain, and BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) is included in
Table 7. As shown in Table 7 below, the 2017 transit ridership data indicates annual total ridership
for SamTrans has decreased by 10% whereas Caltrain ridership increased by 3% when compared to
the CMP update 2015. Annual total ridership for BART decreased by 4% at the Colma and Daly
City stations and decreased by 4% for the SFO Extension stations. Overall annual total transit
ridership decreased about 3% when compared with the previous 2015 CMP Update.
Table 7 – Transit Ridership
2017

2015

Annual Total
2013

2011

2009

2017

Average Weekday
2015
2013
2011

2009

SamTrans

11,816,760

13,158,703

12,445,748

13,474,466

14,951,949

38,700

42,981

40,966

44,910

49,950

Caltrain

18,743,189

18,156,173

15,595,559

12,673,420

12,691,612

59,132

58,429

49,031

39,909

40,066

BART (Colma & Daly City)

7,818,023

8,155,340

7,778,180

7,014,816

7,026,186

25,269

28,050

27,102

23,598

23,711

BART (SFO Ext. Stations) 12,102,872

12,614,731

11,685,236

10,097,310

9,900,626

39,989

40,741

38,696

32,294

31,485

Combined Transit

52,084,947

47,504,723

43,260,012

44,570,373

163,090

170,201

155,795

140,711

145,212

50,480,844
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J.

TRENDS AND NEXT STEPS

Overall between 2015 and 2017 there were a few areas that showed improvements while there were
a larger number of segments in other areas that worsened especially in the AM Peak Period. A few
specifics to highlight during the AM period that either improved a letter grade in LOS or over 10
mph faster travel time include the following:
 SR 84 between US 101 and Willow Road - eastbound
 SR 92 between I-280 and US 101 – westbound
 SR 114 between US 191 and SR 84 - westbound
Similarly, for those that worsened a letter grade in LOS or slower by more than 10 mph during the
AM period include:
 SR 92 between US 101 and the Alameda County Line - westbound
 I-380 between US 101 and Airport Access Road - eastbound
A few specific segments to highlight during the PM period that either improved a letter grade in
LOS or over 10 mph faster travel time include the following:
 SR 82 between 42nd St and Holly St – northbound
 SR 82 between SR 84 and Glenwood Ave - northbound
 SR 84 between SR 1 and Portola Rd
 SR 84 between US 101 to Willow - eastbound
 SR 109 between Kavanaugh and SR 84 – northbound
 I-280 between San Bruno Avenue and SR 92 – northbound
 I-280 between SR 84 and Santa Clara County Line - southbound
Similarly, for those that worsened a letter grade in LOS or slower by more than 10 mph during the
PM period include:
 SR 82 between Santa Cruz Avenue to Santa Clara County Line – northbound
 I-380 between I-280 and US 101 – westbound
 I-380 between US 101 and Airport Access Road - eastbound
The LOS and Performance Measure Monitoring Report for many years has continued to use the
1994 Highway Capacity Manual as the basis for determining LOS for freeways, arterials and
intersections. There have been a couple substantial updates to this manual over the years that not
only changed the thresholds for determining LOS but also the methodology to be used over the last
15 years. With these changes have come new data sources that allow additional performance
measures to be evaluated included travel time reliability and duration of congestion. Nationally,
these performance measures are many times of more interest not only to planners and engineers but
to drivers. A driver, many times is more concerned with the consistency or reliability with their
travel time than they are with the actual conditions. That allows the driver to better plan their trip,
departure time, and arrival time with some level of reliability.
It is recommended for the next update cycle, C/CAG transition to the current 2010 HCM.
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APPENDIX A
AM and PM Roadway LOS Tabular Results
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APPENDIX B
TECHNICAL APPENDIX
 The technical details, database and support documents are included in a separate geographic
information system (GIS) deliverable
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STATUS OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

Program Year

Program

2010/11

STP

2010/11

STP

SR2S

2010/11

CMAQ

SR2S

C/CAG

2010/11
2010/11
2010/11
2010/11
2010/11
2010/11
2010/11
2010/11
2010/11
2010/11
2010/11
2011/12

STP
CMAQ
STP
STP
STP
CMAQ
CMAQ
STP
STP
STP
STP
CMAQ

LSR
LSR
LSR
LSR
LSR

Daly City
Millbrae
Pacifica
Redwood City
San Bruno
San Carlos
San Mateo
San Mateo
San Mateo County
San Mateo County
South San Francisco
Burlingame

2011/12

STIP

Highway

Caltrans

2011/12

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

County of San Mateo

2011/12

CMAQ

2011/12

TDA Art 3

2011/12
2011/12
2011/12
2011/12
2011/12
2011/12
2011/12
2011/12
2011/12
2011/12
2011/12

CMAQ
TDA Art 3
STP
CMAQ
TDA Art 3
CMAQ
CMAQ
CMAQ
CMAQ
STP
CMAQ

2011/12

TDA Art 3

2011/12
2011/12
2011/12
2011/12
2011/12

CMAQ
TDA Art 3
CMAQ
CMAQ
STP

2011/12

STIP

2011/12

STIP

2011/12

TDA Art 3

2011/12

CMAQ

Type

Bicycle
LSR
LSR
LSR
LSR

Jursidiction

Project Description

Burlingame

Burlingame - Federal Grant Street
San Mateo County Safe Routes to School
Program
San Mateo County Safe Routes to School
Program
Street Rehab Program
El Camino Real/Victoria Ave Pedestrian
Pavement Rehab
2010-11 Street
Various Streets resurfacing
East Side Community Transit (PE)
Delaware Street Bike Lane (PE)
Street Rehab of Various Fed.
Resurfacing of Pescadero Creek Road (PE)
Pavement Program
Various Streets resurfacing
Burlingame Ave. and Broadway District
Aux lane landscaping #700B - 2-yr plant
establishment
Crystal Springs Regional Trail South of
Highway 92
Citywide Accessibility
Highway 1 Trail Extension - Seymour to
Wavecrest Road
Hwy 1 Bicycle Pedestrian Trail
Alpine Road Bike Lane Improvements
2010/11 Resurfacing
Skyway/Shoreline Bike Route (PE)
Brewster Avenue Bicycle Improvements
Skyway/Shoreline Bike Route
Bair Island Bay Trail Improvement
Transit Corridor Pedestrian
Street Median and Grand
Pavement Rehab Program
East Side Community Transit

C/CAG

Daly City
Bike Ped
Bike Ped
LSR
Bicycle
Bike Ped
Bicycle

LSR
Bike Ped

Half Moon Bay
Half Moon Bay
Menlo Park
Menlo Park
Redwood City
Redwood City
Redwood City
Redwood City
San Bruno
San Bruno
San Carlos
San Carlos

X

1,279,000.00

X

1,058,000.00
355,000.00
383,000.00
946,000.00
398,000.00
425,696.00
60,000.00
1,255,000.00
84,989.00
1,416,000.00
712,000.00
301,000.00

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

33,000.00
194,549.00

X
X

420,000.00
78,000.00
385,000.00
38,000.00
107,640.00
218,000.00
337,000.00
265,000.00
654,000.00
319,000.00
1,795,304.00
98,783.00

Highway

SMCTA

US 101/Willow Interchange Reconstruction

4,500,000.00

Highway

SMCTA/Pacifica

Hwy 1 San Pedro Creek Bridge Replacement

3,000,000.00

South San Francisco

2012/13

STIP

Highway

C/CAG

TDA Art 3
TDA Art 3

Bike Ped
Bike Ped

Redwood City
Burlingame

2013/14

CMAQ

Bike Ped

Caltrans

2013/14

Regional SR2S

SR2S

C/CAG

2013/14

CMAQ

Bike Ped

Pacifica

2013/14

CMAQ

TLC

San Carlos

2013/14

CMAQ

TLC

San Carlos

2013/14

STIP

Highway

SMCTA

1 of 4

X

250,000.00

203,000.00
312,000.00
545,000.00
300,000.00
985,011.00

South San Francisco

X

420,000.00

Downtown Bicycle Parking

Bike Ped

Completed
X

El Camino Real Phase 1 Improvement
Bay to Transit Trail - Phase 1
Delaware Street Bike Lane
CSRT South of Dam Conversion
Resurfacing of Pescadero Creek Road

Pedestrian Crossing Improvements at El
Camino H.S.
Regional Gap
San Mateo County Smart Corridor - Segment
3
Bike Route Sign/Detectors/Racks
Ped/Bike Bridge Connection
Reconstruct U.S. 101/Broadway interchange Bike/ Ped components
San Mateo County Safe Routes to School
Program
Replace San Pedro Creek Bridge over Route 1
- Bike/ Ped components
San Carlos PDA Connectivity Project
El Camino Real Lighting and Landscaping (G
rand Boulevard Inititive)
US 101/ Broadway Interchange

Under Construction

150,000.00

San Mateo

Bike Ped
Bicycle

Funding Fully Obligated

308,000.00

San Mateo
San Mateo
San Mateo
San Mateo County
San Mateo County

2012/13
2013/14

2017 CMP - San Mateo County (Appendix G)

Funding Obligation
Pending

Amount

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

98,000.00
261,000.00

X
X

1,977,000.00

X

42,792.00
136,000.00

X
X

3,613,000.00

X

1,905,000.00

X

1,141,000.00

X

125,000.00

X

182,000.00

X

23,218,000.00

X
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Program Year

Program

Type

Jursidiction

2014/15

STP

LSR

Atherton

2014/15

STP

LSR

Belmont

2014/15

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

Belmont

Project Description

Funding Obligation
Pending

Amount

Atherton/Fair Oaks/Middlefield Maintenance
project
2014/15 Belmont Pavement Reconstruction
Project

Funding Fully Obligated

285,000.00

X

534,000.00

X

Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan

37,500.00

X

2014/15

CMAQ

Bike Ped

Burlingame

Carolan Avenue Complete Streets
Improvement Project

986,000.00

X

2014/15

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

City of San Mateo

Pedestrian and Bicycle Infrastructure Upgrade

200,000.00

X

Bike Ped

County of San Mateo

Semicircular Road Pedestrian and Bicycle
Access Improvement Project, North Fair Oaks
Area

320,000.00

X

2014/15

CMAQ

2014/15

STP

LSR

Daly City

Callan Boulevard and King Drive Resurfacing

560,000.00

X

2014/15
2014/15

TDA Art 3
TDA Art 3

Bike Ped
Bike Ped

Daly City
East Palo Alto

Geneva Ave. Bike and Ped Improvements
Bike/Ped Access to Services

375,000.00
108,820.00

X
X

2014/15

STP

LSR

Menlo Park

2014-2015 Resurfacing of Federal Aid Routes

427,000.00

X

797,000.00

X

347,860.00

X

445,000.00

X

62,500.00

X

2014/15

CMAQ

Bike Ped

Menlo Park

2014/15

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

Menlo Park

2014/15

STP

LSR

Millbrae

El Camino Real, Valaparaiso Avenue,
Glenwood Avenue, and Middlefield Road
Bike/Ped Safety
Citywide Bicycle and Pedestrian
Enhancements
2014 Millbrae Street Repair Project

2014/15

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

Millbrae

Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation Plan

2014/15

CMAQ

TLC

San Mateo

2014/15

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

San Mateo

FY 2014-15 Linda Mar Boulevard Pavement
Rehabilitation
Palmetto Avenue Streetscape
Warning Lights Crosswalk
2014/2015 Town of Portola Valley
Resurfacing Project
2014/2015 Town of Portola Valley
Resurfacing Project
Middlefield Road Streetscape Project
Safe Routes to School Improvement
Transit Corridor Pedestrian Connectivity
Improvement - Huntington Landscaping
Imprvoements
Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
Crestview Drive Pavement RehabilitationPhase 2
San Carlos PDA Connectivity Project
N-S Bikeway Sign and Detectors
Street Rehabilitation in Priority Development
Areas (PDA's)
North Central Pedestrian Infrastructure
Improvements
Bay to Transit Trail - Phase I

2014/15

CMAQ

TLC

South San Francisco

South San Francisco Grand Boulevard Project

2014/15

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

South San Francisco

2015/16

CMAQ

TLC

Belmont

2015/16

CMAQ

Bike Ped

Belmont

2015/16

CMAQ

TLC

Daly City

2015/16
2015/16
2015/16

CMAQ
CMAQ
CMAQ

TLC
TLC
Bike Ped

East Palo Alto
San Mateo
South San Francisco

Pedestrian Crossing Improvement
Ralston Avenue Pedestrian Route
Improvements
Old County Road Bike and Pedestrian
Improvement Project
John Daly Boulevard Streetscape
Improvements
Bay Rd. Improvement Phase II and III
Citywide Crosswalk Improvement Project
SSF Citywide Sidewalk Gap Closure Project

2015/16

CMAQ

TLC

South San Francisco

South San Francisco Grand Boulevard Project

2014/15

STP

LSR

Pacifica

2014/15
2014/15

CMAQ
TDA Art 3

TLC
Bike Ped

Pacifica
Pacifica

2014/15

STP

LSR

Portola Valley

2014/15

STP

LSR

Redwood City

2014/15
2014/15

CMAQ
TDA Art 3

Bike Ped
Bike Ped

Redwood City
Redwood City

2014/15

CMAQ

TLC

San Bruno

2014/15

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

San Bruno

2014/15

STP

LSR

San Carlos

2014/15
2014/15

CMAQ
TDA Art 3

TLC
Bike Ped

San Carlos
San Carlos

2014/15

STP

LSR

San Mateo
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431,000.00

X

1,000,000.00
140,000.00

X
X

224,000.00

X

548,000.00

X

1,752,000.00
46,220.00

X
X

735,000.00

X

100,000.00

X

412,000.00

X

725,000.00
83,500.00

X
X

270,000.00

X

1,000,000.00

X

312,000.00

X

150,000.00

X

98,000.00

X

250,000.00

X

270,000.00

X

1,000,000.00

Under Construction

Completed

X

1,000,000.00
368,000.00
357,000.00

X
X
X

850,000.00

X
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Program Year

Program

Type

Jursidiction

2016/17

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

Atherton

2016/17

STIP

Highway

C/CAG

2016/17

STIP

Highway

C/CAG

2016/17

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

Daly City

2016/17

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

San Carlos

2016/17

STIP

Highway

San Mateo

2016/17
2016/17

TDA Art 3
TDA Art 3

Bike Ped
Bike Ped

San Mateo
San Mateo County

Project Description

Funding Obligation
Pending

Amount

Middlefield and Oak Grove Complete Street
Improvements
Phase 2 (ENV) at SR 92/US 101 Interchange
Vicinity
US 101 High Occupancy/Express Lane
Project
Westmoof Ave to Guadalupe Parkway Bike
and Ped Improvements
Hwy 101 Ped/Bike Overcrossing
Phase 1 - SR 92 Improvement at SR 92/US El
Camino Real Interchange
San Mateo Dr. Ped and Bike Improvements
Bicycle Routes and Rules

124,200.00

X

5,000,000.00

X

9,399,000.00

X

154,750.00

X

400,000.00

X

5,000,000.00
X
X
X

STIP

Highway

SMCTA

US 101/Willow Interchange Reconstruction

19,552,000.00

2016/17

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

South San Francisco

Linden Ave Complete Streets Safety Project

400,000.00

2017/18

STIP

Highway

C/CAG

4,298,000.00

X

2017/18

CMAQ

SRTS

C/CAG

2,617,000.00

X

2017/18

STIP

Highway

Menlo Park

8,000,000.00

X

2017/18

STIP

Highway

San Mateo

5,000,000.00

X

2017/18

STIP

TLC

South San Francisco

2016/17

STIP

Highway

C/CAG

2017/18
2017/18
2017/18

CMAQ
CMAQ
CMAQ

TLC
TLC
TLC

Burlingame
Colma
Half Moon Bay

2017/18

CMAQ

TLC

San Carlos

Countywide ITS Project
San Mateo County Safe Routes to School
Program
US-101/Willow IC
Phase 1 of SR 92 Improvement from I-280 to
US 101 - Construction of
Operational Improvement at the SR 92/El
Camino Real Interchange
MTC TE - ECR Complete Streets
Phase 2 (ENV) at SR 92/US 101 Interchange
Vicinity
Broadway PDA Lighting Improvements
Mission Road Bike/Ped Improvements
Poplar Street Complete Streets Project
Ped Enhancements Arroyo/Cedar and
Hemlock/Orange
Laurie Meadows Ped/Bike Safety
Improvements
SSF Grand Boulevard (Phase III)
Ralston Avenue Corridor Segment 3
Crocker Trail Commuter Connectivity
Upgrades
Hoover School Area Sidewalk Impvts
(Summit Dr.)
Citywide Curb Ramp Project
Palmetto Sidewalk Project
US 101/Woodside Road Class 1 Bikeway
Huntington Transit Corridor Bike/Ped
Improvements
US 101/Holly Street Interchange Project
Woodside Pathway Project Phase 3
Canada Road and Edgewood Road
Resurfacing Project
Middlefield Road Class II Bike Lanes
Belmont Pavement Project
Tunnel Avenue Rehabilitation
2018 Street Resurfacing Project OBAG LSR
San Mateo Countywide Pavement
Maintenance Project
2018/2019 Daly City Pavement Street
Resurfacing and Slurry

2017/18

CMAQ

TLC

San Mateo

CMAQ
CMAQ

TLC
Bike Ped

South San Francisco
Belmont

2017/18

CMAQ

Bike Ped

Brisbane

2017/18

CMAQ

Bike Ped

Burlingame

2017/18
2017/18
2017/18

STP
CMAQ
CMAQ

Bike Ped
Bike Ped
Bike Ped

Pacifica
Pacifica
Redwood City

2017/18

CMAQ

Bike Ped

San Bruno

2017/18
2017/18

CMAQ
CMAQ

Bike Ped
Bike Ped

San Carlos
Woodside

1,991,000.00

X

5,628,000.00

X

900,000.00
1,375,000.00
1,649,000.00

X
X
X

730,000.00

X

1,115,000.00

X

1,275,000.00
1,500,000.00

X
X

1,150,000.00

X

898,000.00

X

492,000.00
413,000.00
1,232,000.00

X
X
X

1,157,000.00

X

5,950,000.00
755,000.00

X
X

1,026,000.00

X

960,000.00
600,000.00
166,000.00
1,371,000.00

X
X
X
X

1,212,000.00

X

STP

LSR

San Mateo County

2017/18
2017/18
2017/18
2017/18

CMAQ
STP
STP
STP

LSR
LSR
LSR
LSR

Atherton
Belmont
Brisbane
Burlingame

2017/18

STP

LSR

San Mateo County

2017/18

STP

LSR

Daly City

1,480,000.00

X

2017/18

STP

LSR

East Palo Alto

Citywide Annual Street Resurfacing Project

894,000.00

X

2017/18
2017/18

STP
STP

LSR
LSR

Foster City
Hillsborough

1,901,000.00
461,000.00

X
X

2017/18

STP

LSR

Menlo Park

Pavement Rehabilitation Project - FY 19/20
Street Resurfacing Project
2018-19 Sta. Cruz and Middle Aves. Rehab
Project

977,000.00

X

3 of 4

Completed

X

2017/18
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Under Construction

X

400,000.00
21,050.00

2016/17

2017/18
2017/18

Funding Fully Obligated
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Program Year

Program

Type

Jursidiction

Project Description

2017/18
2017/18
2017/18
2017/18
2017/18

STP
STP
STP
STP
STP

LSR
LSR
LSR
LSR
LSR

Millbrae
Pacifica
Portola Valley
Redwood City
San Bruno

City of Millbrae 2019 Street Rehabilitation
FY 2017-18 Pavement Rehabiliation Project
2017/2018 Street resurfacing project
2017/18 Overlay Project
San Bruno Street Rehabilitation Program
Cedar and Brittan Ave. Pavement
Rehabilitation Project
2020 Street Rehabilitation Project
2018/2019 South San Francisco Pavement
Rehabilitation Project
2019 Road Rehabilitation Project
Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements along
E. Hillsdale Boulevard and Beach Park
Boulevard
Huntington/San Antonio Bicycle Corridor and
Lomita Park Elementary Safe Routes to
School Project
Transit Center to Spur Trails (Phase I and II)
Connection and Pedestrian/Bicyclist Safety
Improvements
ECR between Selby Lane/5th Ave Complete
Streets Improvements
The South San Francisco Regional Bike
Network Connectivity Project: North

2017/18

STP

LSR

San Carlos

2017/18

STP

LSR

San Mateo

2017/18

STP

LSR

South San Francisco

2017/18

STP

LSR

Woodside

2017/18

TDA Art 3

Bike Ped

Foster City

2017/18

TDA Art 4

Bike Ped

San Bruno

2017/18

TDA Art 5

Bike Ped

Millbrae

2017/18

TDA Art 6

Bike Ped

Atherton

2017/18

TDA Art 7

Bike Ped

South San Francisco

2017 CMP - San Mateo County (Appendix G)

Funding Obligation
Pending

Amount

4 of 4

602,000.00
758,000.00
228,000.00
1,562,000.00
831,000.00

X
X
X
X
X

650,000.00

X

1,800,000.00

X

161,000.00

X

475,000.00

X

400,000.00

X

385,200.00

X

370,183.00

X

400,000.00

X

350,000.00

X

Funding Fully Obligated

Under Construction

Completed
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From the Executive Director
This report, as is the case with any activity of the San Mateo County
Transportation Authority (TA), is a testament to the farsightedness
and civic-mindedness of the people of San Mateo County. Since
1988, this community has been willing to pay for transit and
transportation programs – everything from freeway lanes to bicycle
paths – that will maintain and improve the quality of life we hold so
dear.
The TA and its supporting legislation have enjoyed overwhelming
support at the ballot in 1988 and again in 2004. This support is, in
reality, a remarkable show of understanding that as we all contribute, we all benefit. If the TA
helps to fund metering lights or auxiliary lanes on US 101, it helps traffic on the freeway and
on side streets, and improving traffic on a major roadway helps drivers everywhere. If the TA
funds alternative projects, such as bicycle and pedestrian paths or ferries, it takes cars off the
road and reduces pollution, to the benefit of someone who may never ride a bicycle, take a
hike or ride a ferry.
The eagerness with which the public has supported the TA is reflected in the enthusiasm
of the cities and the county in their pursuit of funding from the Measure A programs. If the
projects and programs are the outcome of the TA’s activities, the competition for funding for
those projects and programs is the centerpiece of the TA’s activities. And it is, to a significant
degree, at the heart of this Strategic Plan, intended to direct the TA through 2019. We have
gone through a detailed and critical analysis of how the TA delivers to our community –
reaching out in an unprecedented manner to stakeholders, cities, transportation agencies,
would-be sponsors and our ultimate constituency, the public we serve.
The result is the meticulously thoughtful raising of issues facing the TA and its delivery of the
funds with which it is charged as steward. In an equally detailed and thoughtful manner, the
Strategic Plan offers a series of recommendations to improve the interaction between the
agency and those seeking funds for projects and programs.
We hope you find this Strategic Plan helpful in understanding the TA and its role in our
community, and a useful guide to how best to make the fullest use of the resources available
from the Measure A revenues.

Michael J. Scanlon
Executive Director
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Section 1: Introduction and Background
In 1988, San Mateo County voters approved
Measure A, a 20 year half-cent sales tax to fund
and leverage additional funding for transportation
projects and programs in San Mateo County.
The approval of Measure A created the San
Mateo County Transportation Authority (TA) to
manage and administer the sales tax revenues
generated. The TA is governed by a seven-member
Board of Directors on the administration of the
Transportation Expenditure Plan (TEP). The Board
of Directors sets the overall policy direction for
the TA and is comprised of: two Board members
appointed by the Board of Supervisors; four
Board members representing the North County,
Central County, South County and cities at-large, as
appointed by the Cities Selection Committee; and
one Board member appointed by the San Mateo
County Transit D
 istrict. The 15-member Citizens
Advisory Committee, appointed by the Board,
serves as a liaison between the public and the
Board of Directors.
San Mateo County is one of 20 “self-help” counties
in California that chose to tax itself in order to
help address the county’s transportation needs.
As a self-help county, the TA has been able to
accelerate the completion of major projects by
bridging funding gaps, leveraging other fund
sources, and providing 100 percent of project
funding, where necessary. The 1988 Sales Tax
Measure expired on December 31, 2008.
In 2004, 75.3 percent of San Mateo County voters
reauthorized the Measure A half-cent sales tax
and a new TEP for an additional 25 years (2009 –
2033). The TEP describes programs and projects,
as identified by the cities, local agencies and
citizens of San Mateo County, and includes funding
for multiple modes to help meet the county’s
transportation needs.
The TEP requires the TA to develop a Strategic Plan
and to update the Strategic Plan every five years.

Page 10
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This current plan is developed for 2014-2019.
The purpose of this planning update is to
review and modify the policy framework,
where appropriate, to help guide programming
and allocation decisions for Measure A funds.
This update provides:
•

Funding prioritization and evaluation
criteria for the selection of candidate
projects; and

•

Procedures for sponsors to initiate and
implement projects

It is essential to emphasize that this plan is a
living document that will continue to evolve as
the TA implements the Measure A program.

Section 2: Measure A
Program 2009-2033
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Section 2: Measure A Program 2009-2033
The 2009 – 2033 Measure A Program began on
January 1, 2009, continuing to generate sales tax
revenues in San Mateo County for transportation
facilities, services and programs. The voterapproved TEP sets the program categories and
percentage split of the sales tax revenues to
each of the program categories described below.

Funding is identified for six primary program
categories: Transit, Highways, Local Streets/
Transportation, Grade Separations, Pedestrian
and Bicycle, and Alternative Congestion Relief
Programs. Each category is designated for
a percentage share of the total projected
revenues, as illustrated in Figure 1 below.

2.1 2004 Expenditure Plan Goals

2.2 Program Category Details

The goals of the 2004 Expenditure Plan are to:
•

Reduce commute corridor congestion

•

Make regional connections

•

Enhance safety

•

Meet local mobility needs

A description and purpose of each program
category is described in Table 1 on the next
page. The Measure A program is estimated to
generate $1.5 billion (in 2004 dollars) over the
life of the program.

Figure 1: 2004 Measure A Expenditure Plan
3%

1% 1%
Transit - 30%

15%

30%

Highways -27.5%
Local Streets & Transportation -22.5%
Grade Separations -15%
Pedestrian & Bicycle -3%

22.5%

Alternative Congestion Relief -1%
27.5%
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Administration - 1%

Table 1: Program Category Details
Program
Category

Description

Purpose

Estimated
Sales Tax (in
2004 dollars)

Transit
Caltrain
(16%)

Existing commuter rail system providing Upgrade and expand Caltrain
systemwide services/San Mateo
train service in San Francisco, San
County specific improvements; up
Mateo and Santa Clara counties
to one-half of funds may be used
to support operations

$240.0 million

Local Shuttles
(4%)

Transit services provided with vehicles
that are typically larger than vans and
smaller than buses

$60.0 million

Accessible Services
(4%)

$60.0 million
Provide paratransit and other
Targeted transportation services for
people that have special mobility needs transportation services to eligible
seniors and people with disabilities

Ferry
(2%)

Transit service provided by vessels on
waterways

Establish ferry services in San
Mateo County

$30.0 million

Dumbarton Corridor
(2%)

A key corridor connecting the East Bay
with the Peninsula identified for future
commuter rail service

Construct stations and rail
enhancements in East Palo Alto,
Menlo Park and Redwood City

$30.0 million

BART
(2%)

Existing heavy rail system providing
train services in San Francisco, San
Mateo, Alameda and Contra Costa
counties

Maintain and operate BART extension in San Mateo County

$30.0 million

Key Congested Areas
(17.3%)

Highways in San Mateo County

Reduce congestion and improve
safety on highways

$260.0 million

Supplemental Roadways
(10.2%)

Local, collector, arterial, state route
roadways in San Mateo County

Reduce congestion and improve
safety on roadways

$153.0 million

Local Streets /
Transportation
(22.5%)

Transportation services, roadways
owned and maintained by the cities
and County of San Mateo

Improve and maintain local transportation facilities and services

$337.5 million

Grade Separations
(15%)

Eliminate at-grade railroad crossings/
upgrade existing grade separation

Improve safety and relieve local
traffic congestion

$225.0 million

Pedestrian and Bicycle
(3%)

Pedestrians and bicycle facilities

Encourage walking and bicycling

$45.0 million

Alternative Congestion
Relief Programs
(1%)

Commute alternatives and Intelligent
Transportation Systems

Efficient use of transportation
network and reduce reliance on
automobiles

$15.0 million

Meet local mobility needs and
provide access to regional transit

Highways

Note: Up to 1% of funds used for administration
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The TEP outlines restrictions in the use
of Measure A funds to target funding to
transportation projects in San Mateo County and
maximize the leveraging of other funding. The
restrictions include:
•

Measure A funds may not be used to
supplant existing funds and resources on
projects

•

Measure A funds may be used only for
transportation programs and projects as
allowed in the TEP

•

Measure A funds may be used only
for projects within San Mateo County,
with exception to system-wide Caltrain
improvements, and other projects that
minimally extend into adjacent counties

The TEP further provides that “listed” projects
are to be included in each Strategic Plan. A
listed project is a capital project that the TA has
programmed Measure A funding from the Call
for Projects selection approach or from a Special
Circumstance request. The TA can de-program
funding for a project, and thus remove a listed
project from the Strategic Plan, if requested by
the project sponsor or if a sponsor fails to meet
its obligations under the terms and conditions of
the funding agreement for the project.
An inventory of listed projects is contained
in Appendix B. Note, the inventory of listed
projects is not intended to be a comprehensive
list of projects selected for funding from all of
the Measure A programs, nor an inventory of
all projects eligible for Measure A funds in the
future. Going forward, the list in Appendix B
will be updated as needed, and included in each
subsequent Strategic Plan.

2.3 Accomplishments for Past Five
Years

Over the past five years of the Measure A
program, a number of accomplishments were
achieved, as described below.
Page 14
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New Processes and Plans

The TA established the Call for Projects processes
for selecting projects and allocating Measure
A funds for the highway, grade separation,
pedestrian/bicycle and shuttle programs.
The TA also completed the New Measure A
Program Short-range Highway Plan (2011-2021),
the Shuttle Business Practices Guidebook,
and helped fund the San Mateo County
Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.

Key Projects Funded

Measure A has funded a number of key projects
throughout the county to meet the goals of the
2004 Expenditure Plan including:
• Transit
○○ Caltrain upgrades and improvements,
such as:
₋₋ Caltrain Modernization Program
(CalMod) program with
Electrification, Positive Train
Control (PTC)
₋₋ Ongoing Caltrain State of Good
Repair projects
○○ Shuttles: The TA helps fund a robust
shuttle system to provide critical
first-and last-mile access to regional
transit and meet local mobility needs
○○ Ferry: South San Francisco Ferry
Terminal construction
• Highway
○○ Reconstruction of Broadway
Interchange at U.S. 101 (Burlingame)
○○ State Route 1 San Pedro Creek Bridge
Replacement Project (Pacifica)
○○ U.S. 101 Auxiliary Lane Project, from
Marsh Road to Embarcadero Road
(Menlo Park to Palo Alto)
• Grade Separation - San Bruno Grade
Separation Project
• Pedestrian/Bicycle - Ralston Avenue/U.S.
101 pedestrian and bicycle bridge
(Belmont)

•

Alternative Congestion Relief (ACR)
○○ Peninsula Traffic Congestion Relief
Alliance’s countywide transportation
demand management (TDM) work
programs
○○ Connect Redwood City TDM effort
focused in Redwood City

2.4 A Financial Look Ahead
(2014-2019)

Although the Strategic Plan covers 2014 - 2019
calendar years, financial projections are made by
fiscal year. A review of the Measure A financial

outlook for Fiscal Year (FY) 2014 through 2019
was performed as part of the development of
the Strategic Plan. The following section details
the forecasted annual revenues through FY
2019.

Forecasted Measure A Revenues
The budgeted FY 2015 sales tax revenue

receipts are estimated to be $72 million; each
subsequent fiscal year estimate assumes a
conservative 1.0 percent growth rate. Table 2
below provides the estimated total revenues
each year, and Figure 2 provides the percentage
breakdown for each category.

Table 2: Annual Measure A Revenues (FY2014-2019)

Projected Measure A Revenues ($M)

FY2014*

FY2015

FY2016

FY2017

FY2018

FY2019

$72.0

$72.0

$72.7

$73.4

$74.2

$75.0

Note: Fiscal Year (FY) 2014 adopted budget is $72 million. In addition, the currently available unprogrammed new Measure A balance is $63 million.

Figure 2: Annual Measure A Revenues
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Measure A Financial Outlook

The forecasted need for pipeline projects in
the grade separation, highway, and pedestrian
and bicycle categories, not including funding
requests for new projects that may be proposed,
could exceed $500 million over the next five
years, as shown in Figure 3 below. Pipeline
projects reflect those capital projects in these

three categories previously programmed and
allocated Measure A funds, and whose sponsors
are expected to request additional funding for
project completion. The estimated Measure
A receipts for these categories, estimated at
$167 million through Fiscal Year 2019, will be
insufficient to deliver these projects through
completion.

Figure 3: Potential Funding Needs and Allocations for Pipeline Pedestrian/Bicycle,
Grade Separation, and Highway Programs for 2014-2019
$600,000,000
$500,000,000
$400,000,000
$300,000,000
$200,000,000
$100,000,000
$Pedestrian/Bicycle

Grade Separation

Funding Needs
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Section 3: Plan Development Process
This section describes the efforts that were
undertaken to develop the Measure A Strategic
Plan 2014-2019. These efforts included review
of existing project selection and project
implementation processes, demographics and
travel data trend analysis, and stakeholder
outreach.

3.1 Review of Existing Project
Selection and Implementation
Processes

A review of the existing project selection
process, including an assessment of the
evaluation criteria used to prioritize projects
and an examination of the project initiation and
implementation processes, were conducted to
determine where improvements are needed.

3.2 Demographics and Travel Data
An analysis of the demographic data was
conducted to better understand current and
future population and employment growth

patterns and travel trends, including current and
future mode share and trip growth, as projected
changes could influence program policies.

Demographic Trends

In 2010, San Mateo County had 718,454
residents and 331,931 jobs. Between 2010 and
2040, San Mateo County is projected to increase
in population by 25 percent and employment to
increase by 34 percent.

Population by Age

From 2010 to 2040, the senior population (65
and older) is expected to almost double, an
increase of more than 100,000 residents in
that age group. This indicates that there will
be growing pressure on transit and accessible
services to meet the needs to the senior
population in the next 25 years. Figure 4 shows
the total number of people by age group, as well
as the percent increase from 2010 to 2040.

Figure 4: San Mateo County Population Change within Age Groups, 2010-2040
2010

1,000,000
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900,000
Number of people

2040
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45 - 64

65 and over

200,000
100,000
0
0 - 19

20 - 44

Age

Note: Data based on Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) Projections 2013
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Total

Population by Geography

Population growth is largely concentrated along
the BART and Caltrain corridors as illustrated in
Figure 5 below. Most of the population growth
in the county occurs after 2020: population
increases by 52,754 residents (7 percent) from
2010 to 2020 and by 127,496 residents (17
percent) from 2020 to 2040.

Figure 6 illustrates the total change in
employment growth from 2010 to 2040 by
Travel Analysis Zones (TAZs). Areas with high
employment growth are in close proximity to
BART and Caltrain stations. A comparison of
Figure 5 (population change by geography) and
Figure 6 (employment change by geography)
shows that several areas are expected to
increase significantly in both employment and
population.

Figure 5: Total Change in Population from 2010 to 2040 for San Mateo County by
Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ)

Note: Data based on Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) Projections 2013
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Population and employment growth along
transit corridors is based on the Association of
Bay Area Governments (ABAG) projection of
growth in Planned Development Areas (PDAs)
near station areas and anticipated transitoriented development (TOD). These projected
population growth patterns support continued
investment in transit access to Caltrain and BART.

Travel Trends

A comparison of 2013 mode share data and
2040 projections during peak periods shows

that transit mode share will increase from
8.0 percent in 2013 to 10.6 percent in 2040.
Bicycling and walking mode shares are projected
to increase from 12.4 percent in 2013 to 13.7
percent in 2040. These three non-automobile
modes currently account for 20.4 percent of the
total mode share in San Mateo County. Table 3
summarizes 2013 and 2040 mode share data
during peak periods (morning and evening peaks
combined) for San Mateo County.

Figure 6: Change in Employment from 2010 to 2040 for San Mateo County by
Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ)

Note: Data based on Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) Projections 2013
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Summary of Findings

Trip Origins and Destinations

The number of trips that occur within San
Mateo County is projected to increase by 19
percent between 2013 and 2040. However,
the total number of trips that have an origin or
destination in San Mateo County is projected to
increase by 28 percent. The number of trips to
and from San Francisco and Santa Clara Counties
will increase by 45 percent from 2013 to 2040.
Overall the total number of trips is growing at a
faster rate than trips within the county. This may
indicate a future trend with longer average trips
and travel times.

The review of demographic and travel trends
indicate the following:

Traffic Volumes on Major Highway Segments
in San Mateo County

Selected highway segments from SR 92, SR 82,
I-280, SR 84, and US 101 were evaluated from a
countywide travel demand model to develop a
snapshot of anticipated growth in traffic volumes
on major San Mateo County roadways from
2013 to 2040. On average, traffic volumes on
these segments are estimated to increase by 28
percent from 2013 to 2040.

•

High growth in the number of seniors age
65 and older will put increased pressure
on the provision of transit and accessible
services in the upcoming years.

•

The majority of the population and
employment growth in the county will
occur along the already congested north/
south Highway 101 and Caltrain corridors.
Providing multimodal solutions with focus
on sustainable practices will be critical.

•

The use of transit and pedestrian/bicycle
modes will increase in the future, but
travel by automobile will continue to
be the primary mode of transportation.
This suggests a balanced approach to
transportation investment will be needed.

•

The highway volume analysis indicates
continued traffic volume growth on San
Mateo County’s key congested corridors
and highlights that they will continue to be
areas of concern in the next 25 years.

Table 3: Current and Projected Mode Share Trends for San Mateo County (Peak)*
Current (2013)
Drive-alone
Carpool
Transit**
Bicycle
Walk

49.7%
29.9%
8.0%
2.0%
10.4%

2020
50.4%
28.3%
8.9%
2.0%
10.4%

2040
48.2%
27.5%
10.6%
2.3%
11.4%

Difference (2013-2040)
-1.5%
-2.4%
+2.6%
+0.3%
+1.0%

Data from Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) travel model 2013, based on ABAG Projections 2011 that is in
the process of being updated to incorporate inputs from the Plan Bay Area Regional Transportation Plan.
*Includes all peak-period trips (a combination of morning and evening peaks) starting or ending in San Mateo County
**Park-and-ride and kiss-and-ride trips are categorized as transit
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3.3 Stakeholder/Public Outreach

The Strategic Plan update involved several
methods of civic engagement: public
stakeholder meetings, an online survey, and a
series of public meetings held throughout the
county following the release of a draft Strategic
Plan update. A key aspect of the outreach
program for the Strategic Plan update was
to solicit stakeholder input focusing on key
issues and how the process could be improved.
Engaging stakeholders and the public included
the following channels:
•

•

TA website: dedicated page, www.smcta.
com/strategicplan, and public meeting
announcement on home page
News releases and follow-up reminders
to numerous entities including local
media, neighborhood associations,
community based organizations,
chambers of commerce, mayors, city
managers, public works directors,
stakeholder outreach contacts, interested
parties from prior Call for Projects
processes and other TA outreach efforts

Public meeting notices for the Strategic Plan
Update were also posted on the following
media sites:

Page 22

•

Sustainable San Mateo County website

•

San Mateo County Economic
Development Association (SAMCEDA)
Twitter

•

TransForm website

•

San Francisco Examiner news article

•

Belmont City Manager’s weekly update

•

San Bruno Patch

•

City of Pacifica City Focus

•

Fix Pacifica blog

•

City of South San Francisco news alerts

TA STRATEGIC PLAN 2014-2019

Stakeholder Meetings and Questionnaire
A series of stakeholder meetings were held
to receive input regarding the existing project
selection and implementation procedures
for Measure A funds, and how they can be
improved. TA staff met with the following
stakeholder groups, which represented a wide
range of perspectives and interests:
•

City/County Association of Governments
(C/CAG) Congestion Management Program
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)

•

C/CAG Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory
Committee (BPAC)

•

Caltrain Citizens Advisory Committee

•

SamTrans Accessibility Advisory
Committees

•

SamTrans Citizens Advisory Committee

•

SAMCEDA

•

San Mateo County Paratransit Coordinating
Council

•

TA Citizens Advisory Committee

The following groups were unable to convene
during this time period, but were invited to
participate in the stakeholder questionnaire:
•

Peninsula Traffic Congestion Relief Alliance

•

Committee for Green Foothills

•

Menlo Park Transportation Management
Program

•

C/CAG Congestion Management and
Environmental Quality Committee (CMEQ)

Summary of Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholder Meetings
Stakeholders were generally supportive of
the current processes for project selection
and initiation. Key comments received from
stakeholders emphasized the importance and
need for flexibility; input on project delivery
with respect to sponsor implementation;

concerns regarding limited available funding
to deliver large capital projects, and the
ability to leverage external revenue sources;
the integration of new concepts in light of
regional and statewide initiatives; and the
establishment of metrics to better determine
how projects are meeting Measure A goals.
Stakeholder Questionnaire
The stakeholder questionnaire was
distributed to the groups listed above.
The stakeholders were asked about their
assessment of the TA’s performance,
alignment of the TEP goals with the county’s
transportation needs, and preferences for
focus on goals and performance measures.
While stakeholders clearly indicated that the
TEP goals were aligned with the county’s
needs, the key feedback from this survey
included a preference for evaluation criteria
to focus on project effectiveness, project
need, and to give more consideration to
Complete Streets and multimodal access, and
finally to explore performance measures such
as ridership, cost per traveler, safety, travel
time savings, and emissions reduction.

Public feedback can be summarized as follows:
•

Ensure sufficient coordination with
external stakeholders as part of a
collaborative approach to solving
transportation concerns/issues.

•

Greater emphasis should be placed on
Complete Streets in the TA’s project
selection criteria.

•

Heightened importance of the
pedestrian/bicycle and alternative
congestion relief programs in addressing
congestion relief and the desire for
additional funding.

•

The TA also received concerns regarding
the Calera Parkway highway project in
Pacifica; however, they are beyond the
purview of the TA Strategic Plan. Project
specific concerns will be addressed
separately with the project sponsor.

A summary of stakeholder and public
outreach comments and the TA’s responses
are provided in Appendix C.

Summary of Public Feedback

The Draft Strategic Plan was released on
October 10th for a 30 day public comment
period. During this time, four public meetings
were held at different locations throughout
the county, including Menlo Park (South
County), Pacifica (Coastside), San Carlos
(Central County) and South San Francisco
(North County). The TA also presented
the Draft Strategic Plan to the Menlo Park
Chamber of Commerce, per request.

TA STRATEGIC PLAN 2014-2019
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Section 4: Recommendations
Through the plan development and stakeholder
outreach process, it was determined that the TA’s
current processes for project selection and project
initiation and implementation generally work well.
Project sponsors appreciated the flexibility of
the program’s project delivery. Some challenges
and opportunities do exist, and they are either
program-wide or category specific. These are
discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Recommendation: Sustainability is already a
component of the evaluation criteria in each Call
for Projects, and the TA should work to refine the
specific sustainability criteria that will be used to
award projects, as appropriate.

Challenge/Opportunity #2B – Integrate Complete
Streets into Strategic Planning Process: Complete
Streets is defined as “a transportation facility that
is planned, designed, operated, and maintained
to provide safe mobility for all users, including
4.1 Program-wide Challenges and
bicyclists, pedestrians, transit riders, and motorists
Opportunities
appropriate to the function and context of the
The Strategic Plan development process identified
facility.” Complete Streets is also a key selection
four main program-wide challenges, which included
criterion in federal, state and local regional
the following:
transportation funding programs. It is important
to align the Measure A project selection criteria
Challenge/Opportunity #1 – Project Delivery:
Project delivery and coordination may be impacted with these non-Measure A programs in order
to maximize the leveraging of external funding
by sponsor resources, expertise and funding.
sources.
Recommendation: At the onset of a project the
sponsor shall coordinate with TA staff to determine Recommendation: For the highway and grade
separation categories, project selection should
the entity that is best suited to implement the
consider Complete Streets, where contextually
project or program. This decision should be
appropriate, to benefit all applicable travel modes
based on the size and complexity of the project/
program, as well as available sponsor resources and to the extent feasible.
expertise.
Challenge/Opportunity #3 – Call for Projects
Challenge/Opportunity #2A – Integrate
Alignment: The current Call for Projects process
Sustainability into Strategic Planning Process:
may not align well with anticipated external grant
Sustainability supports programs that build and
opportunities, with respect to timing and selection
maintain livable communities and transportation
criteria.
networks, foster social equity by expanding mobility
Recommendation: The Call for Projects processes
options and providing transportation for residents
with mobility impairments, and reduce greenhouse should be reviewed periodically to make sure
they coincide with the timing of external funding
gas emissions and environmental impacts by
programs to better position sponsors to procure
promoting alternative and active transportation
options. Sustainability also can be attained through additional funds for their projects.
stronger focus on sustainable design, as well as
Challenge/Opportunity #4 – Metrics: There is a
construction methods.
need to better establish metrics to ensure funded
projects are meeting the goals of Measure A and
The TA has an opportunity and obligation
to inform future investment decisions.
as stewards of the county to incorporate
sustainability into the decision-making process
while appropriately balancing other critical
considerations.
Page 26
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Recommendation: The TA should explore and
develop improved metrics to determine if
funded projects are meeting Measure A program
goals. These metrics should be developed in
a manner that allows a quantitative approach
to evaluate project and program effectiveness.
Where quantitative measures are difficult
to obtain, qualitative measures should be
considered.

4.2 Category Specific Issues and
Recommendations
Challenge/Opportunity #1 – Highway
and Grade Separation Programs: There is
insufficient funding projected to be available
through 2019 to deliver highway and grade
separation projects that are already in the
pipeline. There is a need to balance the delivery
of pipeline projects with new projects to be
selected for funding.
Recommendation: A Capital Improvement
Program (CIP) should be developed for both
the Highway and Grade Separation programs to
assist in long-term financial planning.
Challenge/Opportunity #2 – Pedestrian/
Bicycle Program: A number of stakeholders
voiced concerns that 3 percent of Measure A
funds is insufficient to meet the pedestrian and
bicycle needs for the county. There is insufficient
funding available to deliver projects that are
already in the pipeline and ensure that funds
are available to deliver a future mix of projects
throughout the county. The 3 percent share
was set by the TEP approved by the voters.
Additionally, opportunities to fund pedestrian
and bicycle projects are not limited to this
program: Complete Streets improvements may
be funded from other Measure A programs
where appropriate, and external funding sources
are also available for pedestrian and bicycle
facilities.

Recommendation:
• A CIP should be developed to assist in
long-term planning needs for large and
complex capital projects.
•

The Call for Projects cycle should be
adjusted to coincide with regional and
state funding programs for pedestrian/
bicycle projects. This should better
position sponsors to procure additional
funds for their projects.

Challenge/Opportunity #3 – Shuttle Program:
SamTrans recently embarked on development of
a Mobility Management Plan (MMP) to provide
planning guidance for shuttles and other nonfixed-route mobility options. The TA has an
opportunity to leverage this planning effort to
improve shuttle service and productivity. To take
full advantage of this opportunity it is essential
to determine who is best suited to plan and
administer the shuttle services, as there is a
concern that some shuttle services are not as
efficient as they should be. Existing performance
benchmarks need to be evaluated and updated.
Recommendation: The TA is a funding partner
of the SamTrans MMP, and will participate in
and leverage this planning effort, including
the update and revision of performance
benchmarks to evaluate proposed and existing
shuttle services. A minimum performance
standard should be considered to determine
if an existing or a proposed shuttle should be
funded by the Measure A program. The TA
should work with existing shuttle sponsors to
provide guidance/recommendations to improve
the productivity of under-performing shuttles.
Failure to continuously meet minimum standards
over a sustained period of time could result in
a recommendation to discontinue funding in
future funding cycles.
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Challenge/Opportunity #4 – Alternative
Congestion Relief: The relatively small amount
of money available to this program (1 percent)
to fund commute alternatives and the planning
and design of Intelligent Transportation
Systems requires that funds be employed in
a very efficient manner; this indicates that
a coordinated plan of action to govern this
program may be needed.
Recommendation: A countywide alternative
congestion relief plan will be developed in
conjunction with key external stakeholders. The
countywide congestion relief plan will form the
basis for initiating and selecting projects to be
implemented under this program.
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5.0 Programming and Allocation Guidelines
Based on the steps taken to develop the
Strategic Plan outlined in section 3.0 and the
recommendations in section 4.0, the following
guidelines provide a policy framework to inform
the programming and funding allocation process
for each of the programs or categories over the
strategic plan horizon. This section discusses five
basic elements of the process:
1. The participants and their respective
responsibilities
2. The project selection approach for each
program
3. Guidelines for agreement-based programs
4. Guidelines for plan-based programs
5. Guidelines for Call for Projects-based
programs

5.1 Program Participants

The designated participants in the Measure A
program are the project Initiator, the project
sponsors, the project manager/operator and
the Transportation Authority. Table 4 defines
the eligibility and the roles/responsibilities of
each of the participants. Any party or entity may
recommend or initiate a project by submitting
it to an eligible sponsor. The expenditure plan
identifies the eligible project sponsors as shown
in Table 5. The sponsors have the ability to
designate a project manager/operator. The
TA is the agency created by the Measure A
Expenditure Plan to administer the sales tax
funds, and it has the overall responsibility for the
Measure A Program.

Table 4: Participants and Responsibilities
Participant
Project Initiator

Project Sponsor
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Eligibility
Any person or entity

Identified in expenditure
plan for each program
category

Project Manager/Operator

As identified by the Project
Sponsor in coordination with
TA

Transportation Authority

Identified in the expenditure
plan as the manager/
administrator of the
Measure A program
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Roles and Responsibilities
•

Recommend Project to Project
Sponsor

•
•
•

Submit Funding Request to the TA
Solidify Funding Plan
Coordinate with the TA to Identify
Appropriate Implementing Agency
Submit Monitoring Reports
Sign Funding Agreements

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan Project
Engineer Project
Construct Project
Operate Services
Sign Funding Agreements when
Applicable

•
•

Evaluate and Prioritize Projects
Coordinate with Sponsor to
Determine Implementation Lead
Program and Allocate Funds
Monitor Projects / Programs
Sign Funding Agreements

•
•
•

Table 5: Project Sponsors
Program Category

Project Sponsors

Transit
Caltrain
Local Shuttles
Accessible Services
Ferry
Dumbarton Corridor
BART

SamTrans, Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board
SamTrans
SamTrans
South San Francisco, Redwood City
SamTrans
SamTrans

Highways

Caltrans, Cities, San Mateo County, C/CAG

Local Streets/Transportation

Cities, San Mateo County

Grade Separations

SamTrans, Cities, San Mateo County, Peninsula Corridor Joint
Powers Board

Pedestrian and Bicycle

Cities, San Mateo County

5.2 Project Selection Approach

As part of the Strategic Plan 2009-2013
development, the TA approved a framework
to select and fund projects for each funding
category. Table 6 shows the specific approach
used for each program category or sub-category.
The programs where project initiators or
sponsors submit projects for consideration are
governed by a Call for Projects. The TA will issue
a formal Call for Projects request and then the
project sponsors can elect to submit projects
which are then reviewed and evaluated against
specific selection criteria. Other program
categories are governed by plans which are
specifically prepared to identify and prioritize
projects on a regional or countywide basis, or
by agreements which are specified in the TEP
or developed by the TA consistent with the
provisions of the expenditure plan.

Table 6: Project Selection Approach
Agreement Based
Accessible Services
BART
Dumbarton Rail Corridor
Ferry
Local Streets & Transportation
Plan Based
Alternative Congestion Relief
Caltrain
Call for Projects
Grade Separations
Highway
Pedestrian/Bicycle
Shuttles
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5.3 Agreement-based

•

Transit: Accessible Services

•

Transit: BART within San Mateo County

•

Transit: Dumbarton Rail Corridor

•

Transit: Ferry

South San Francisco and Redwood City are the
designated sponsors for ferry services. There
is an agreement in place for the South San
Francisco Ferry Terminal construction, which
was completed in 2012. Operating performance
standards were established as part of this
agreement using MTC’s requirements for the use
of Regional Measure 2 (RM2) funds. The current
service is being monitored in accordance with
these requirements.

•

Local Streets and Transportation

Transit: Dumbarton Rail Corridor

These programs and projects are not subject to a
competitive project selection process governed
by the TA. They include the following program
categories or sub-categories:

Transit: Accessible Services

For the Transit: Accessible Services program,
funding is committed to the continuation and
expansion of paratransit services operated by
SamTrans as Redi-Wheels and RediCoast. The
TEP allows for other supplemental services
to be funded within this program. To date,
these services have not yet been identified by
SamTrans. If such services are identified in the
future, they will be considered for funding in this
category.

Transit: BART

For the Transit: BART within San Mateo County
program, as outlined in an agreement with BART,
SamTrans and the TA, 2 percent of Measure A
sales tax revenues will be allocated to BART on
an annual basis.

Local Streets and Transportation Program

For the Local Streets and Transportation
program, the TA is committed to providing 22.5
percent of Measure A funding to the cities and
the County of San Mateo for local transportation
facility maintenance and improvement. The
speciﬁc amount for each entity is determined
based on the following formula: 50 percent
by population and 50 percent by road mileage
within each jurisdiction. Annually, the TA
will update the road miles and population
ﬁgures based on California Department of
Transportation and Department of Finance data.
Page 32
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SamTrans is designated as sponsor for the
Dumbarton Rail Corridor project. Completion of
the environmental document for this project is
on hold pending the identification of a funding
plan.

Programming and Allocations Process

The programming and allocations process for
the non-competitive programs and projects with
committed funding are as follows:
1. Staff Recommendation - Prior to the
beginning of each ﬁscal year (July
1 – June 30), the TA will estimate the
amount of projected revenues available
for the programs and projects. Based
on these estimates, the TA staff will
make a programming and allocation
recommendation to the Board.
2. TA Board Consideration - The Board will
consider the recommendations as part of the
annual TA budgeting process. Board approval
will allow staff to allocate the money and
complete the annual funding commitment.
3. Funding Agreements - Entities in receipt of
funds from the agreement-based programs
receive funding based on the conditions
in their respective funding agreements.
The funding agreement outlines the
understanding between the funding recipient
and the TA regarding the amount of funding,
purpose of the funds, payment terms, any
applicable reporting requirements, and

other obligations connected to the receipt of
funding. BART and recipients of Local Streets
and Transportation Program funds receive
funding directly from the County Controller.

5.4 Plan-based

The plan-based approach requires the
development of a plan for the particular
category, which would include a comprehensive
list of capital and/or operating projects that
need to be implemented to meet the goals of
the particular category. The TA and the project
sponsor would use the plan to aggressively
leverage external funding to implement the
entire program.

Alternative Congestion Relief Programs

The TA, in conjunction with its external
stakeholders, will be preparing an Alternative
Congestion Relief Plan that will serve as a basis
for project evaluation and the selection process.

Transit: Caltrain

Caltrain is designated as the sole recipient in
this category. At least 50 percent of the annual
funding allocation from Measure A can be
designated for capital projects and no more
than 50 percent can be used for operations. The
allocation of project funding will be based on the
Caltrain Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP), which
the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board (JPB)
is required to prepare in order to receive federal
and state funding. The SRTP and the annual
Caltrain budgeting process will provide the basis
for determining funding allocations needed for
Caltrain.

Programming and Allocations Process

The programming and allocations processes for
plan-based programs and projects are as follows:
1. Staff Recommendation - Prior to the
beginning of each ﬁscal year (July 1 – June
30), the eligible project sponsors within
these categories will submit funding

requests to the TA, and the TA will consider
such requests within the projected revenues
available for these programs. TA staff
will make a programming and allocation
recommendation to the Board.
2. TA Board Consideration - The Board will
consider the recommendations as part of the
annual TA budgeting process. Board approval
will allow staff to allocate the money and
complete the funding commitment.
3. Funding Agreements - Prior to receiving any
disbursements of funds, the receiving entity
will need to execute a funding agreement
with the TA. The standard funding agreement
outlines the understanding between the
funding recipient and the TA regarding the
amount of funding, purpose of the funds,
payment terms, any applicable reporting
requirements, and other obligations
connected to the receipt of funding.
4. Progress Report Submittals - Project
Sponsors will be required to provide annual
progress reports to monitor and document
appropriate use of funds.

5.5 Call for Projects

Competitive programs are those in which new
projects proposed within each program category
will compete for Measure A funding. The
competitive programs include:
• Transit - Shuttles
• Highways
• Grade Separations
• Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities

Transit: Shuttles

The upcoming MMP to be prepared by SamTrans
will serve as a basis to refine the project
evaluation and selection process.
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Highways

The Highway program consists of two
components:

1. Key Congested Areas (KCA) – Specific
projects that are defined in the Measure A
TEP.
2. Supplemental Roadway Projects (SR) – A
partial list of candidate projects that are
defined in the Measure A TEP and sponsors
may put forward other projects through the
Call for Projects process.
The TA Short Range Highway Plan (2011-2021)
evaluated the status of candidate KCA and SR
highway projects and assessed projected costs
and funding availability to help strategize the
implementation of the projects. This plan should
be periodically updated and used as a guide to
develop the highway program CIP.

Grade Separations

Candidate grade separation projects are
identified in the TEP.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities

A partial list of candidate projects is identified in
the TEP.

Funding Process

The process for receiving funding for new
projects is:
1. Call for Projects - The TA will issue a Call
for Projects by program requesting Project
Sponsor(s) to submit projects for Measure
A funding consideration. The frequency of
the Call for Projects will differ by program
over the 25-year duration of Measure A.
The speciﬁc funding cycles for the programs
are to be determined based on funding
availability, program need and program
readiness. When scheduling a Call for
Projects funding cycle, the TA shall consider
the timing of the request in relationship
to the timing of other federal, state, and
Page 34
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regional funding programs in order to
maximize the opportunities for obtaining
funds from these sources.
2. Project Evaluation and Prioritization - The
TA assembles Project Review committees to
evaluate project applications and proposals.
The review is based on criteria outlined in
the Call for Projects. There are six general
categories of criteria that are considered
for project evaluation and selection: Need,
Policy Consistency, Readiness, Effectiveness,
Sustainability, Funding Leverage as shown
listed in Table 7. A more detailed listing of
example criteria for the competitive funding
categories is contained in Appendix D. The
criteria for each of the competitive funding
programs may be modified, subject to Board
approval, to retain flexibility and account
for new policy directives, initiatives and
legislation that further promote TEP goals.
As a first step, the Need for a project must
be established to be considered for funding.
With that basis, the project will be reviewed
for Policy Consistency. Is the project
consistent with the goals of the TEP and the
Countywide Transportation Plan? Does it
support the policies of the sponsoring city’s
General Plan and Specific Plans? How does
this project contribute to a larger public
goal?
Readiness measures the level of public and
stakeholder support and viability of the
project to be funded and implemented. Key
indicators include the quality of the planning
process that occurred to define the project,
stakeholder and public support, schedule
and project status, and availability of
resources to implement the project. Did the
sponsor coordinate with the TA to identify
the entity best suited to carry out project
implementation?

Effectiveness criteria will be used to evaluate
the performance merits of the project. If the
TA invests in a major highway improvement,
how much congestion will be relieved?
If it invests in a grade separation, how
much does it improve safety and reduce
local traffic congestion? If the TA invests
in a pedestrian/bicycle bridge, how many
pedestrians and bicyclists are going to use
it? If it invests in a new shuttle service,
how many new riders are going to use it?
Effectiveness criteria will help measure
benefits against the cost for building and
implementing these projects.
Sustainability assesses the impact a project
may have on promoting practices that
maintain and/or improve the environment
on a long-term basis. What is the project’s
impact on the immediate ecosystem as
well as the greater environment? Can the
impacts be mitigated? Does the project
support transit-oriented development?
Are land use and transportation decisions
linked together to achieve efficient

transportation options? To what extent does
the project support economic development?
Sustainability principles and practices
should be considered in the planning,
implementation and operation of projects.
The 2004 Expenditure Plan specifies that
projects which support transit-oriented
development will be given priority.
Funding Leverage measures the level of
financial commitment to a project and
includes consideration for the amount of
private sector contribution. Has the sponsor
committed matching funds to the project,
and if so how much? Does the match include
any contribution from the private sector?
While Geographic and Social Equity are
not criteria for evaluating the merit of
individual projects, the Measure A program
is a countywide effort that should take
into consideration a relative equitable
distribution of investments.

Table 7: Project Selection and Prioritization Criteria
Need

Policy
Consistency

Readiness

Effectiveness
Congestion
Relief

2004
Expenditure

Planning

Plan

Process

Project

Countywide

Stakeholder

Justification

Transportation

Support

Plan
Funding
Regional and
Local Plans

Commitment

System
Connectivity
Ridership
Safety
Value
Reliability

Sustainability

Funding
Leverage

Environmental
Impact
Support
Transit-Oriented

Matching

Development

Funds

Economic

Private Subsidy

Development
Complete
Streets
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3. Staff Recommendation - Based on review
by the Project Review Committee, staff
develops project funding recommendations
for Board consideration. The
recommendations are clearly anchored to
the program-specific project evaluation and
prioritization criteria.
4. TA Board Approval - The TA Board takes
action on the programming of Measure
A funding. This ensures commitment to
the project. Either concurrent with the
programming or in a separate action, the
Board will allocate funding as part of the TA’s
annual budget approval process. This action
ensures timely availability of funds.
5. Funding Agreements - Prior to receiving
any disbursements of funds, the recipient
is required to execute a funding agreement
with the TA. The standard funding
agreement outlines the understanding
between the funding recipient and the TA
regarding the amount of funding, purpose
of the funds, payment terms, reporting
requirements and other obligations
connected to the receipt of funding.
6. Monitoring Report Submittals - In order to
track progress and ensure appropriate and
efficient use of Measure A funds, Project
Sponsors are required to submit monitoring
reports.
a. Capital Projects - For capital projects,
Project Sponsors will be required to
submit monitoring reports during design
development and construction. The
content of the reports will be focused on
project scope, schedule and budget. Postconstruction, the TA will monitor the use
and effectiveness of the projects as part of
performance metrics that will be used to
confirm that plan goals are being met. This
information will also be used to inform
future investment decisions.
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b. Operating Projects - For operating projects,
Project Sponsors will be required to
submit performance reports. Sample
performance measures include service
effectiveness, service quality and customer
satisfaction. This monitoring program will
assist the TA in justifying the continued
funding for approved operating projects.
If performance measures indicate less
than acceptable performance, the TA
will work with the Project Sponsor to
set up a mitigation program and achieve
improvements as a condition of continued
funding from the Measure A Program.

Section 6: Fund Management
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Section 6: Fund Management
In addition to defining the process for
programming and funding allocation, the TA is
charged with responsibly managing the Measure
A transportation sales tax revenues and is actively
involved with leveraging funds in order to achieve
the goals of the 2004 Measure A Expenditure
Plan. The TA will focus on programming and
allocating funds to projects as money becomes
available as well as maximizing matching funds to
increase the total investment in San Mateo County
transportation infrastructure and services. The TA
will treat requests for the advancement of funds as
exceptions to the rule. The advancement of funds
must be justified with compelling reasons that
offset the impact of financing fees and/or timing of
funds to other projects.

6.1 Measure A CIP and Funding Cycles
The TA will develop a CIP to manage the influx
of revenues and availability of matching funds
with anticipated project expenditures for the
competitive capital categories that are funded
through the Call for Projects process. The CIP will
serve as a basis for determining the specific Call
for Projects cycle for each program category. The
Call for Projects cycle may differ for each program
category over the 25-year duration of Measure A.
With the identification of prioritized projects and
continued monitoring of local and countywide
short- and long-term needs and program
readiness, the CIP will be fine-tuned on an ongoing basis.

6.2 Matching Funds

Navigating through the network of external
funding and securing matching funds is
complicated. While existing federal, state and
local funding programs are subject to change, a
representative summary of these sources that
can be leveraged with Measure A funding is
contained in Appendices E1 - E3. Regional funds
are considered as local funds.
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Federal

On July 6, 2012 President Obama signed into law
a new two-year transportation authorization,
entitled Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st
Century (MAP-21) that replaced the former
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century
(TEA-21). MAP-21 furthers several important goals,
including safety, state of good repair, performance,
and program efficiency. In an effort to streamline
and simplify, it consolidated many funding
programs.
MAP-21 was set to expire on September 1, 2014;
however, an interim extension was granted to
provide a short term funding solution. A longterm solution will require the passage of a new
transportation act.
Highlighted in Appendix E1 are numerous federal
sources of funding available under MAP-21 for
transportation projects. The majority of the
sources are allocated following a competitive
process. Appendix E1 also identifies the purpose
and administrator for each funding source.

State

Appendix E2 highlights key state sources
of funding for transportation projects, and
planning studies. Funding under the State
Highway Operation and Protection Program, the
Transportation Development Act, and State Transit
Assistance Funds are allocated by formula. Other
State funding programs are competitive either
statewide or within the Bay Area region. Notable
on this list is the State’s Cap and Trade program.
As part of its implementation of AB 32 (the Global
Warming Solutions Act of 2006), the California
Air Resources Board has adopted regulations to
establish a new cap-and-trade program to cap
the emission of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)
statewide. The State Legislature adopted an FY
2014-15 state budget that included $872 million
in appropriations from cap-and-trade revenue
in the budget year as well as percentage-based,
continuously appropriated categorical programs

for future year revenues. Roughly 60 percent
of future year revenues would be allocated
in program areas of concern to the California
Transportation Commission (CTC), including 15
percent for public transit capital and operating
purposes, 20 percent for affordable housing and
sustainable communities, and 25 percent for the
proposed high-speed rail network.

•

New funding sources: To increase the
overall funding pool, it is necessary to
generate additional dollars. Support
for new sources and legislation such as
high-occupancy toll lanes, additional
bridge tolls, indexing of the state gas tax,
tax assessment districts, and pursuit of a
regional gas tax are some of the potential
new sources and may require legislative
action.

•

Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs): PPPs
are being suggested as potential solutions
to funding shortfalls for the completion
of projects. Generally, it is a partnership
between a governmental entity and a
private business venture in which the cost
of a project may be partially funded by the
PPP in exchange for a financial return to
the private investors from a portion of the
revenues generated by the project. Many
types of PPPs exist and most approaches
are tailored to specific projects.

Appendix E2 identifies the purpose and
administrator for each State funding source.

Local

Appendix E3 highlights key local/regional
sources of funding: County Transportation Sales
Tax revenues, Gasoline Tax Subventions, Regional
Bridge Tolls, Vehicle License Fees, and Developer
Impact Fees, and Transportation Fund for Clean
Air. Appendix E3 also identifies the purpose and
administrator for each funding source.

Potential New Sources

With escalating project costs and limited
availability of transportation funding, project
sponsors are encouraged to explore and identify
non-traditional sources of funding, which is not
without significant challenges. This is essential
to meeting the transportation needs of the
future and the growing need for transportation
investments.
Non-traditional sources of funding include
innovative financing, establishing new funding
sources and developing public-private
partnerships.
•

Traditional and Innovative financing:
Mechanisms to creatively finance major
infrastructure projects by bonding or
borrowing against future anticipated
revenue streams. This may include
Transportation Infrastructure Finance and
Innovation Act of 1998 (TIFIA, a federal
credit program), lease-financing of transit
vehicles, and finding ways to use future
funding sources as collateral.

6.3 TA Consideration of Financing
Backed by Sales Tax Revenues

Per the TEP, the TA is authorized to bond for
the purpose of advancing the commencement
of or expediting the delivery of transportation
programs and projects. The bonding capacity
will be backed by future Measure A receipts.
Consideration shall be given to weighing
the benefits of timely implementation of
programs and projects and avoiding escalating
construction costs against the costs of bonding.

6.4 Special Circumstances for
Advancing Funds

There will be special circumstances when Project
Sponsors need to request Measure A funding
outside the established funding processes
discussed in Section 5 of this Plan. For justified
special circumstances, the TA has the authority
to make funds available earlier than the
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collection of revenues. The overriding criteria
to be used in the TA’s deliberation of advancing
funds include:
•

Urgency
○○ A project that calls for immediate
construction to address a public
safety need
○○ A project that can realize significant
cost savings if it can be constructed in
an earlier timeframe
○○ Loss of funding sources if the project
is not constructed within a certain
time frame
○○ Expected escalation of project
development and construction
costs outpace the rate of growth of
Measure A revenues

•

Impact to the Measure A Program
○○ Potential of the funding advance
delaying other projects
○○ Financial fees associated with
advancing funds (the potential
offsetting saving in implementation
costs should be considered)

When a special circumstance arises, the TA
Board will consider the request based on criteria
identified above. If a decision is made to advance
funds, specifics about exactly how the funds
will be advanced will be determined at that
time. In addition the TA should use the CIPs for
each of the competitive programs to determine
if advancing funds by either borrowing from
other programs or using financing would be
an economically and fiscally prudent means of
delivering high priority projects at a lower cost
(adjusted for inflation), as compared to waiting
and implementing projects strictly on a pay as
you go approach.
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Section 7: Next Steps
Based on the recommendations that were
developed during the preparation of the strategic
plan, implementation of the plan will include the
key elements summarized in Table 8 below:

Table 8: Next Steps
Key Elements of the Strategic Plan Implementation

1. Continue with the Call for Projects processes for shuttles, highway projects, grade separations and
pedestrian/bicycle projects
2. Review the Call for Projects timing to better coincide with other regional, state and federal funding
programs for each category
3. Develop CIPs for the highway, grade separation and pedestrian/bicycle programs to help better manage funding needs with projected revenues and to:
• Better plan Measure A funding cycles and align with other external funding calls
• Serve as an advocacy planning tool to better leverage external funding
4. Coordinate with key stakeholders responsible for the development of countywide and regional planning efforts to better assist with Measure A project selection processes
5. Refine the project selection criteria and evaluation process categories to place greater emphasis on
Complete Streets and sustainability features
6. Require sponsor coordination with the TA to determine the entity best suited to implement
submitted projects and programs as part of the funding application process in order to improve
project delivery
7. Explore and consider debt financing as a vehicle to advance needed projects
• Funding advances would be backed by future Measure A receipts
• Need to consider financing costs versus future construction cost increases
8. Explore and develop performance metrics to better determine if funded programs and projects meet
Measure A goals, taking into consideration both quantitative and qualitative methodologies
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Appendix A
Glossary of Acronyms
Appendix A. Glossary of Acronyms
AB

Assembly Bill

ABAG		

Association of Bay Area Governments

ACR		

Alternative Congestion Relief

ADA

American with Disabilities Act

ATP		

Active Transportation Program

BAAQMD

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

BART		

Bay Area Rapid Transit

CTC		

California Transportation Commission

CalMod

Caltrain Modernization Program

Caltrans

California Department of Transportation

C/CAG

City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County

C/CAG BPAC
		

City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County Bicycle and
Pedestrian Advisory Committee

C/CAG CMEQ
		

City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County Congestion
Management and Environmental Quality Committee

C/CAG TAC
		

City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County Congestion
Management Program Technical Advisory Committee

CEQA

California Environmental Quality Act

CFP		

Call for Projects

CIP

Capital Improvement Program

CMAQ

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program

CTP		

Countywide Transportation Plan

FHWA		

Federal Highway Administration

FTA

Federal Transit Administration

FY		

Fiscal Year

GHG

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

HSIP

Highway Safety Improvement Program

HOV

High Occupancy Vehicle

HSR		

High Speed Rail

ITS		

Intelligent Transportation Systems

JPB		

Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board

KCA		
MAP-21

Key Congested Areas
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century
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MMP		
MTC		
OBAG		
OTS		

Mobility Management Plan
Metropolitan Transportation Commission
One Bay Area Grant
Office of Traffic Safety

OPR		

State Office of Planning and Research

PBID		

Property-based Business Improvement District

PDA		

Planned Development Area

PPPs

Public-Private Partnerships

PTC		

Positive Train Control

RM2		

Regional Measure 2

RTIP		

Regional Transportation Improvement Program

RTP		

Regional Transportation Plan

SAMCEDA

San Mateo County Economic Development Association

SHOPP

State Highway Operation and Protection Program

SOV 		

Single Occupant Vehicle

SR		

State Route

SR		

Supplemental Roadways

SRTP		

Short Range Transit Plan

STA		

State Transit Assistance

STIP		

State Transportation Improvement Program

STP		

Surface Transportation Program

TA		

San Mateo County Transportation Authority

TAP		

Transportation Alternatives Program

TAZ		

Traffic Analysis Zone

TDA		

Transportation Development Act

TDM		

Transportation Demand Management

TEA-21		

Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century

TEP 		

Measure A Transportation Expenditure Plan

TFCA		

Transportation Fund for Clean Air

TIFIA		

Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act of 1998

TIGER		

Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery Discretionary Grant Program

TOD 		

Transit Oriented Development

US		

United States Route

USDOT

United States Department of Transportation

VMT		

Vehicle Miles Traveled

VTA 		

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority
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Appendix B
Listed Projects
Appendix B. Measure A Listed Projects
Highway Program

Grade
Separation
Program

Pedestrian and Bicycle Program

Alpine Road at Arastradero Road and Portola
25th Avenue (San
Road at Farm Hill Road Shoulder Widening
Mateo)
(Portola Valley)
I-380 Congestion Improvements (San Bruno and South Broadway
Alpine Road Bicycle Safety Improvement
San Francisco)
(Burlingame)
Project (County of San Mateo)
Ravenswood
Sand Hill Road Signal Coordination and Interconnection
Brewster Avenue Pedestrian Improvements
Avenue (Menlo
(I-280 to Santa Cruz Avenue - Menlo Park)
(Redwood City)
Park)
South Linden
Avenue (South
Skyline Boulevard (SR 35) Widening (I-280 to Sneath
Burlingame Avenue Downtown Pedestrian
San Francisco)
and Bicycle Project (Burlingame)
Lane - San Bruno)
and Scott Street
(San Bruno)
SR 1 Congestion, Throughput and Safety Improvements
Burlingame East Side Bicycle Route
(Gray Whale Cove to Miramar - unincorporated San
Improvements
Mateo County)
SR 1 Fassler Avenue to Westport Drive (Calera
Burlingame West Side Bicycle Route
Parkway - Pacifica)
Improvements
SR 1 Safety and Operational Improvements (Main
California Drive/Bellevue Avenue BicycleStreet to Kehoe Avenue - Half Moon Bay)
Pedestrian Roundabout (Burlingame)
SR 1 Safety and Operational Improvements (Poplar
East Palo Alto US 101 Pedestrian and Bicycle
Street to Wavecrest Road - Half Moon Bay)
Overcrossing

Holly Street/US 101 Interchange Modifications
(San Carlos)

SR 1 San Pedro Creek Bridge Replacement (Pacifica)

El Camino Real/Angus Avenue Intersection
Improvements (San Bruno)

SR 92 Safety/Operational Improvements (SR 1 to
Pilarcitos Creek - Half Moon Bay)

Half Moon Bay Main Street Bridge Bicycle
Lanes

SR 92/El Camino Real (SR 82) Ramp Modifications
(San Mateo)

Haven Avenue Streetscape (Menlo Park)

SR 92/South Delaware Street Feasibility Study
(San Mateo)

Highway 1 Trail Extension - Ruisseau Francais
Avenue to Roosevelt Blvd (Half Moon Bay)

Triton Drive Widening - Foster City Boulevard to Pilgrim
Drive (Foster City)

Hillsdale Boulevard/US 101 Pedestrian/
Bicycle Bridge (San Mateo)

University Avenue/ US 101 Interchange Improvements
(East Palo Alto)

Hillside Boulevard Improvements Phase I
(Colma)

US 101 Auxiliary Lane Project (Oyster Point Boulevard South San Francisco to San Francisco County line)

Hudson Street Bicycle and Pedestrian
Improvements (Redwood City)

US 101 Broadway Interchange (Burlingame)

John Daly Boulevard Streetscape
Improvements (Daly City)

US 101 Candlestick Point Interchange (Brisbane)

Lake Merced Boulevard In-pavement
Crosswalk (Daly City)

US 101 HOV Lane project (Whipple Avenue - Redwood
City to San Bruno Avenue - San Bruno)

Menlo Park-East Palo Alto Connectivity
Project

US 101 Woodside Road (SR 84) Interchange
(Redwood City)

Midcoast Multi-Modal Trail (County of San
Mateo)
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Appendix B. Listed Projects (Continued)

Highway Program
US 101/Peninsula Avenue/Poplar Avenue Interchange
Area Safety Improvements (San Mateo)
US 101/Produce Avenue Interchange (South San Francisco)
US 101/SR 92 Interchange Area Improvements
(San Mateo)
US 101/Willow Road Interchange Improvements
(Menlo Park and East Palo Alto)

Grade
Separation
Program

Pedestrian and Bicycle Program
Notre Dame Avenue Street Improvement
Project (Belmont)
Pedro Point Headlands Trail (Pacifica)
Pilot Bike-Sharing Program (Redwood City)
Redwood City Safe Routes to Schools
San Bruno Transit Corridor Pedestrian
Connection
San Mateo Citywide Bicycle Striping and
Signage
South San Francisco Sharrows and Striping
Program
US 101 Ralston Avenue Bicycle/Pedestrian
Overcrossing (Belmont)
US 101/Holly Street Grade Separated Path
(San Carlos)
Woodside School Safety Improvement Project
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Appendix C

Stakeholder/Public Comments and TA
Responses
Focused Interest Area: How is the TA doing in meeting the Transportation
Expenditure Plan (TEP) goals?
Topics
Goal 1: Reduce
Commute
Corridor
Congestion

Detailed Comments
Better integration of transportation and
land use is needed.

Response
The TEP addresses smart growth principles
by stating that project selection criteria
include priority for transportation projects
that support TOD.

Developers and apartment managers are
seeing a distinct demand for TOD, and
alternative transportation improvements
are a desired amenity for both millennials
and “empty-nesters” to reduce congestion.
The goal should be reduced congestion at
all times (not just at peak) and purposes
(not just home-to-work) (e.g. schools,
Coastside tourist traffic).

The goals of the TEP were approved by the
San Mateo County voters. Any changes
would require voter approval. While the
reduction of commute corridor congestion
is a TEP goal, the reduction of congestion
during the off-peak and for non-home to
work based trips is a consideration in the
project selection criteria for the competitive
Measure A funding programs.

Focus on transportation demand
management (TDM) and utilize
communications technology to address
congestion.

The Alternative Congestion Relief
Program exclusively focuses on TDM and
intelligent transportation systems (ITS).
The accommodation of Complete Streets
elements in other Measure A programs can
also provide more focus on these areas.

More money should go to alternative
transportation programs (pedestrian/
bicycle, transit, alternative congestion
relief and shuttles).

The share of sales tax revenues applied to
each program category is established by
the TEP. Any changes to the shares would
require approval of the San Mateo County
voters.

Goal 2: Make
Regional
Connections

BART and Caltrain are good for northsouth connections but better east-west
connections are needed: Coastside to Bay,
and Peninsula to East Bay (especially for
transit).

Many of the Measure A program categories
can support transportation improvements
that improve east-west connections

Goal 3: Enhance
Safety

Complete pedestrian/bicycle networks
are needed, not just segments; gaps are a
safety issue.

Regional significance and completion of gaps
are components of the effectiveness criteria
for the Pedestrian and Bicycle Program
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Appendix C. Stakeholder/Public Comments and TA Responses (Continued)
Topics

Detailed Comments

Response

Goal 3: Enhance
Safety

In regard to the safety objective of improving
and maintaining local streets, roads and other
transportation facilities: add “for all users”
(Complete Streets).

While the TEP goals and objectives were set
by the San Mateo County voters, language
addressing Complete Streets is included in this
Strategic Plan Update

Goal 4: Local
Mobility Needs

There is a desire to see the TA broaden its
vision of “meeting local mobility needs”:
include walking and biking; include
partnerships with non-profit organizations;
address the Coastside’s unique transportation
challenges.

In addition to the pedestrian and bicycle
program, pedestrian and bicycle facilities can
be funded as part of Complete Streets, where
appropriate, from many other Measure A
programs. Project sponsors are encouraged
to partner with other entities, including
non-profits, where applicable but the TEP
specifically lists eligible program applicants.
Project selection and prioritization criteria
that include stakeholder support in the project
readiness criteria and policy consistency
account for community concerns.

What’s missing in
the goals?

Sustainability: Adaptability to Change,
Environmental Sensitivity, and Energy Efficiency

Sustainability is a project selection and
prioritization criteria for the competitive
Measure A programs. While the TEP goals
were approved by the San Mateo County
voters, the project prioritization criteria can
be modified as needed to reflect changing
conditions with each subsequent CFP.

Focused Interest Area: Call for Projects Process
Topics

Detailed Comments

Response

Project Selection
Criteria

The general criteria seem to be working; we
don’t need to put a particular emphasis on one
or the other. Weighting of the criteria should
occur at the Call for Projects (CFP) stage and
can vary program to program.

The project selection and prioritization criteria
for the competitive Measure A programs can
be modified as needed to account for new
requirements and contemporary concepts
that promote the TEP goals. Multimodal
connectivity and public support are currently
included in the project selection and
prioritization criteria.

Need to adapt to new requirements/
contemporary concepts, but it is difficult to pin
down what changes are appropriate for the TA
to make.
Consideration should be given to projects that
connect to other modes and demonstrate
public support.
Weighting is paramount in project evaluation: a
“big ticket” project had better have a very large
benefit.
Impact per dollar should be used to evaluate
projects.
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Project effectiveness is part of the project
selection and prioritization criteria. The
consideration of costs and benefits are factors
in the determination of project effectiveness

Appendix C. Stakeholder/Public Comments and TA Responses (Continued)
Topics
Project Selection
Criteria

Detailed Comments
There is inherent unfairness in the TOD
criterion – some communities don’t have TODs;
this presents a geographic equity issue.
Plan Bay Area ties everything to TODs and
PDAs – the Coastside is not as competitive for
MTC funding opportunities, yet still has needs,
and the region is vital to the county. There need
to be other considerations to balance out the
strong focus on PDAs/TOD.

Response
The TEP project selection criteria include
priority for transportation projects that
support TOD; however, the Measure A
program is a countywide effort that takes
into consideration investments throughout
the County as part of geographic equity

TA funding decisions need to take into account
which cities are proactively linking transportation
and land use.
We need to better define geographic equity – we
need to spend the money where it is most
needed (by congestion, by road mileage,
communities of concern).
Regarding geographic equity, we shouldn’t just
automatically allocate everything equally – areas
with little to no congestion should receive lower
priority.

Measure A addresses geographic equity on
a program-wide basis. The project selection
and prioritization criteria address concerns
such as congestion and disadvantaged
populations under the categories of project
need and effectiveness

Given the doubling of the 65+ population,
consideration needs to be given to improving
safety and access to seniors and the disabled in
the pedestrian and bicycle program.

This will be added as a consideration in
the project effectiveness category for the
project selection and prioritization criteria

When evaluating transportation projects all
alternatives should be considered, including
solutions that consist of other transportation
modes.

We concur that all viable alternatives
should be considered as part of a sponsor
due diligence when submitting a project
for funding consideration. The TA will work
with the project sponsor toward this effort.
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Appendix C. Stakeholder/Public Comments and TA Responses (Continued)
Focused Interest Area: Call for Projects Process
Topics

Detailed Comments

Response

Leveraging other
federal state and
regional funding
sources

TA funding priorities need to align with MTC/Fed/State
funding priorities (e.g. OBAG language) to become
more competitive for discretionary funds.

Sufficient flexibility exists to modify
the project selection and prioritization
criteria with each Call for Projects
process to better align with external
funding agency policies and changing
paradigms. Consideration of external
funding calls, when sufficient advance
notice is known, will be taken into
account with the timing of future
Measure A funding calls.

Allow sufficient flexibility in TA policies so that they
can align with changing paradigms such as Complete
Streets.
Joint calls with C/CAG provide the ability to leverage
other funding sources (e.g. San Mateo Shuttle Program
with C/CAG.
Getting projects shovel-ready will make them more
competitive for one-time funding opportunities.
Hold CFPs timed to allow jurisdictions to secure local
funds that can then be leveraged to secure fed/state/
regional funds. (time far enough in advance of major
external calls).

Sponsor
Implementation

There is flexibility in the current process, and it is
working fine – locals are responsible for garnering local
support, while TA involvement is needed for larger
multi-regional projects.
All project stakeholders need to agree based on what
makes the most sense in terms of resources, expertise,
and funding.
Cities should remain at the forefront of project
delivery – they need to feel they have ownership of the
project (especially public outreach).
Cities do not always have the skill set to deliver certain
projects (grade separations, shuttles).
The right entity to deliver a project depends on the
type of project and the dollar amount (i.e. a city is the
best to deliver a $100k pedestrian/bicycle project, but
Caltrans may be the appropriate implementer for a
multi-million dollar highway project).
The TA should take a more active role in advancing
projects of regional priority/significance (i.e. a regional
corridor).
The TA needs to look at the big picture to ensure that
city-led projects are producing countywide benefits.
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The TA will be taking a more active
role coordinating project delivery
decisions with project sponsors based
on staffing resources, expertise and
available funding.

Appendix C. Stakeholder/Public Comments and TA Responses (Continued)
Topics
Other program/
project delivery
related comments

Detailed Comments

Response

The role of the TA needs to be better-defined: is it just
as the banker?

The TA administers the Measure A
programs, including setting the policy
framework to guide fund programming
and allocation processes and
decisions.

A greater emphasis on pedestrian/bicycle funding is
needed; “we need to go back to the voters to increase
the share of funding available for pedestrians and
bicyclists." Bicycling as a mode share has gone up; we
need to re-align funding with current trends.

“The needs of the Measure A
transportation programs far outweigh
available revenues. An increase in the
share of revenues for one program
without an overall increase in the
sales tax would result in the reduction
of revenue available for one or more
other Measure A programs. While
funding for the pedestrian/bicycle
program is capped at three percent,
pedestrian and bicycle elements can
be included in projects funded from
other programs as part of Complete
Streets. Sponsors are also encouraged
to apply to other grant programs to
help leverage Measure A funds for
pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

The projected mode share growth for bicyclists in
relation to all transportation modes through 2040 in
the Plan is very low (less than 2%) and the amount of
funding for the pedestrian/bicycling program is limited,
which can become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Other
places such as San Francisco and Portland have a higher
bicycling mode share today and there is no reason why
San Mateo County can't have bicycle usage on par with
other progressive localities.
If we are not able to increase the amount of funding in
the Local Streets and Transportation Program for road
maintenance, can we change the definition of a project
in other related programs so that a rehabilitation or
enhancement project could qualify as a new project?

Don’t make decisions in a silo. All stakeholders should
be consulted as part of a collaborative approach to
solving transportation issues.

The Local Streets and Transportation
Program is the only program that
explicitly allows for maintenance.
Enhancement projects currently
are allowed under other Measure A
programs. “
The TA proactively works with external
stakeholders on programmatic
transportation issues of regional
significance including the following
upcoming work efforts: 1) Participation
with SamTrans in the development
of the Mobility Management Plan
(MMP), which will help determine the
entities best positioned to provide
cost effective shuttle service and
update existing shuttle performance
benchmarks; and 2) Partnering with
C/CAG in its efforts to develop a
capital improvement program (CIP)
and performance measures for
transportation projects as part of the
update to the existing Countywide
Transportation Plan (CTP).
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Appendix C. Stakeholder/Public Comments and TA Responses (Continued)
Focused Interest Area: Performance Measures
Topics
How best to
measure the
performance of
the Measure A
programs?

Detailed Comments

Response

There needs to be better measurement to make sure
we’re delivering on the goals: how do we know if a
project is actually reducing congestion? How do we
know if investment in transit vs. highway is the best use
of funds?

The TA will be exploring and
developing programwide performance
measures. Project level performance
for the competitive Measure A
programs will also be assessed against
sponsor application responses to
effectiveness criteria.

There needs to be a plan to measure the baseline
case vs after the project completion to determine
effectiveness.
Collision data should be used to measure effectiveness
of safety-related projects.
Metrics used to determine effectiveness of one
mode may actually be detrimental to other modes
(e.g. improved automobile throughput is considered
positive for a highway project, but could be negative
for pedestrian/bicycle safety).
If funding an alternative transportation mode, there’s a
need to know how much mode shift actually occurred
as a result of the project; similarly, a highway project
should demonstrate actual congestion reduction.
Look at congestion on a per capita basis – on the
Coastside, the actual volume of cars is lower, but the
per-lane congestion is similar.
Provide guidance to improve shuttles if they are not
performing; pull funding in second year if no signs of
improvement.
Measure travel time, increase in safety, mode shift after
project delivery – were the projections met or not?
When developing performance measures for large
capital projects, consider impacts to the local
community during construction in addition to assessing
conditions before and after project implementation.
Suggested performance measure to evaluate program
success should include vehicle miles traveled (VMT),
bicycle and pedestrian counts, participation in
employer commute programs, reductions in collisions,
reductions in emissions, ridership and user surveys.
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Appendix C. Stakeholder/Public Comments and TA Responses (Continued)
Focused Interest Area: Contemporary Concepts
Topics
Complete
Streets/
Sustainability

Detailed Comments
Should be encouraged when it can be accommodated. Not
all projects can include Complete Streets elements; in that
case, it should not affect scoring of the project.
An unfunded state mandate per the Complete Streets Act.
Need to include Complete Streets considerations due to
regulatory requirements imposed on projects.
Complete Streets doesn’t mean every street. If appropriate,
then maybe something should be included.
We don’t know what the flavor of the month regulatory
agency requirement will be down the road; we need to
remain flexible to changing requirements.
A cap should be set for how much of a highway project
funding can go toward Complete Streets elements. If the
Complete Streets portion exceeds the cap, funds need to
come from the other relevant category (i.e. pedestrian/
bicycle program funds to fund the Complete Streets portion
of highway project which exceeded the cap).

Response
The Strategic Plan Update
incorporates language addressing
the contemporary concepts
of Complete Streets and
Sustainability. Both of these
concepts are currently included
as considerations in the CFP
project selection and prioritization
criteria. In order to allow for
flexibility, a strict cap for Complete
Streets elements has not been
set but the project sponsor is
responsible for demonstrating
the need and effectiveness for
the respective program with its
funding application.

For the majority of projects, Complete Streets elements are
not a major cost (e.g. striping a bicycle lane); keep it flexible.
There is a limited amount of funding; we need to make sure
we are addressing project needs
Pedestrian/bicycle projects that are within a highway
corridor should be eligible for highway funding. Highway
funds should not be exclusively devoted to projects which
primarily benefit motorists.
Just as highway widening is used to address congestion,
alternative transportation modes are also a way to address
congestion.
Sustainability is a regulatory requirement speaking to green
features such as water quality, energy efficiency, and lighting.
The Strategic Plan should include stronger language
regarding Complete Streets so it's not "business as
usual" at the expense of non-motorized transportation
modes. Highway, Grade Separation and Local Streets and
Transportation Program funds should also be used for bicycle
and pedestrian projects.
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Appendix C. Stakeholder/Public Comments and TA Responses (Continued)
Topics
Complete
Streets/
Sustainability
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Detailed Comments

Response

We support the Plan recommendation to
integrate Complete Streets in the evaluation
criteria for the highway and grade separation
programs. Incorporation of Complete Streets
should also be incorporated into the Local
Streets and Transportation Program as
contingent upon cities for receiving funds.

Local Streets and Transportation Program
funds are allocated directly to the cities and
county by the State Board of Equalization for
the improvement and maintenance of local
transportation, including streets and roads.
The cities and county determine the projects
that are funded, which can include complete
streets elements. Federal ADA law requires the
provision of accessibility improvements with
the rehabilitation/resurfacing of streets.

The Alternative Congestion Relief (ACR) Program
should include funds for active transportation
encouragement.

Active transportation is an eligible use of ACR
funds. ACR funds currently help fund Bike to
Work day, bicycle education and bicycle parking
programs.
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Appendix C. Stakeholder/Public Comments and TA Responses (Continued)
Focused Interest Area: Other Comments
Topics

Detailed Comments

Response

Regional
Governance

It would be desirable to identify a responsible
agency to look at all transportation modes
and consider gaps and opportunities to shift
mode share for the major transportation
corridors on the San Francisco Peninsula
(e.g. 101, 280, El Camino and the Caltrain
Corridor).

Comment noted. The C/CAG CTP sets policy
to address all transportation modes as part of
one system within San Mateo County and the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC)
sets transportation policies covering the entire
San Francisco Bay Area as part of the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) Plan Bay Area.

Transportation
Mode Share
Shift

We encourage the TA to proactively set
goals for mode share to contribute to a shift
from single occupancy vehicle (SOV) trips to
active transportation and transit trips. We
recommend a goal of at least a 10% bicycle
mode share for all trips by 2040.

The TA encourages project sponsors to work
with their constituents to submit projects that
can have the greatest impact on reducing SOV
trips. The update of the C/CAG CTP may be a
more appropriate venue to discuss the potential
inclusion of countywide mode share goals

SB 743,
Proposed
revisions on
CEQA guidelines
for analyzing
transportation
impacts

There is an opportunity to assess impacts
for roadway and highway projects based on
revised CEQA guidelines that focus on vehicle
miles traveled (VMT). If the impacts are
unfavorable, such projects may benefit from
reconsideration.

Comment noted. The State Office of Planning
and Research (OPR) released draft guidelines for
determining the significance of transportation
impacts, alternatives and mitigation measures
that were out for public comment at the time
this Plan was prepared.

San Mateo
County VMT
trends

Nationwide, VMT per capita has been on a
downward trend. Transportation models
continue to predict increasing vehicle travel.
The TA should examine the assumptions in
models used to predict travel demand in light
of long term trends.

San Mateo County is projected to experience
substantial population and employment growth
out through the year 2040. It is possible to have
a reduction in VMT per capita while experiencing
an overall increase in VMT. The majority of all
trips currently are and will continue to be made
by automobiles as noted in the Demographic and
Travel Data section of this Plan.

Proposed
Calera Parkway
Highway Project
in Pacifica

Residents at the public outreach meeting
in Pacifica and through separate e-mail
correspondence have expressed concerns
regarding the Calera Parkway project.

The purpose of the TA Strategic Plan is to set the
policy framework that guides programming and
allocation criteria, including funding prioritization
and evaluation criteria for the selection of
projects and procedures for sponsors to initiate
projects. Project specific concerns should be
directed to the project sponsor, which can
choose to withdraw a project, and are beyond
the venue of the Strategic Plan.

Listed Projects

Concern expressed that a listed project in the
Strategic Plan will automatically continue to
receive funding through project completion.

Listed projects do not receive funding priority
for subsequent phases of work that have yet to
be programmed or allocated. Applications to
fund subsequent phases of a listed project are
evaluated based on how well the respective
project meets the program evaluation criteria.
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Appendix D
Detailed Project Selection Criteria
Appendix D. Detailed Project Selection Criteria
Project Selection and Prioritization Criteria

LOCAL SHUTTLES

Requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sponsor is SamTrans
Project is located in San Mateo County
Project is a shuttle service that meets local mobility needs or provides access to regional transit
Funding is for operations
Funding request does not supplant existing funds
Does not duplicate fixed-route bus service or other public shuttle service

Example Project Prioritization Criteria
Need

Policy Consistency

Readiness

Effectiveness

Sustainability

Funding Leverage

•
•
•
•

Provides congestion relief in San Mateo County
Provides service to an area underserved by other public transit
Provides service to special populations (.e.g. low income/transit dependent, seniors,
disabled, other)
Demonstrates stakeholder support

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TA 2004 Expenditure Plan
Countywide Transportation Plan
Community Based Transportation and Lifeline Plans
City General Plan, Specific Plan, other local plans
Grand Boulevard Initiative Guiding Principles
MTC Regional Priority Development Area (PDA)
Americans with Disabilities Act

•
•
•

Solid service plan in place describing how the shuttle service will be delivered, including a marketing and oversight plan
Solid funding plan in place
Results from a public planning process

•
•
•
•
•

Ridership
Operating cost per passenger
Passengers per service hour
Reduces single occupant vehicle (SOV) trips and vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
Improves access to major transit hubs and transit services

•
•
•
•

Supports jobs and housing growth with an emphasis on transit oriented development/
economic development
Use of clean fuel vehicles for service
Shuttles accommodate bicycles
Demonstrated cost savings through sharing of resources

•
•

Percent of matching fund contribution
Private sector contribution
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Appendix D. Detailed Project Selection Criteria (Continued)
Project Selection and Prioritization Criteria

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN

Requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sponsor is San Mateo County or a city in San Mateo County
Project is located in San Mateo County
Project encourages walking and/or bicycling
Funding is for project development and/or construction of facilities
Funding request does not supplant existing funds

Example Project Prioritization Criteria
Need

Policy Consistency

Readiness

Effectiveness

•
•
•

Meets commuter and/or recreational purpose
Fulfills an identified pedestrian and/or bicycle need
Safety improvement/enhancement

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TA 2004 Expenditure Plan
Countywide Transportation Plan
San Mateo County Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
City Bicycle or Pedestrian Plan
City General Plan, Specific Plan, other local plans
Grand Boulevard Initiative Guiding Principles
MTC Regional Priority Development Area (PDA)
Americans with Disabilities Act

•
•
•
•

Results from a public planning process
Demonstrates stakeholder support
Has a solid funding plan
Project status

•
•
•
•

Provides connectivity to pedestrian and bicycle system
Closes gap in countywide pedestrian and bicycle network
Enhances connectivity to schools, transit stations, and other activity centers
Value: Benefit relative to the amount of funding requested (high impact, low cost projects –
“bang for the buck”
Accommodates multiple transportation modes (pedestrian and bicycle)
Serves a low income/transit dependent or other special needs population

•
•
Sustainability

•
•
•
•
•

Funding Leverage
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•
•

Reduces emissions and improves air quality
Includes low environmental impact/green development
Improves links for pedestrian and/or bicycle access between TOD, transit and other high use
activity centers
Supports livable, walkable and healthy communities
Integral transportation component that can support existing economic activity and help spur
new economic development in the immediate vicinity
Percent of matching fund contribution
Private sector contribution
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Appendix D. Detailed Project Selection Criteria (Continued)
Project Selection and Prioritization Criteria

GRADE SEPARATIONS

Requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sponsor is SamTrans, San Mateo County, city in San Mateo County or the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board
Project is located in San Mateo County
Project is one of 46 candidate grade separation projects listed in the 2004 Expenditure Plan
Funding is for project development and/or construction of facilities
Funding request does not supplant existing funds
Project must be consistent with the Caltrain/High Speed Rail (HSR) blended system

Example Project Prioritization Criteria
Need

Policy Consistency

Readiness

Effectiveness

Sustainability

Funding Leverage

•
•
•
•

Quantitative assessment based on the California Public Utilities Commission Grade
Separation Priority List Index Formula
Description of need with respect to Caltrain and the local jurisdiction
Identified safety issue
Identified traffic issue

•
•
•

Project recognized in state and/or regional planning documents
Project is referenced in county planning documents
Project is referenced in local planning documents

•
•
•
•
•

Project status and schedule
Ease and speed of implementation
Results from a public planning process
Demonstrates stakeholder support
Has a solid funding plan

•
•
•
•

Safety and traffic benefit
Regional benefit to the Caltrain system
Cost effectiveness
Impact of alignment with neighboring crossings, where applicable

•
•
•
•

Project accommodates multiple transportation modes (Complete Streets), where
contextually appropriate and to the extent feasible
Project supports transit oriented development
Supports economic activity and spurs new economic development in the vicinity
Includes green construction practices and design elements

•
•

Percent of matching fund contribution
Private sector contribution
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Appendix D. Detailed Project Selection Criteria (Continued)
Project Selection and Prioritization Criteria

HIGHWAY

Requirements
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Sponsor is Caltrans, C/CAG, San Mateo County or a city in San Mateo County
Project is located in San Mateo County
Project is one of 11 specific projects within the 5 identified Key Congestion Areas listed in the 2004 Expenditure
Plan or a Supplemental Roadway project, which is intended to reduce congestion and improve throughput along
critical congested corridors.
Funding is for project development and/or construction of facilities
Funding request does not supplant existing funds

Example Project Prioritization Criteria
Need

Policy Consistency

Readiness

Effectiveness

Sustainability

Funding Leverage
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•
•
•
•

Current congestion
Projected congestion
Located in a Countywide Transportation Plan Priority Corridor (high or very high)
Identified safety issue

•
•
•

Project recognized in regional planning documents
Project is referenced in county planning documents
Project is referenced in local planning documents

•
•
•
•
•

Project status and schedule
Ease and speed of implementation
Results from a public planning process
Demonstrates stakeholder support
Has a solid funding plan

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to relieve congestion
Performance improvement
Ability to address safety issue
Regional significance
Demonstrates coordination with adjacent projects/integration of inter-related projects
Cost effectiveness

•
•
•
•
•

Project is primarily an operational improvement rather than infrastructure expansion
Project accommodates multiple transportation modes (Complete Streets), where
contextually appropriate and to the extent feasible
Project supports transit oriented development
Supports economic activity and spurs new economic development in the vicinity
Includes green construction practices and design elements

•
•

Percent of matching fund contribution
Private sector contribution
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Funding Sources
Appendix E1. Federal Funding Sources
Funding Source*

Purpose

Administrator

FTA Section 5307
Urbanized Area
Formula Program

Purchase of buses, trains, ferries, vans, and other capital improvement, and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) required
paratransit service. Distributed through the regional Transit
Capital Priorities process.

FTA/MTC

FTA Section 5337
State of Good Repair

Under MAP-21, replaces the fixed guideway modernization
program (Section 5309). Funding is limited to fixed guideway
systems (including rail, bus rapid transit, and passenger ferries)
and buses operating in high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.
Projects are limited to capital projects required to maintain
systems in a state of good repair.

FTA/MTC

FTA Section 5339
Bus and Bus Facilities
Program

Provides capital assistance for new and replacement buses,
related equipment, and facilities. Part of the Transit Capital
Priorities process.

FTA/MTC

FHWA – STP

To preserve and improve conditions and performance on any
Federal-aid highway, bridge and tunnel projects on any public
road, pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, and transit capital
projects, including intercity bus terminals. Portion of funds
included in OneBayArea Grant program.

FHWA – CMAQ

Transportation projects that improve air quality and relieve
congestion. Portion of funds included in OneBayArea Grant
program.

FHWA /
Caltrans /
MTC

FTA Section 5309
Fixed Guideway
Capital Investment
Grants (New Starts,
Small Starts and Core
Capacity)

Capital support for light rail, rapid rail, commuter rail,
automated fixed guideway systems, or a busway/high
occupancy vehicle (HOV) facility, or an extension of any of
these. Under MAP-21, includes “core capacity” projects on
existing rail lines to improve capacity of the corridor.

FTA

Transportation
Alternatives Program
(TAP)

Eligible activities consist of Transportation Alternatives,
Recreational Trails, Safe Routes to School, Planning/Design/
Construction of roadway in right of way of former highways. Set
aside of the apportionment of several fund programs.

Caltrans

Highway-Rail Grade
Crossings Program/
HSIP

Develop and implement safety improvement projects to
reduce the number and severity of accidents at public
highway-rail grade crossings, including signing and pavement
markings at crossings, active warning devices, crossing
surface improvements, sight distance improvements, grade
separations, and the closing and consolidation of crossings.

FHWA /
Caltrans

FHWA/ MTC
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Appendix E1. Funding Sources (Continued)

Funding Source*

Purpose

Transportation Investment
Generating Economic
Recovery (TIGER)
Discretionary Grant
Program

The TIGER Discretionary Grant program provides a unique
opportunity for the DOT to invest in road, rail, transit and port
projects that promise to achieve critical national objectives.

USDOT

Highway Safety
Improvement Program
(HSIP)

California's Local HSIP focuses on infrastructure projects with
nationally recognized crash reduction factors (CRFs).

Caltrans

FTA Section 5312
Research, Development,
Demonstration, and
Deployment

To support research activities that improve the safety, reliability,
efficiency, and sustainability of public transportation by investing
in the development, testing, and deployment of innovative
technologies, materials, and processes.

FTA

FTA Section 5312 Low
or No Emission Vehicle
Deployment Program

The main purpose of the LoNo Program is to deploy the cleanest
and most energy efficient U.S.-made transit buses that have
been largely proven in testing and demonstrations but are not
yet widely deployed in transit fleets. The LoNo Program provides
funding for transit agencies for capital acquisitions and leases
of zero emission and low-emission transit buses, including
acquisition, construction, and leasing of required supporting
facilities such as recharging, refueling, and maintenance facilities.

FTA

Transit-oriented
Development (TOD)
Planning Pilot

Provides funding to advance planning efforts that support transit-oriented development (TOD) associated with new fixed-guideway and core capacity improvement projects that focuses growth
around transit stations.

FTA

*Note: Funding sources presented in no particular order
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Administrator
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Appendix E2. State Funding Sources
Appendix E2. State Funding Sources
Funding Source*

Administrator

Purpose

State Highway Operation
and Protection Program
(SHOPP)

State highway rehabilitation projects

Transportation
Development Act (TDA)

Transit capital and operating expenses

MTC

State Transit Assistance
Funds (STA)

Transit capital and operating expenses

MTC

State Transportation
Improvement Program
(STIP) / Regional Transportation Improvement
Program (RTIP)

Roadway and transit capital improvement projects, road rehabilitation,
interregional improvements

Caltrans/
MTC

Office of Traffic Safety
(OTS)

Safety projects, with pedestrian/bicycle safety a priority.

Caltrans
OTS

Active Transportation
Program (ATP)

Consolidation of previous bicycle and pedestrian funding programs and
is designed to promote active modes of transportation, such as walking
and biking, and to ensure disadvantaged communities share fully in the
program.

California

California Sustainable
Transportation Planning
Grant Program

Funds a wide range of transportation planning studies that promote a
balanced comprehensive multimodal transportation system. Consists
of Strategic Partnerships and Sustainable Communities grants. Replaces
former environmental justice, community based and transit planning grant
activities, which are eligible under the new program.

Caltrans

Cap and Trade Program

Reduction of the region's transportation-related emissions by: Support
Communities of Concern (25% of revenues); Supports Transit Core
Capacity Challenge Grant Program, Transit Operating and Efficiency
Program, OneBayArea Grant program; Climate Initiatives Program,
including Safe Routes to Schools, and goods movement projects.

Various
State
Agencies

Proposition 1B

General obligation bonds for various programs: transportation corridor
improvements, trade infrastructure and port security projects, school bus
retrofit and replacement, state transportation improvement program,
transit and passenger rail improvements, state-local partnership
transportation projects, transit security projects, local bridge seismic
retrofit projects, highway-railroad grade separation and crossing
improvement projects, state highway safety and rehabilitation projects,
and local street and road improvement, congestion relief, and traffic safety.

California

Section 190 Program

Provides funding to projects that either alter or reconstruct existing grade
separations, construct new grade separations to eliminate existing at-grade
crossings or relocate roadways to eliminate at-grade crossings, thereby
improving safety and expediting the moment of vehicles. Eligible projects
must first be nominated to the California Public Utilities Commission’s
Grade Separation Priority List.

Caltrans

Caltrans

*Note: Funding sources presented in no particular order
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Appendix E3. Local/Regional Funding Sources
Appendix E3. Local/Regional Funding Sources
Funding Source*

Purpose

OneBayArea Grant
Program

Integrates the region’s federal transportation program with
California’s climate law and Sustainable Communities Strategy;
provides funding investments in surface transportation for a wide
variety of programs including mass transit, highway, local road and
bicycle and pedestrian projects.

MTC

Transportation Fund
for Clean Air (TFCA)

Funds regional competitive and county funding categories.
Implementation of the most cost-effective projects in the Bay
Area which will decrease motor vehicle emissions and improve air
quality.

Bay Area
Air Quality
Management
District (BAAQMD)

Other County Sales Tax
Revenues

Transportation improvements per the guidance from sales tax
statutes

Gasoline Tax
Subventions

Local streets and road maintenance and rehabilitation

Regional Bridge Tolls

Projects that mitigate and relieve traffic congestion on the bridges
(AB 664, 2%-5%, Regional Measure 2)

MTC

Measure M Vehicle
Registration Fee

$10 per year vehicle registration fee in San Mateo County funds
local streets and roads, transit operations, senior transportation,
ITS/Smart Corridors, Safe Routes to Schools, and National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System / Municipal Regional Permits

C/CAG

Developer Impact Fees

Cost to local government of a new development, including roads,
sidewalks, sewers, and utilities

Local Governments

Property-based
Business Improvement
District (PBID) / Other
Assessments

Generally downtown improvements and services associated with
businesses.

Local Governments

*Note: Funding sources presented in no particular order
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Administrator
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Counties
Cities and Counties
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Appendix I: Land Use Guidelines and Compliance
Monitoring

GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTING THE LAND USE COMPONENT OF THE
CONGESTION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
All land use changes or new developments that require a negative declaration or an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and that are projected to generate a net (subtracting existing
uses that are currently active) 100 or more trips per hour at any time during the a.m. or p.m. peak
hour period, must be reported to C/CAG within ten days of completion of the initial study
prepared under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Peak period includes 6:00
a.m. to 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Peak hour is defined as the hour when heaviest
daily traffic volume occurs and generally occurs during morning and afternoon commute
times. Traffic counts are obtained during AM and PM peak periods and the volume from
the heaviest hour of AM or PM traffic is used to define peak hour for those time periods.
The highest number of net trips resulting from AM or PM peak hour will be used. Net
trips are calculated by subtracting trips for existing uses from those generated by the new
project. Although projects that generate less than 100 peak hour trips are not subject to these
guidelines, local jurisdictions are strongly encouraged to apply them to all projects, particularly
where the jurisdiction has determined that the impacts of the project will have an adverse effect
on traffic in that jurisdiction.
These guidelines are not intended to establish a Countywide threshold of significance of 100
peak hour trips for CEQA purposes. The determination of what level of traffic results in a
significant impact is left in the first instance to the local jurisdiction. These guidelines do
contemplate, however, that all trips resulting from projects that are reviewed by C/CAG and fall
under these guidelines will be mitigated, whether or not it rises to a level of significance under
CEQA.
Local jurisdictions must ensure that the developer and/or tenants will reduce the demand for all
new peak hour trips (including the first 100 trips) projected to be generated by the development.
The local jurisdiction can select one or more of the options that follow or may propose other
methods for mitigating the trips. It is up to the local jurisdiction working together with the
project sponsor to choose the method(s) that will be compatible with the intended purpose of the
project and the community that it will serve. The options identified in these guidelines are not
intended to limit choices. Local jurisdictions are encouraged to be creative in developing options
that meet local needs while accomplishing the goal of mitigating new peak hour trips. The
additional measures that are not specifically included in these guidelines should be offered for
review by C/CAG staff in advance of approving the project. Appeals to the decisions by C/CAG
staff will be taken to the full C/CAG Board for consideration.
The Congestion Management Program roadway network includes all state highways and
selected principal arterials. When considering land use projects, local jurisdictions may either
require that mitigation for impacts to the Congestion Management Program roadway network be
finally determined and imposed as a condition of approval of the project, or may conditionally
approve such project, conditioned on compliance with the requirements to mitigate the impacts
to the Congestion Management Program roadway network. In those instances where conditional
approval is given, a building permit may not be issued for the project until the required
mitigation is determined and subsequently imposed on the project.

Some of the choices for local jurisdictions include:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Reduce the scope of the project so that it will generate less than 100 net peak hour trips.
Build adequate roadway and/or transit improvements so that the added peak hour trips
will have no measurable impact on the Congestion Management Program roadway
network.
If a local jurisdiction currently collects traffic mitigation fees, any portion of the fees that
are used to mitigate the impacts of the project’s traffic on the Congestion Management
Program roadway network will count as a credit toward the reduction in the demand for
trips required under the Congestion Management Program. The developer may also
contribute a one-time only payment of $20,000 per peak hour trip (including the first 100
trips) to a special fund for the implementation of appropriate transportation demand
management system measures at that development. These funds will be used to
implement transportation demand management programs that serve the development
making the contribution.
Require the developer and all subsequent tenants to implement Transportation Demand
Management programs that have the capacity to fully reduce the demand for new peak
hour trips. The developer/tenants will not be held responsible for the extent to which
these programs are actually used. The developer shall pay for a monitoring program
for the first three years of the development. The purpose of the monitoring
program is to assess the compliance of the project with the final TDM plan. The
following is a list of acceptable programs and the equivalent number of trips that will be
credited as reduced. Programs can be mixed and matched so long as the total mitigated
trips is equal to or greater than the new peak hour trips generated by the project. These
programs, once implemented, must be on going for the occupied life of the development.
Programs may be substituted with prior approval of C/CAG, so long as the number of
mitigated trips is not reduced. Additional measures may be proposed to C/CAG for
consideration. Also there may be special circumstances that warrant a different amount of
credit for certain measures. For example, a developer may elect to contract with the
Alliance or another provider of TDM services to meet this requirement. These situations
can also be submitted to C/CAG in advance for consideration. It is up to each local
jurisdiction to use its best judgment to determine the extent to which certain measures are
“reasonable and effective.” For example, there will be a point where additional showers
will not result in more people riding bicycles or walking to work.
Adopt Congestion Management Program guidelines for projects within its jurisdiction
and submit those guidelines for approval by C/CAG. The local jurisdiction would then
apply these guidelines to the appropriate level of project and provide an annual report
describing affected projects and guidelines applied. C/CAG would review the
jurisdiction’s efforts on an annual basis and could require amendments to the
jurisdiction’s guidelines if the jurisdiction’s guidelines were not meeting Congestion
Management Program goals.

6.

7.
8.

Adopt the C/CAG guidelines for application to the appropriate level of project in the
jurisdiction, and submit an annual report describing affected projects and guidelines
applied. C/CAG would review the jurisdiction’s efforts on an annual basis and could
require amendments to the jurisdiction’s guidelines if the jurisdiction’s guidelines were
not meeting Congestion Management Program goals.
Negotiate with C/CAG staff for other acceptable ways to mitigate the trips for specific
developments on a case-by-case basis.
C/CAG recognizes that for retail or special uses appropriate TDM measures may be
difficult to implement. Please contact C/CAG to develop appropriate measures for
these types of projects.

Transportation
Demand
Management
Measure

Number of Trips Credited

Rationale

Secure bicycle
storage

One peak hour trip will be credited
for every 3 new bike lockers/racks
installed and maintained.
Lockers/racks must be installed
within 100 feet of the building.

Experience has shown that
bicycle commuters will
average using this mode onethird of the time, especially
during warmer summer
months.

Showers and changing
rooms.

Ten peak hour trips will be
credited for each new combination
shower and changing room
installed. An additional 5 peak
hour trips will be credited when
installed in combination with at
least 5 bike lockers

10 to 1 ratio based on cost to
build and the likelihood that
bicycle utilization will
increase.

Operation of a
dedicated shuttle
service during the
peak period to a rail
station or an urban
residential area.
Alternatively the
development could
buy into a shuttle
consortium.

One peak hour trip will be credited
for each peak-hour round trip seat
on the shuttle. Increases to two
trips if a Guaranteed Ride Home
Program is also in place.

Yields a one-to-one ratio (one
seat in a shuttle equals one
auto trip reduced); utilization
increases when a guaranteed
ride home program is also
made available.

Five additional trips will be
credited if the shuttle stops at a
child-care facility enroute to/from
the worksite.

Charging employees
for parking.

Two peak hour trips will be
credited for each parking spot
charged out at $20 per month for
one year. Money shall be used
for TDM measures such as
shuttles or subsidized transit
tickets.

Yields a two-to-one ratio

Subsidizing transit
tickets for employees.

One peak hour trip will be credited
for each transit pass that is
subsidized at least $20 per month
for one year.

Yields a one-to-one ratio (one
transit pass equals one auto trip
reduced).

One additional trip will be
credited if the subsidy is increased
to $75 for parents using transit to
take a child to childcare enroute to
work.
Subsidizing
pedestrians/bicyclists
who commute to work.

One peak hour trip will be credited
for each employee that is
subsidized at least $20 per month
for one year.

Yields a one-to-one ratio (One
pedestrian/bicyclist equals one
auto trip reduced.

Creation of
preferential parking
for carpoolers.

Two peak hour trips will be
credited for each parking spot
reserved.

Yields a two-to-one ratio (one
reserved parking spot equals a
minimum of two auto trips
reduced).

Creation of
preferential parking
for vanpoolers.

Seven peak hour trips will be
credited for each parking spot
reserved.

Yields a seven-to-one ratio
(one reserved parking spot
equals a minimum of seven
auto trips reduced).

Implementation of a
vanpool program.

Seven peak hour trips will be
credited for each vanpool arranged
by a specific program operated at
the site of the development.
Increases to ten trips if a
Guaranteed Ride Home Program is
also in place.

The average van capacity is
seven.

Operation of a
commute assistance
center, offering on site,
one stop shopping for
transit and commute
alternatives
information,
preferably staffed with
a live person to assist
building tenants with
trip planning.

One peak hour trip will be credited
for each feature added to the
information center; and an
additional one peak hour trip will
be credited for each hour the
center is staffed with a live person,
up to 20 trips per each 200 tenants.
Possible features may include:
Transit information
brochure rack
Computer kiosk connected
to Internet
Telephone (with commute
and transit information
numbers)
Desk and chairs (for
personalized trip planning)
On-site transit ticket sales
Implementation of flexible
work hour schedules that
allow transit riders to be
15-30 minutes late or early
(due to problems with
transit or vanpool).
Quarterly educational
programs to support
commute alternatives

This is based on staff’s best
estimate. Short of there being
major disincentives to driving,
having an on site TDM
program offering commute
assistance is fundamental to an
effective TDM program.

Survey Employees to
examine use and best
practices.

Three peak hour trips will be
credited for a survey developed
to be administered twice yearly

This is based on staff’s best
estimate with the goal of
finding best practices to
achieve the mode shift goal.

Implementation of a
parking cash out
program.

One peak hour trip will be credited
for each parking spot where the
employee is offered a cash
payment in return for not using
parking at the employment site.

Yields a one-to-one ratio (one
cashed out parking spot equals
one auto trip reduced.

Implementation of
ramp metering.

Three hundred peak hour trips will
be credited if the local jurisdiction
in cooperation with CalTrans,
installs and turns on ramp
metering lights during the peak
hours at the highway entrance
ramp closest to the development.

This is a very difficult and
costly measure to implement
and the reward must be
significant.

Installation of high
bandwidth connections
in employees’ homes
to the Internet to
facilitate home
telecommuting

One peak hour trip will be
credited for every three
connections installed. This
measure is not available as
credit for a residential
development.

Yields a one-to-three ratio.

Installation of video
conferencing centers
that are available for
use by the tenants of
the facility.

Five peak hour trips will be
credited for a center installed at
the facility.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Implementation of a
compressed workweek
program.

One peak hour trip will be credited
for every 5 employees that are
offered the opportunity to work
four compressed days per week.

The workweek will be
compressed into 4 days;
therefore the individual will
not be commuting on the 5th
day.

Flextime:
Implementation of an
alternate hours
workweek program.

One peak hour trip will be
credited for each employee that
is offered the opportunity to
work staggered work hours.
Those hours can be a set shift set
by the employer or can be
individually determined by the
employee.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Provision of assistance
to employees so they
can live close to work.

If an employer develops and offers
a program to help employees find
acceptable residences within five
miles of the employment site, a
credit of one trip will be given for
each slot in the program.

This assumes that a five-mile
trip will generally not involve
travel on the freeways.

Implementation of a
program that gives
preference to hiring
local residents at the
new development site.

One peak hour trip will be credited
for each employment opportunity
reserved for employees recruited
and hired from within five miles of
the employment site.

This assumes that a five-mile
trip will generally not involve
travel on the freeways.

Provision of on-site
amenities/accommodat
ions that encourage
people to stay on site
during the workday,
making it easier for
workers to leave their
automobiles at home.

Five peak hour trips will be
credited for each feature added to
the job site. Possible features may
include:
banking
grocery shopping
clothes cleaning
exercise facilities
child care center

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Provide use of motor
vehicles to employees
who use alternate
commute methods so
they can have access
to vehicles during
breaks for personal
use.

Five peak hour trips will be
credited for each vehicle provided.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Provide use of bicycles
to employees who use
alternate commute
methods so they can
have access to bicycles
during breaks for
personal use.

One peak hour trip will be credited
for every four bicycles provided.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Provision of child care
services as a part of
the development

One trip will be credited for every
two child care slots at the job site.
This amount increases to one trip
for each slot if the child care
service accepts multiple age
groups (infants=0-2yrs,
preschool=3&4 yrs, school-age=5
to 13 yrs).

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Developer/property
owner may join an
employer group to
expand available child
care within 5 miles of
the job site or may
provide this service
independently

One trip will be credited for each
new child care center slot created
either directly by an employer
group, by the developer/property
owner, or by an outside provider if
an agreement has been developed
with the developer/property owner
that makes the child care
accessible to the workers at the
development.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Join the Alliance’s
guaranteed ride home
program.

Two peak hour trips will be
credited for every 2 slots
purchased in the program.

Experience shows that when a
Guaranteed Ride Home
Program is added to a TDM
program, average ridership
increases by about 50%.

Combine any ten of
these elements and
receive an additional
credit for five peak
hour trips.

Five peak hour trips will be
credited.

Experience has shown that
offering multiple and
complementary TDM
components can magnify the
impact of the overall program.

Work with the
Alliance to develop/
implement a
Transportation Action
Plan.

Ten peak hour trips will be
credited.

This is based on staff's best
estimate.

The developer can
provide a cash legacy
after the development
is complete and
designate an entity to
implement any (or
more than one) of the
previous measures
before day one of
occupancy.

Peak hour trip reduction credits
will accrue as if the developer was
directly implementing the items.

Credits accrue depending on
what the funds are used for.

Encourage infill
development.

Two percent of all peak hour trips
will be credited for each infill
development.

Generally acceptable TDM
practices (based on research of
TDM practices around the
nation and reported on the
Internet).

Encourage shared
parking.

Five peak hour trips will be
credited for an agreement with an
existing development to share
existing parking.

Generally acceptable TDM
practices (based on research of
TDM practices around the
nation and reported on the
Internet).

Participate
in/create/sponsor a
Transportation
Management
Association.

Five peak hour trips will be
credited.

Generally acceptable TDM
practices (based on research of
TDM practices around the
nation and reported on the
Internet).

Coordinate
Transportation
Demand Management
programs with existing
developments/
employers.

Five peak hour trips will be
credited.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

For employers with
multiple job sites,
institute a proximate
commuting program
that allows employees
at one location to
transfer/trade with
employees in another
location that is closer
to their home.

One peak hour trip will be credited
for each opportunity created.

Yields a one-to-one ratio.

Pay for parking at park
and ride lots or transit
stations.

One peak hour trip will be credited
for each spot purchased.

Yields a one-to-one ratio.

Additional Measures for Residential Developments

Develop schools,
convenience shopping,
recreation facilities,
and child care centers
in new subdivisions.

Five peak hour trips will be
credited for each facility included.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Provision of child care
services at the
residential
development and/or at
a nearby transit center

One trip will be credited for every
two child care slots at the development/transit center. This amount
increases to one trip for each slot
if the child care service accepts
multiple age groups (infants,
preschool, school-age).

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Make roads and streets
more pedestrian and
bicycle friendly.

Five peak hour trips will be
credited for each facility included.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Revise zoning to limit
undesirable impacts
(noise, smells, and
traffic) instead of
limiting broad
categories of activities.

Five peak hour trips will be
credited.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Create connections for
non-motorized travel,
such as trails that link
dead-end streets.

Five peak hour trips will be
credited for each connection make.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Create alternative
transportation modes
for travel within the
development and to
downtown areas bicycles, scooters,
electric carts, wagons,
shuttles, etc.

One peak hour trip will be credited
for each on-going opportunity
created (i.e. five bicycles/
scooters/wagons = five trips, twoseat carts = two trips, seven
passenger shuttle = seven trips).

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Design streets/roads
that encourage
pedestrian and bicycle
access and discourage
automobile access.

Five trips will be credited for each
design element.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Install and maintain

Five trips will be credited for each

This is based on staff’s best

alternative
transportation kiosks.

kiosk.

estimate.

Install/maintain safety
and security systems
for pedestrians and
bicyclists.

Five trips will be credited for each
measure implemented.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

Implement jitneys/
vanpools from
residential areas to
downtowns and transit
centers.

One trip will be credited for each
seat created.

Yields a one-to-one ratio.

Locate residential
development within
one-third mile of a
fixed rail passenger
station.

All trips from a residential
development within one-third mile
of a fixed rail passenger station
will be considered credited due to
the location of the development.

This is based on staff’s best
estimate.

The local jurisdiction must also agree to maintain data available for monitoring by C/CAG, that
supports the on-going compliance with the agreed to trip reduction measures.

City County Association of Governments Congestion Mangement Program 2017 Update
Land Use Impact Analysis Program Compliance
Jurisdiction

Project

Measures Taken
Acknowledges C/CAG CMP policies; lists C/CAG as a
responsible agency

C/CAG Compliance
TDM Plan approved by C/CAG

San Bruno

Administration Building for the San Francisco Police
Credit Union (SFPCU)

City of San Carlos

Office Projects

City of South San Francisco

1440 San Mateo Avenue

TDM plan incorporated into Neg Dec
TDM Plan approved by C/CAG
Acknowledges C/CAG CMP policies; lists C/CAG as a
None - Project does not generate
responsible agency
100+ trips in the am or pm peak hours

City of Menlo Park

650 Live Oak LLC

Acknowledges C/CAG CMP policies; lists C/CAG as a
None - Project does not generate
responsible agency
100+ trips in the am or pm peak hours

DOH

Veterans Village

Acknowledges C/CAG CMP policies; lists C/CAG as a
None - Project does not generate
responsible agency
100+ trips in the am or pm peak hours

City of Burlingame

Douglas Avenue MF Development

Acknowledges C/CAG CMP policies; lists C/CAG as a
None - Project does not generate
responsible agency
100+ trips in the am or pm peak hours

City of Millbrae

Serra Station

Acknowledges C/CAG CMP policies; lists C/CAG as a
responsible agency

City of Belmont

4 Lot Subdivision Project

Acknowledges C/CAG CMP policies; lists C/CAG as a
None - Project does not generate
responsible agency
100+ trips in the am or pm peak hours

East Palo Alto

Ocford Day Academy Project

Acknowledges C/CAG CMP policies; lists C/CAG as a
None - Project does not generate
responsible agency
100+ trips in the am or pm peak hours

TDM Plan approved by C/CAG

Appendix J: Regional Transportation Plan Projects

San Mateo County Projects included in Plan Bay Area 2040
Source: http://projects.planbayarea.org/

How much of the
How much of the
How much
By when is this
project/program project/program is
does this
project
anticipated to be project/progr cost was included in covered in the plan
period?
previous plans?
am cost?
open?

rtpId

title

agency

system

mode

What would this project/program do?

17-060015

Construct auxiliary lanes (one in each
direction) on U.S. 101 from Marsh Road to
Embarcadero Road

Caltrans

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Add northbound and southbound auxiliary lanes.

2015

79

79

0

17-060001

Bicycle and Pedestrian Program

Bicycle/Pedestrian Facility

BikePed

Projects in this category are new bicycle (on-street and off-street) and pedestrian
facilities, and facilities that connect existing network gaps, including but not limited to
new multi-purpose pedestrian/bicycle bridges over US 101 and sidewalk gap closures

On-going through
2040

247

21

226

Bicycle/Pedestrian Facility

BikePed

This project will institute necessary infrastructure and Automated Transit Signal Priority
necessary to accommodate express rapid bus service along the length of El Camino Real
from Palo Alto to Daly City.

2040

1

0

1

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Improve access to /from the west side of Dumbarton Bridge (Route 84 connecting to U.S.
101) per Gateway 2020 Study (Phased implementation of short term projects.
Environmental phase only for long term projects).

2040

39

3

36

17-060027

Implement supporting infrastructure and
Automated Transit Signal Priority to support
San Mateo County Transit District (SamTrans)
SamTrans express rapid bus service along El
Camino Real

17-060016

Improve access to and from the west side of
Dumbarton Bridge on Route 84 connecting to
U.S. 101 per Gateway 2020 Study - Phased

San Mateo City/County Association of
Governments (CCAG)

17-060009

Improve operations at U.S. 101 near Route 92
- Phased

San Mateo City/County Association of
Governments (CCAG)

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

US 101 operational improvements near Route 92. Project may have phased construction.

2025

258

2

256

17-060010

Improve U.S. 101/Woodside Road
interchange

Redwood City

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Modifies the Woodside Road Interchange at US 101.

2023

171

7

164

17-060008

Add northbound and southbound modified
auxiliary lanes and/ or implementation of
managed lanes on U.S. 101 from I-380 to San
Francisco County line

San Mateo City/County Association of
Governments (CCAG)

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Add northbound and southbound modified auxiliary lanesÂ and/or implementation
ofÂ managedÂ lanesÂ on U.S. 101 from I-380Â to San Francisco County line.

2024

222

5

217

17-060019

State Route 92-82 (El Camino) Interchange
Improvement

San Mateo (City)

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Widen the existing ramps and reconfigure the existing interchange from a full cloverleaf
to a partial cloverleaf. Pedestrian and bicycle improvements would be included as part of
the project.

2018

30

25

5

17-060012

U.S. 101 Interchange at Peninsula Avenue

San Mateo (City)

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Construct southbound on and off ramps to US 101 at Peninsula Ave to add on and off
ramps from southbound 101.

2023

89

9

80

17-060011

US 101 Produce Avenue Interchange

South San Francisco

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Construct a new interchange on US 101 at Produce Avenue, connecting Utah Avenue on
the east side of US 101 to San Mateo Avenue on the west side of US 101. This will allow
for reconfiguration of the existing southbound ramps at Produce Ave and Airport Blvd, as
well incorporation of the northbound off- and on- ramps at S. Airport Blvd into the
interchange design.

2024

146

10

136

17-060025

US 101/University Ave. Interchange
Improvements

East Palo Alto

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

On University Avenue across US-101, between Woodland Avenue and Donohoe Street;
Add bike lanes and sidewalk and modify the NB and SB off-ramps to eliminate
pedestrian/bicycle conflicts and improve traffic operations.

2019

11

0

11

17-060007

Modify existing lanes on U.S. 101 to
accommodate a managed lane

San Mateo City/County Association of
Governments (CCAG)

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Modify existing lanes to accommodate an HOV lane from Whipple to San Francisco
County Line and/ or an Express Lane from approximately 2 miles south of the Santa Clara
County Line to San Francisco County Line. Work may include shoulder modification, ramp
modifications, and interchange modifications to accommodate an extra lane. Work will
be phased.

2020

365

15

350

17-060034

Construct Route 1 (Calera Parkway)
northbound and southbound lanes from
Fassler Avenue to Westport Drive in Pacifica

Pacifica

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

The Calera Parkway project will widen Highway 1 from four lanes to six lanes, from
approximately 1,500 feet south of Fassler Avenue to approximately 2,300 feet north of
Reina Del Mar Avenue, a distance of 1.3 miles, and will add a 16â‚¬â„¢ wide landscaped
median between concrete barriers from San Marlo Way to Reina Del Mar Avenue

2021

58

9

49

17-060013

Reconstruct U.S. 101/Broadway interchange

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Reconstructs the US 101/Broadway interchange.

2017

83

83

0

17-060024

Reconstruct U.S. 101/Sierra Point Parkway
interchange (includes extension of Lagoon
Way to U.S. 101)

Brisbane

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Reconstruct a partial interchange and provide improved access to Brisbane, Bayshore
Blvd and proposed Brisbane Baylands project. Lagoon Way extension connects to the
reconstructed interchange and provides improved access to Brisbane, Daly City, and the
pending 600-acre Brisbane Baylands development.

2030

17

8

9

17-060014

Reconstruct U.S. 101/Willow Road
interchange

Menlo Park

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

The project proposes to reconstruct the existing US 101/Willow Road (Route 114)
Interchange within the existing alignment to a partial cloverleaf interchange. Project
includes class I bike paths and class II bike lanes.

2018

80

60

20

17-060020

Hwy 1 operational & safety improvements in
County Midcoast (acceleration/deceleration
lanes; turn lanes; bike lanes; pedestrian
crossings; and trails)

San Mateo County

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Operational and safety improvements for vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians, along the
Highway 1 corridor between Half Moon Bay and Pacifica. This could include acceleration
lanes, deceleration lanes, turn lanes, bike lanes, enhanced crossings, and trail network
improvements.

2020

29

4

25

17-060035

I-280 improvements near D Street exit

Daly City

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Improve the on and off-ramps and approaches for I-280 near the D Street exit in Daly City

2025

1

0

1

17-060023

Route 1 Improvements in Half Moon Bay

Half Moon Bay

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

In Half Moon Bay, On Route 1: Improve safety and reduce congestion by providing
protected left and right turn lanes, warranted traffic signals, two through lanes only at
signalized intersections, bike lanes, pathways, bus stops, traffic signal interconnects,
safety lighting, median and channelization improvements.

2019

19

10

9

17-060032

Route 1 San Pedro Creek Bridge Replacement
and Creek Widening Project

Pacifica

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Replace San Pedro Creek Bridge on CA 1 with a longer bridge and widen the creek channel
for 100 year storm flow capacity. Provide for a class 1 multi-purpose trail on the eastern
side.

2015

14

14

0

17-060017

Route 101/Holly St Interchange Access
Improvements

San Carlos

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

The proposed project would convert the existing full cloverleaf configuration to a partial
cloverleaf design by eliminating two of the existing loop off-ramps of the interchange, and
realign the diagonal on- and off-ramps into signalized T-intersections with local streets. A
new pedestrian and bicycle over crossing will be constructed in the south side of Holly
Street Interchange.

2019

34

1

33

17-060037

Widen Millbrae Avenue between Rollins Road
and U.S. 101 soutbound on-ramp and
resurface intersection of Millbrae Avenue and
Rollins Road

Millbrae

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Widen Millbrae Avenue between Rollins Road and US101 Southbound On Ramp and
resurface the intersection of Millbrae Avenue and Rollins Road.

2019

11

0

11

17-060033

Widen Route 92 between SR 1 and Pilarcitos
Creek alignment, includes widening of travel
lanes and shoulders

Half Moon Bay

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Widens shoulders and travel lanes to standard widths. Straighten curves at few locations.

2025

8

0

8

17-060036

Widen Skyline Boulevard (Route 35) to 4-lane
roadway from I-280 to Sneath Lane - Phased

San Bruno

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Widens Skyline Blvd. (SR 35) between I-280 and Sneath Lane. It is currently the last
portion of what is otherwise a four lane roadway along Skyline Blvd. The project widens
approximately 1.3 miles of the roadway into four lanes.

2021

25

0

25

17-060038

Construct a 6-lane arterial from Geneva
Avenue/Bayshore Boulevard intersection to
U.S. 101/Candlestick Point interchange Environmental phase

Brisbane

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Planning and environmental analysis of a 6-lane arterial from the Geneva Avenue at
Bayshore Boulevard to 101/Candlestick Interchange. Grade separation at the Caltrain and
Tunnel Ave, Class II bike lanes, on-street parking (travel lanes during peak periods), and
sidewalks. Sections will be reserved for an exclusive lane BRT facility that connects to the
Bayshore Multimodal Station and provides through service to BART Balboa Station.

N/A

17

1

16

17-060002

County Safety, Security and Other

Other

Program

Projects in this category address safety and security needs of San Mateo County including On-going through
county-wide implementation of Safe Routes to School Program
2040

41

1

40

17-060006

County-wide Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) and Traffic Operation System
Improvements

San Mateo City/County Association of
Governments (CCAG)

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Installation of transportation system management improvements such as Intelligent
On-going through
Transportation System (ITS) elements and TOS equipment throughout San Mateo County.
2040

93

0

93

17-060030

Environmental Clearance and Design of the
Redwood City Ferry Terminal and Service

Water Emergency Transportation Authority
(WETA)

Public Transit Facility

Transit

Planning and environmental analysis of the construction of a new ferry terminal,
purchase of 3 new high-speed ferry vessels, and operation of new ferry service between
Redwood City and San Francisco.

N/A

8

0

8

17-060021

Environmental Studies for 101/Candlestick
Interchange

Brisbane

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Planning and environmental analysis of the reconstruction of 101/Candlestick
Interchange to full all-directional interchange with a single point cross street connection.
Project would provide all-direction ramp movements controlled by new signalized
intersections at the cross street connections. Interchange would join an improved Harney
Way to the east, and would join the Geneva Avenue Extension to the west. Accommodate
E/W crossing of planned BRT facility.

N/A

25

5

20

17-060039

Grade Separations

Other

Program

This project includes grade separations of the Caltrain right of way at approximately 2 to
On-going through
3 high priority locations in San Mateo County, including 25th Avenue. This project is based
2040
on San Mateo Countyâ€™s Measure A grade separation category.

265

5

260

17-060004

Minor Roadway Expansions

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

This category includes roadway capacity increasing projects (new roadways, widening or
extensions of existing roadways) on minor roads such as Blomquist Street, California
Drive, Railroad Avenue, Manor Drive, and Alameda de las Pulgas

On-going through
2040

58

1

57

17-060026

Implement incentive programs to support
transit-oriented development

Bicycle/Pedestrian Facility

BikePed

Implement an incentive programs to support transit-oriented developments in San Mateo On-going through
County.
2040

106

0

106

17-060031

Implement Redwood City Street Car Planning Phase

Redwood City

Public Transit Facility

17-060018

Improve local access at I-280/I-380 from
Sneath Lane to San Bruno Avenue to I-380 Environmental only

San Bruno

17-060028

Make incremental increase in SamTrans
paratransit service - Phase

San Mateo County Transit District (SamTrans)

17-060003

17-060005

17-060022
17-060029
17-060040

San Mateo City/County Association of
Governments (CCAG)

Transit

Planning and environmental analysis of Redwood City Street Car Construction and
Implementation

N/A

1

0

1

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Environmental assessment of local access improvements at the existing I-280 / I-380
interchange located in the City of San Bruno. The project would provide access to I-380
from the two main east-west secondary roads of Sneath Lane and San Bruno Avenue.

N/A

32

0

32

Public Transit Facility

Transit

Expansion of curb-to-curb paratransit fleet and service for eligible users, compliant with
ADA requirements, based on projected future demand.

On-going through
2040

377

0

377

Multimodal Streetscape

Bicycle/Pedestrian Facility

BikePed

Projects in this category implement multimodal or complete streets elements, including
but not limited to projects along facilities such as El Camino Real, Bay Road, Ralston
Avenue, University Avenue, Middlefield Road, Palmetto Avenue, Mission Street, Geneva
Avenue, and Carolan Avenue

On-going through
2040

289

14

275

Roadway Operations

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

County-wide Implementation of non-capacity Increasing local road Intersection
modifications and channelization countywide
County-wide implementation of local circulation improvements and traffic management
programs countywide

On-going through
2040

64

0

64

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Planning and environmental analysis of a westbound slow vehicle lane on Route 92
between Route 35 and I-280

N/A

25

0

25

Public Transit Facility

Transit

This project will institute new rolling stock and infrastructure necessary to accommodate
BRT along El Camino Real

2040

228

0

228

Street/Highway Facility

Auto

Redwood City Blomquist Street Extension and Blomquist Bridge over Redwood Creek

2020

28

19

9

Westbound slow vehicle lane on Route 92
between Route 35 and I-280 - Environmental
San Mateo County
Phase
Add new rolling stock and infrastructure to
support SamTrans bus rapid transit along El San Mateo County Transit District (SamTrans)
Camino Real- Phase
Extend Blomquist Street over Redwood Creek
to East Bayshore and Bair Island Road

Appendix K: Checklist for Modeling Consistency

MTC Checklist for Modeling Consistency for CMPs
2011 Submittal
Prepared for City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County
In cooperation with the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority
October 24, 2011

Introduction
The purpose of this document is to provide the checklist of deliverables requested by the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC) to establish that the City/County Association of Governments of San
Mateo County (C/CAG) travel demand models apply a regionally consistent model set for the
development of travel demand forecasts. The specific checklist of product deliverables was defined by
MTC in the 2011 County Congestion Management Plans: Updated MTC Guidance and Review Process
Resolution No. 3000, Revised, Attachment B. The required checklist products are provided in the
following sections.

Product 1
Description of the C/CAG Model
The current C/CAG model had its origin in the corridor model developed for the Grand Boulevard
Initiative (GBI) Multi-model Corridor Study by the Santa Clara VTA in 2009. The GBI study evaluated the
impacts of enhanced transit service (bus rapid transit) and enhanced developed strategies in the El
Camino Real corridor to transform an existing auto-oriented commercial transportation corridor into a
more transit-oriented, mixed-use transportation corridor. The GBI model was essentially the VTA
Countywide model with added zone and network detail to improve upon what was network and zone
detail based on the MTC regional models for San Mateo County. The basis for the network and zone
refinements applied within San Mateo County was the C/CAG Countywide models originally developed
in the mid-1990s.
For the updated C/CAG model development, the GBI model was revised to produce an updated base
year 2005 calibration and validation with selected model enhancements. These enhancements included
calibration of the auto ownership models to American Community Survey (ACS) 2005 county-level data,
addition of bicycle network infrastructure (bike lanes and paths) in the networks, travel time skims,
mode choice and bicycle assignments and development of a toll modeling procedure to estimate
1

express lane vehicle volumes. The model was validated to year 2005 screenline volumes for the AM and
PM peak periods and to year 2005 observed transit boardings.

Consistency with MTC Model
As noted previously, the C/CAG model was designed to be consistent with the previous MTC Travel
Demand Model forecasting system BAYCAST-90 model. This section provides a general overview of the
C/CAG models and also describes several basic modeling characteristics that are shared between the
models.
Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZ’s) — The current CMP model has a more refined zone system in San
Mateo County and Santa Clara County than the MTC regional models. Additional zones were added to
more accurately reflect and support the added roadway network and to provide more detail in transit
rich corridors and dense central business districts. In all, an additional 156 zones were added in San
Mateo County and an additional 1,122 zones were added in Santa Clara County. The new model
maintains the use of MTC’s zone system in the remaining seven Bay Area counties, but enlarges the full
model region and zones to include Santa Cruz, San Benito, Monterey, and San Joaquin Counties.
Highway Network and Transit Network — The roadway network used by the C/CAG model includes
additional detail in both San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties. The current CMP model also includes
detailed stop, station and route detail in the transit network for San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties,
and maintains the MTC roadway and transit networks in the remaining Bay Area counties. The
Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments (AMBAG) provided the basis for roadway networks in
Monterey, San Benito, and Santa Cruz counties and the San Joaquin County COG provided roadways for
San Joaquin County, however, the detailed networks was simplified to match the coarser zone structure
in each of those four added counties. Express lane facilities, representing the MTC ‘Backbone’ express
lanes system for 2035, were also coded in the network with a toll facility indicator based on the highway
corridor segment and the direction of travel. Differential toll facility codes were required in order to
apply specific toll rates to optimize utilization of the express lanes to preserve level-of-service for free
carpool users. The C/CAGmodel also includes a representation of the bicycle network infrastructure in
the base year and 2035 forecast year for San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Francisco and southern Alameda
Counties, explicitly representing existing and future bike lanes and bike paths in travel time
development, mode choice and bicycle assignments.
Capacities and Speed — The current C/CAG model incorporates the area type and assignment group
classification system published by MTC in BAYCAST-90. Input free-flow speeds for expressways are
slightly lower in the C/CAG models to more accurately match the travel time for the expressway
segments during model validation and improve the assignment match of estimated to observed
expressway volumes.
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Trip Purposes — The current C/CAG model uses the same trip purposes used in the BAYCAST-90 model
and also uses additional trip purposes not modeled by MTC. C/CAG model trip purposes include the
following:
Home-based work trips
Home-based shop and other trips
Home-based social/recreation trips
Non-home-based trips
Home-based school: grade school, high school, and college trips
Light, medium and heavy duty internal to internal zone truck trips

The C/CAG model uses MTC BAYCAST-90 trip generation equations for trip production and trip
attraction functions for all trip purposes listed above. In order to address special markets not included in
the MTC trip purposes, the C/CAG model includes several additional trip purposes beyond those
modeled by MTC, including:
Air-passenger trips to San Francisco Intenational (SFO) Airport and San Jose/Mineta
International Airport (SJC) and
Light, medium and heavy-duty external truck trips

Market Segments — The C/CAG model adopts the BAYCAST-90 disaggregate travel demand model four
income group market segments for the home-based work trip purpose in trip generation, distribution
and mode choice. In addition, the C/CAG model also maintains the three workers per household (0, 1
and 2+ workers) and three auto ownership markets (0, 1 and 2+ autos owned) used in the MTC
worker/auto ownership models. Trips by peak and off-peak time period are also stratified in the trip
distribution, mode choice and highway and transit assignment models.
External Trips — The C/CAG model uses a different approach for incorporating inter-regional
commuting estimates than MTC. For external zones coincident with the MTC model, MTC interregional
vehicle volumes were applied for base year 2000 and adjusted to the future by assuming a 1 percent
growth rate per year. For external gateways from San Joaquin County and Santa Cruz, Monterey and San
Benito Counties, the incorporation of those counties as internal modeled areas obviated the
development of external vehicle volumes for those areas of the C/CAG models.
Pricing — The C/CAG model uses MTC pricing assumptions for transit fares, bridge tolls, parking charges,
and auto operating costs as assumed in the current MTC Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and
Sustainable Community Strategies (SCS) update. All prices are expressed in year 1990 dollar values in the
models. The C/CAG model also uses regional express lane toll charges for the AM and PM peak periods
that are based on optimizing the level-of-service in the carpool lanes. Depending on the level of
utilization, these toll charges would vary by direction, time of day and by specific corridor.
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Auto Ownership — The current C/CAG model applies BAYCAST-90 for auto ownership models to
estimate the number of households with 0, 1, and 2+ autos by four income groups in each traffic
analysis zone. Walk to transit accessibility measures were incorporated in the auto ownership models
consistent with MTC BAYCAST-90 to more logically associate low auto ownership households with
transit services. The auto ownership models were recently calibrated to the 2005-2009 American
Community Survey to match workers per household and auto ownership by county.
Mode Choice — The mode choice models for BAYCAST-90 include the use of nested structures for most
trip purposes, however, explicit estimation of nested structures to consider transit submodes were not
included in the model specification.1 The C/CAG model adds a nesting structure for transit submodes of
local bus, express bus, Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), light rail, heavy rail and commuter rail underneath the
MTC BAYCAST-90 nested structures. Consistent with the BAYCAST-90, mode choice coefficients are
preserved by constraining the model to the BAYCAST-90 parameters, except those in transit submode
structure.2 The C/CAG model includes a transit submode nest for Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), which is an
emerging transit technology in the region. Submode constants for BRT were developed from a market
analysis and state preference survey that compared the relative tradeoffs between bus, light rail and
hypothetical BRT service. The resulting BRT constants were between the calibrated submode constants
applied to local bus service and light rail service, implying that BRT service is perceived as more
attractive than local bus service, but not as attractive as light rail service.
Peak Hour and Peak Periods for Highway Assignments —The highway assignments produce AM and PM
peak hour volumes, AM and PM peak period volumes (5 AM to 9 AM and 3 PM to 7 PM, respectively –
each coincident with the time periods of operation for carpool lanes), midday volumes (9 AM to 3 PM)
and evening volumes (7 PM to 5 AM). The four time period volumes are then added together to
develop daily vehicle volumes.
Vehicle and Transit Assignments — The current C/CAG model incorporates a methodology analogous to
the MTC “layered,” equilibrium assignment process, which distinguishes standard mixed-flow lanes from
high-occupancy-vehicle (HOV) lanes. The equilibrium assignment process used in the current CMP
model is functionally equivalent to the MTC methodology. The C/CAG model includes additional vehicle
classes in the highway assignments for park-and-ride vehicles and drive-alone and carpool toll vehicles.
Drive-alone and carpool toll vehicles for AM and PM peak periods are estimated using a toll model postprocessor that estimates toll volumes based on a comparison of the non-toll and toll travel times and
costs. This procedure assumes that toll choice occurs after the decision to choose auto versus transit
has already been considered, and therefore does not influence transit mode choice. A toll choice
constant for drive-alone and carpool modes was developed based on a calibration of toll volumes
estimated by application of the toll model to the I-680 Express Lane facility and comparison of estimated
to observed express lane volumes. It should be noted that by 2035, in order to maintain the operational
feasibility of implementing regional express toll lanes, it was assumed that only 3+ occupant carpools
1

A nested structure partitions the alternatives into groups (nests) of similarity. The groups can be further
generalized into subgroups (subnests) and so on, which has the form of an inversed tree.
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would be allowed to travel in the carpool lanes for free. This was assumed for all carpool facilities in the
C/CAG model region.
In the current CMP model, transit passengers are assigned with a methodology analogous to that used
by MTC, with separate assignments for each transit submode and access mode. Assignments are also
performed separately for peak and off-peak conditions. A total of eighteen separate transit assignments
are run to cover the full combination of transit submode and access modes as well as to estimate transit
ridership for air-passengers and external home-based work transit trips from the San Joaquin (ACE,
BART and San Joaquin SMART bus) and AMBAG (Caltrain and Monterey Express) model regions.
Model Validation with 2005 Traffic and Transit Volumes — The current C/CAG model is validated to
year 2005 traffic volumes for county-level screenlines and specific major transportation facilities. Two
time periods are validated for county screenlines: AM peak period (5 AM to 9 AM) and PM peak period
(3 PM to 7 PM). Peak hour validation was performed for US 101 and SR 82 (El Camino Real) using traffic
counts provided by Caltrans. Daily transit boardings were validated for the year 2005 at the system level
for major regional transit operators (Caltrain, BART, MUNI, VTA and AC Transit) and at the route level for
SamTrans express and local routes.

Product 2
Description of Demographic Forecasts
The C/CAG model uses the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) Projections 2009 data series
for the base year 2005 and the ABAG Current Regional Plans scenario as the basis for the 2035 longrange forecasts for San Mateo County, as provided by MTC at the MTC 1454 zone level. The MTC zone
level allocations were sub-allocated to the smaller C/CAG zones (including finer zones for both San
Mateo and Santa Clara Counties) based on local development information and parcel level data. As
such, the C/CAG socioeconomic data inputs are consistent at both the MTC zone level and the ABAG
census tract level, however, slight differences do exist in San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties due to
rounding errors resulting from the allocation process. Key ABAG land use variables used in the San
Mateo C/CAG models do not differ by more than one percent at the county level for any of the 9 MTC
region counties. No differences exist at the census tract level outside of San Mateo and Santa Clara
Counties for any of the remaining MTC counties.
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Product 3
ABAG County-Level Estimates for Population, Households, Jobs, and Employed Residents
Year 2005, Current Regional Plans (v 0.1)
ABAG Projections 2009
County

Population

Households

Jobs

Employed Residents

San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Alameda
Contra Costa
Solano
Napa
Sonoma
Marin
Bay Area

795,792
721,890
1,762,986
1,505,308
1,023,390
421,600
133,695
479,203
252,605
7,096,469

338,923
260,066
595,720
543,776
368,323
142,039
49,256
181,786
103,188
2,583,077

553,073
337,344
872,820
730,264
379,021
150,513
70,690
220,442
135,473
3,449,640

388,097
318,599
733,989
705,906
459,606
194,903
64,102
237,700
122,204
3,225,106

San Mateo C/CAG Trip-based Models
County

Population

Households

Jobs

Employed Residents

San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Alameda
Contra Costa
Solano
Napa
Sonoma
Marin
Bay Area

795,792
721,900
1,762,957
1,505,308
1,023,390
421,600
133,695
479,203
252,605
7,096,450

338,923
260,072
595,716
543,776
368,323
142,039
49,256
181,786
103,188
2,583,079

553,073
337,313
872,248
730,264
379,021
150,514
70,690
220,442
135,473
3,449,038

388,097
319,235
733,965
705,906
459,606
194,903
64,102
237,700
122,204
3,225,718

Population

Households

Jobs

Employed Residents

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
-0.01%
-0.07%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
-0.02%

0.00%
0.20%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.02%

Percent Difference
County
San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Alameda
Contra Costa
Solano
Napa
Sonoma
Marin
Bay Area
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Product 3, continued
ABAG County-Level Estimates for Population, Households, Jobs, and Employed Residents
Year 2035, Current Regional Plans (v 0.1)
MTC Tour-based Models
County

Population

Households

Jobs

Employed Residents

San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Alameda
Contra Costa
Solano
Napa
Sonoma
Marin
Bay Area

980,071
893,067
2,433,531
1,958,248
1,323,390
504,331
148,517
572,443
269,179
9,082,777

417,997
322,624
827,254
705,343
480,474
171,284
54,642
212,784
110,673
3,303,075

698,793
442,850
1,212,948
906,300
469,462
173,057
86,961
262,078
147,872
4,400,321

472,195
392,101
1,054,001
963,499
603,803
220,100
71,000
258,396
102,999
4,138,094

San Mateo C/CAG Trip-based Models
County

Population

Households

Jobs

Employed Residents

San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Alameda
Contra Costa
Solano
Napa
Sonoma
Marin
Bay Area

980,071
893,066
2,433,551
1,958,248
1,323,390
504,331
148,517
572,443
269,179
9,082,796

417,997
322,620
827,261
705,343
480,474
171,284
54,642
212,784
110,673
3,303,078

698,793
442,858
1,212,959
906,300
469,462
173,057
86,961
262,078
147,872
4,400,340

472,195
392,097
1,054,016
963,499
603,803
220,100
71,000
258,396
102,999
4,138,105

Population

Households

Jobs

Employed Residents

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Percent Difference
County
San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Alameda
Contra Costa
Solano
Napa
Sonoma
Marin
Bay Area
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Product 4
Identification of Differences between CMA and ABAG Census Tract Level
C/CAG socioeconomic data inputs are consistent at both the MTC zone level and the ABAG census tract
level for the Current Regional Plans scenario for the year 2035. The MTC zone level data was provided
by MTC subsequent to a meeting of the Regional Model Working Group 3. Data at the MTC zone level in
San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties was allocated to the smaller San Mateo C/CAG model zones using
local land use development patterns, however, MTC zone level, and by default ABAG census-tract level,
control totals were preserved in the allocation process.

3

Provided by email from MTC to the Regional Model Working Group members on March 25, 2011.
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Product 5
Region-Level Auto Operating Cost, Key Transit Fares and Bridge Tolls
Year 2035, Current Regional Plans (v 0.1)
MTC Tour-based Models
Pricing Assumption
Auto Operating Cost per Mile
Bridge Tolls
Transit Fares
Muni Local Bus
AC Transit Local Bus
VTA Local Bus
SamTrans Local Bus

2035 Value in 2000 dollars
$0.222
Toll schedule starting July 1, 2012
--$1.606
$1.606
$1.606
$1.606

2035 Value in 2010 dollars
$0.280
Toll schedule starting July 1, 2012
--$2.000
$2.000
$2.000
$2.000

San Mateo C/CAG Trip-based Models
Pricing Assumption
Auto Operating Cost per Mile 6
Bridge Tolls
Transit Fares
Muni Local Bus
AC Transit Local Bus
VTA Local Bus
SamTrans Local Bus

2035 Value in 2000 dollars4
$0.24
Toll schedule starting July 1, 2010
--$1.55
$1.55
$1.55
$1.55

4

Source for Inflation Rates : http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm

5

Source for Inflation Rates : http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm

6

2035 Value in 2010 dollars5
$0.30
Toll schedule starting July 1, 2010
--$1.97
$1.97
$1.97
$1.97

Source: Plan/Bay Area: Technical Summary of Predicted Traveler Responses to First Round Scenarios, Technical
Report, Metropolitan Transportation Commission, March 22, 2011, p.14.
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Product 6
Highway Network and Transit Network — The roadway network used by the San Mateo C/CAG model
includes additional detail in both San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties. The current CMP model also
includes detailed stop, station and route detail in the transit network for San Mateo and Santa Clara
Counties, and maintains the MTC roadway and transit networks in the remaining Bay Area counties. The
Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments (AMBAG) provided the basis for roadway networks in
Monterey, San Benito, and Santa Cruz counties and the San Joaquin County COG provided roadways for
San Joaquin County, however, the detailed networks was simplified to match the coarser zone structure
in each of those four added counties. Express lane facilities, representing the MTC ‘Backbone’ express
lanes system for 2035, were also coded in the network with a toll facility indicator based on the highway
corridor segment and the direction of travel. Differential toll facility codes were required in order to
apply specific toll rates to optimize utilization of the express lanes to preserve level-of-service for free
carpool users.
For model consistency reporting purposes, the San Mateo C/CAG models assume committed project as
defined in the MTC 2035 Regional Transportation Plan in San Mateo County and all other counties, with
the exception that HOV lanes are assumed on US 101 from Whipple Road north the San Mateo/San
Francisco County line by conversion of the auxiliary lanes. The 2035 forecasts produced by the San
Mateo C/CAG models also assumes that only 3+ person carpools are allowed to travel in the carpool
lanes without a charge for the entire model region. The C/CAG model includes a representation of the
bicycle network infrastructure in the base year and 2035 forecast year for San Mateo, Santa Clara, San
Francisco and southern Alameda Counties, explicitly representing existing and future bike lanes and bike
paths in travel time development, mode choice and bicycle assignments.
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Product 7
Households by Number of Automobiles, by County
Year 2035, Current Regional Plans (v 0.1)
MTC Tour-based Models
County
San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Alameda
Contra Costa
Solano
Napa
Sonoma
Marin
ALL

Zero

One

Two +

Total

Zero

One

Two +

Total

132,684
18,812
62,264
86,828
19,860
10,868
4,044
14,996
6,992
357,348

192,192
116,608
268,396
235,696
153,448
50,216
19,240
68,860
43,332
1,147,988

116,364
198,216
528,788
415,844
317,904
121,300
37,200
146,316
72,116
1,954,048

441,240
333,636
859,448
738,368
491,212
182,384
60,484
230,172
122,440
3,459,384

30.1%
5.6%
7.2%
11.8%
4.0%
6.0%
6.7%
6.5%
5.7%
10.3%

43.6%
35.0%
31.2%
31.9%
31.2%
27.5%
31.8%
29.9%
35.4%
33.2%

26.4%
59.4%
61.5%
56.3%
64.7%
66.5%
61.5%
63.6%
58.9%
56.5%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

San Mateo C/CAG Trip-based Models
County
San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Alameda
Contra Costa
Solano
Napa
Sonoma
Marin
ALL

Zero

One

Two +

Total

Zero

One

Two +

Total

130,076
25,297
73,775
116,722
33,991
8,270
2,771
13,600
5,004
409,506

170,563
113,422
250,650
257,910
159,328
49,035
17,703
75,388
41,293
1,135,292

117,323
183,777
501,913
330,664
287,157
113,991
34,167
123,801
64,354
1,757,147

417,962
322,496
826,338
705,296
480,476
171,296
54,641
212,789
110,651
3,301,945

31.1%
7.8%
8.9%
16.5%
7.1%
4.8%
5.1%
6.4%
4.5%
12.4%

40.8%
35.2%
30.3%
36.6%
33.2%
28.6%
32.4%
35.4%
37.3%
34.4%

28.1%
57.0%
60.7%
46.9%
59.8%
66.5%
62.5%
58.2%
58.2%
53.2%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
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Product 8
Number of Trips by Tour Purpose
Year 2035, Current Regional Plans (v 0.1)
MTC Tour-based Models
Purpose

Tour-based

Share

Work
University
School
At-Work
Eat Out
Escort
Shopping
Social
Other
ALL

9,095,396
674,228
3,182,584
2,146,148
1,269,852
2,878,708
4,323,304
921,024
5,650,824
30,142,068

30.2%
2.2%
10.6%
7.1%
4.2%
9.6%
14.3%
3.1%
18.7%
100.0%

San Mateo C/CAG Trip-based Models
Purpose

Trip-based

Share

Home-based Work
Home-based Shopping/Other
Home-based Social-Recreational
Non-home-based
Home-based College
Home-based High School
Home-based Elementary School
ALL

6,257,144
7,481,587
3,211,923
7,417,766
576,940
558,042
1,316,026
26,819,428

23.3%
27.9%
12.0%
27.7%
2.2%
2.1%
4.9%
100.0%
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Product 9
Average Trip Distance by Tour Purpose
Year 2035, Current Regional Plans (v 0.1)
MTC Tour-based Models
Tour Purpose
Work
University
School
At-Work
Eat Out
Escort
Shopping
Social
Other
All

Average Trip Distance,
Miles
10.40
6.84
3.96
3.35
5.42
4.34
4.20
4.87
5.00
6.25

San Mateo C/CAG Trip-based Models
Trip Purpose
Home-based Work
Home-based Shopping/Other
Home-based Social-Recreational
Non-home-based
Home-based College
Home-based High School
Home-based Elementary School
ALL

Average Trip Distance,
Miles
12.80
6.91
7.45
6.75
10.52
4.85
4.06
8.20
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Product 10
Journey to Work, County-to-County Usual Workplace
Year 2035, Current Regional Plans (v 0.1)
MTC Tour-based Models
Origin County
San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Alameda
Contra Costa
Solano
Napa
Sonoma
Marin
Bay Area

San
Francisco

San
Mateo

Santa
Alameda
Clara

358,844 55,696
5,884
82,972 206,644
63,104
12,508 57,712
915,460
119,536 70,684
130,732
64,288 16,448
17,164
11,408
2,212
1,108
2,020
484
176
4,948
1,204
212
20,756
3,992
512
677,280 415,076 1,134,352

Contra
Costa

Solano

31,312
7,080
708
29,564
4,416
324
71,272
4,960
196
558,332 68,668
3,272
139,560 315,164 18,848
15,512 31,900 126,024
2,556
4,408
7,428
1,844
1,988
2,196
6,240
4,676
1,052
856,192 443,260 160,048

Napa Sonoma

Marin

All

312
1,112 12,428
473,376
156
516
5,152
392,848
80
72
780 1,063,040
1,240
1,068 12,576
966,108
5,512
2,596 19,012
598,592
17,728
5,572
8,060
219,524
44,116
7,844
3,104
72,136
8,172 215,416 20,828
256,808
872
6,544 58,796
103,440
78,188 240,740 140,736 4,145,872

San Mateo C/CAG Trip-based Models
Origin County
San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Alameda
Contra Costa
Solano
Napa
Sonoma
Marin
Bay Area

San
Francisco

San
Mateo

Santa
Alameda
Clara

352,045 48,851
17,360
86,314 229,097
52,114
18,879 61,803
934,384
124,842 60,321
93,259
63,679
9,479
14,024
10,779
2,117
1,626
1,202
333
249
5,443
738
745
20,699
1,661
552
683,882 414,400 1,114,313

Contra
Costa

Solano

22,807
6,088
716
21,146
2,910
721
58,247
6,404
2,571
605,272 60,016
6,869
110,362 354,358 16,113
11,086 24,916 134,855
929
1,827
5,091
1,210
1,368
1,676
2,765
2,208
587
833,823 460,095 169,199
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Napa Sonoma

Marin

All

578
2,434 11,508
462,387
194
1,824
2,254
396,574
580
4,993
2,925 1,090,785
1,618
6,525 14,239
972,960
4,175
3,790 20,254
596,234
13,836
5,871
7,383
212,470
55,957
4,167
1,279
71,035
2,897 220,959 20,267
255,302
389
4,570 68,789
102,220
80,225 255,133 148,897 4,159,967

Product 11
Region-Level Mode Share by Tour Purpose
Year 2035, Current Regional Plans (v 0.1)
MTC Tour-based Models
Tour Purpose

Automobile

Walk

Bicycle

Transit

All Modes

Work
University
School
At-Work
Eat Out
Escort
Shopping
Social
Other
All Purposes

81.8%
63.7%
69.6%
69.4%
81.1%
93.8%
87.0%
78.7%
85.6%
81.7%

5.3%
13.8%
20.7%
29.3%
15.4%
5.7%
10.0%
15.8%
10.2%
11.2%

1.5%
1.3%
1.6%
0.7%
1.3%
0.3%
1.1%
1.7%
1.5%
1.3%

11.3%
21.2%
8.1%
0.6%
2.3%
0.2%
2.0%
3.8%
2.7%
5.8%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Automobile

Walk

Bicycle

Transit

All Modes

83.5%
84.1%
81.2%
82.5%
66.6%
55.5%
52.9%
80.7%

3.4%
9.9%
10.7%
12.9%
9.3%
21.4%
31.2%
12.5%

1.3%
0.7%
3.6%
0.9%
5.3%
4.4%
6.3%
1.7%

11.8%
5.3%
4.5%
3.7%
18.8%
18.7%
9.6%
5.1%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

San Mateo C/CAG Trip-based Models
Trip Purpose
Home-based Work
Home-based Shopping/Other
Home-based Social-Recreational
Non-home-based
Home-based College
Home-based High School
Home-based Grade School
All Purposes
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Product 12
Region-Level VMT and VHT by Facility Type and Time Period
Year 2035, Current Regional Plans (v 0.1)
MTC Tour-based Models
VMT
Time Period

Facility Type
Major Arterials
Collectors

Freeways

Expressways

Early AM (3 a.m. - 6 a.m.)
AM Peak (6 a.m. - 10 a.m.)
Midday (10 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
PM Peak (3 p.m. - 7 p.m.)
Evening (7 p.m. - 3 a.m.)

5,504,092
26,675,579
26,067,097
28,630,722
17,572,988

544,464
2,918,973
3,063,934
3,380,237
1,820,157

1,158,156
9,919,154
10,925,935
12,261,677
5,900,622

Daily

104,450,478

11,727,765

40,165,545

Time Period

Freeways

Expressways

Early AM (3 a.m. - 6 a.m.)
AM Peak (6 a.m. - 10 a.m.)
Midday (10 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
PM Peak (3 p.m. - 7 p.m.)
Evening (7 p.m. - 3 a.m.)

90,089
565,113
461,465
600,243
294,320

11,137
69,017
65,853
80,725
37,677

34,596
331,877
357,347
419,721
183,263

2,011,229

264,408

1,326,803

Other

All Facilities

381,730
3,048,868
3,047,571
3,558,105
1,744,592

354,247
3,437,135
4,407,032
4,461,626
2,237,126

7,942,689
45,999,709
47,511,570
52,292,367
29,275,485

11,780,866

14,897,167

183,021,820

Other

All Facilities

13,125
119,925
118,317
147,321
61,581

22,837
208,660
254,178
256,638
129,425

171,784
1,294,591
1,257,160
1,504,646
706,267

460,269

871,738

4,934,448

VHT

Daily

Facility Type
Major Arterials
Collectors

San Mateo C/CAG Trip-based
Models
VMT
Time Period

Facility Type
Major Arterials
Collectors

Freeways

Expressways

Other

All Facilities

AM Peak (5 a.m. - 9 a.m.)
Midday (9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
PM Peak (3 p.m. - 7 p.m.)
Evening (7 p.m. - 5 a.m.)

23,254,078
33,882,129
28,035,161
21,284,834

2,296,635
2,808,072
3,460,308
1,507,476

7,889,177
9,945,821
12,253,081
4,050,705

1,803,260
2,488,415
3,003,551
1,024,120

4,748,694
7,186,680
6,555,756
1,024,120

39,991,844
56,311,117
53,307,857
28,891,255

Daily

106,456,202

10,072,491

34,138,784

8,319,346

19,515,250

178,502,073

Time Period

Freeways

Expressways

Other

All Facilities

AM Peak (5 a.m. - 9 a.m.)
Midday (9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
PM Peak (3 p.m. - 7 p.m.)
Evening (7 p.m. - 5 a.m.)

557,271
655,232
812,268
345,015

77,891
86,735
127,094
41,581

294,386
369,138
524,676
139,328

100,785
141,306
199,404
44,753

195,611
292,117
284,232
129,816

1,225,944
1,544,528
1,947,674
700,493

2,369,786

333,301

1,327,528

486,248

901,776

5,418,639

VHT

Daily

Facility Type
Major Arterials
Collectors
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Product 13
Region-Level Average Speed (VMT/VHT) by Facility Type and Time Period
Year 2035, Current Regional Plans (v 0.1)
MTC Tour-based Models
Time Period
Early AM (3 a.m. - 6 a.m.)
AM Peak (6 a.m. - 10 a.m.)
Midday (10 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
PM Peak (3 p.m. - 7 p.m.)
Evening (7 p.m. - 3 a.m.)
Daily

Freeways

Facility Type
All Other Facilities

All Facilities

61.1
47.2
56.5
47.7
59.7
51.9

29.9
26.5
27.0
26.2
28.4
26.9

46.2
35.5
37.8
34.8
41.5
37.1

Freeways

Facility Type
All Other Facilities

All Facilities

41.7
51.7
34.5
61.7
44.9

25.0
25.2
22.3
21.4
23.6

32.6
36.5
27.4
41.2
32.9

San Mateo C/CAG Trip-based Models
Time Period
AM Peak (5 a.m. - 9 a.m.)
Midday (9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
PM Peak (3 p.m. - 7 p.m.)
Evening (7 p.m. - 5 a.m.)
Daily
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Appendix L: Traffic Impact Analysis Policy

C/CAG
CITY/COUNTY ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS
OF SAN MATEO COUNTY
Atherton y Belmont y Brisbane y Burlingame y Colma y Daly City y East Palo Alto y Foster City y Half Moon Bay y Hillsborough y Menlo Park
Millbrae y Pacifica y Portola Valley y Redwood City y San Bruno y San Carlos y San Mateo y San Mateo County y South San Francisco y Woodside

Policy on Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA)
To Determine Traffic Impacts on the Congestion
Management Program (CMP) Roadway Network
Resulting From Roadway Changes, General Plan
Updates, and Land Use Development Projects

August 10, 2006

F:\USERS\CCAG\WPDATA\CMP-Traffic Imact Analysis Policy\Adopted TIA Policy.doc

Section I
INTRODUCTION
As the Congestion Management Agency for San Mateo County, C/CAG is responsible for
maintaining the performance and standards of the Congestion Management Program (CMP)
roadway network. The CMP roadway network is of countywide significance, and their
performance must be preserved.
Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) is the term used in the study of the expected effects of projects
and land use decisions on transportation facilities. The study’s purpose is to determine whether
the transportation system can accommodate the traffic generated by the projects or land use
decisions. And to help decision makers to make improvements needed to the roadways, bike
routes, sidewalks, and transit services affected by the project. This helps decision makers
determine whether to approve the project and what conditions to impose on the project.
This document includes the following sections:
•
•
•

Section I: Introduction
Section II: Definition & Purpose
Section III: Policy
1. Roadway Modification Projects
2. General Plan and Specific Plans
3. Land Use Development Projects

•
•

Section IV: Scope and Parameters of Traffic Impact Analysis
Section V: Definition of CMP Impact

Page 1 of 14
August 10, 2006
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Section II
DEFINITION & PURPOSE
Definition
This document states policy and establishes procedures to determine cumulative capacity
impacts on the CMP roadway network (impacts on the quality of traffic services) from the
following three types of projects:
1. Roadway modification projects:
a. Projects that change the traffic capacity of CMP roadway.
b. Projects near the CMP roadway and impact the CMP roadway network.
2. General Plan and Specific Plans.
a. New General Plan or General Plan updates which include land use changes that would
cause an impact on the CMP roadway network.
b. Specific Plans, Specific Area Plans, Precise Plans, which include land use changes that
would cause an impact on the CMP roadway network.
3. Land use development project.
Purpose
The purpose of this policy is to ensure uniform procedures for performing Traffic Impact
Analysis to evaluate impacts on the CMP roadway resulting from land use and project decisions
in San Mateo County.
The intent of this policy is to preserve acceptable performance on the CMP roadway network,
and to establish community standards for consistent system-wide transportation review.
Preservation of CMP roadway and intersection performance will require an evaluation of the
near and long term impacts of General Plan updates, land use development proposals, as well as
proposed roadway modifications that will either reduce the capacity of the CMP network, or
cause additional traffic on the CMP network.
It is not intended that the Traffic Impact Analysis guided by this document will provide all
information required for California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) purposes. Traffic
impact analysis to determine traffic impacts on the CMP network may be conducted as part of
the CEQA process.
This policy will be reviewed and integrated into the 2007 Congestion Management Program for
San Mateo County. It will be reviewed subsequently in two years.
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Section III
POLICY
This policy provides an avenue to assess the cumulative traffic impacts on the Congestion
Management (CMP) roadway network, of General Plan decisions made by local jurisdictions. It
provides direction to local jurisdictions on how to analyze CMP traffic impacts resulting from
roadway changes or land use decisions, determine feasible and appropriate mitigations.
Land use development proposals and proposed roadway modifications must be consistent with
the jurisdiction’s adopted General Plan, unless the proposal is to be amended into the General
Plan before final approval by the jurisdiction. Local jurisdictions must evaluate traffic impacts
of proposed revisions to their jurisdiction-wide General Plans and Specific Area Plans on the
CMP network.

1. Roadway Modification Projects
Project sponsor, in consultation with C/CAG staff, shall determine if a roadway modification
project on or near a CMP roadway will have potential near-term and long-term traffic impacts on
the CMP roadway network. Section 4, Scope and Parameters of Traffic Impact Analysis, and
more specifically the definition of impacts in Section 5, Definition of CMP Impacts should be
used in developing initial thresholds (e.g. change in intersection or lane volumes) to determine
significant traffic impacts on a CMP roadway.
If initial assessment indicates that significant traffic impact on the CMP network may result from
the proposed project, its sponsor must conduct traffic impact analysis consistent with this policy
to determine traffic impacts on the CMP roadway system. Moreover, a travel demand
forecasting model must be used to determine long-term traffic impacts if the project is to modify
the CMP roadway. See “Travel Demand Forecasting” requirements below. For near term
analysis, if the travel demand forecasting model does not provide the level of detail desired, then
the use of manual assignment models, micro-simulation models or other tools to provide a more
detailed and informative analysis of a roadway project is acceptable.
Mitigation:
Proposed roadway changes to the CMP roadway that are determined to have a
CMP traffic impacts for current or future years cannot be considered in
conformity with the Congestion Management Program unless mitigated to no
CMP impact. This mandatory mitigation requirement applies only to roadway
projects on the CMP network. More latitude is provided for mitigating impacts
to the CMP network that result from local land use decisions as described in
sections 2 and 3 of this policy.
CMP traffic impacts could be mitigated through modifications of the proposed
project. The level of service analysis or simulation can often be used to identify
elements of the project that, if modified, will reduce the project impacts.
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Mitigation measures may also include roadway improvements, operational
changes, or a provision for alternate routes. For example, adding a turn lane at
the intersection, modifying or eliminating on street parking may improve travel
times. All mitigation measures shall first be discussed with and reviewed by
C/CAG staff.
This policy does not prohibit a local jurisdiction from mitigating impacts on
local streets that result from congestion on a CMP roadway.

2. General Plan and Specific Plans
Project sponsor, in consultation with C/CAG staff, shall determine if a General Plan change or a
Specific Plan will have potential traffic impacts on the Congestion Management Program (CMP)
roadway network. Jurisdictions must conduct travel demand forecasting and traffic impact
analysis to determine long term cumulative traffic impacts on the CMP roadway system. See
“Travel Demand Forecasting” requirements below. For scope and parameters of traffic impact
analysis, see Section 4. For definition of traffic impacts on the CMP system, see Section 5. If a
jurisdiction makes small and incremental amendments to its General Plan to include land use
changes, and that each individual land use change would not have CMP traffic impact, then
flexibility is provided that the travel demand forecasting model needs to be run every two years
to account for the cumulative list of projects and site specific General Plan changes.
Mitigation:
General Plan updates or Specific Plans that are determined to have CMP traffic
impacts must consult C/CAG staff to identify feasible mitigations.
Cumulative development traffic impacts identified in the evaluation of a
jurisdiction may be mitigated in a variety of ways. Clearly, revising the
allowable land use intensities is the most direct way to mitigate traffic impacts to
the CMP network. However, it is recognized that this may not be consistent
with the jurisdiction’s economic development plans. As alternatives, the
jurisdiction may adopt a trip reduction policy that requires new development to
make measurable reductions in their trip generation. These trip reduction
requirements should be incorporated in the standard Conditions of Approval.
The local jurisdiction should also implement a plan to monitor or sample actual
trip generation to ensure that the trip reduction conditions are being met
following project occupancy. Alternatively, jurisdictions may elect to provide
capital improvements to reduce the traffic impact of cumulative development.
To be viable, this type of mitigation must include a reliable funding mechanism
such as a traffic mitigation fee program that includes, at a minimum, partial
funding for the impacted CMP roadways. Where the impact is on the freeway
system it will usually not be feasible to fully fund a needed improvement
through a local fee. However, the fee program should provide a minimum of
funding that would meet likely local share requirements, if approved by the
jurisdiction.
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All mitigation measures shall first be discussed with and reviewed by C/CAG
staff before they are included in the report.

3. Land Use Development Projects
Project sponsor shall comply with the “Land Use Impact Analysis Program” guidelines in the
latest Congestion Management Program (CMP) for San Mateo County. Project sponsors shall
consult C/CAG staff regarding land use development projects that are determined to have traffic
impacts on the CMP roadway network.
Mitigations:
Adopted General Plan trip reduction requirements should ultimately be implemented at
the project level through Conditions of Approval. As with the General Plan mitigations,
the trip reduction program should include a plan for monitoring trip generation and
procedures to determine if established targets are met or exceeded. The option to reduce
the intensity of a project to eliminate significant impacts to the CMP network should
also be considered. If physical mitigation is desired, the jurisdiction should determine
whether the project can and should be required to construct the mitigation project or
whether funding the project’s pro rata share is appropriate, and paid to the jurisdiction.

Travel Demand Forecasting Requirements
It is the intent of this policy that the cumulative traffic impacts to the CMP roadway system be
evaluated consistently throughout the County. Toward this end, the C/CAG Countywide Travel
Demand Forecasting Model must be used to forecast traffic demand for the analysis of the longterm cumulative traffic impacts of CMP roadway modification projects, General Plan updates,
and Specific Area Plans.
Long Term Cumulative Analysis
The long-term cumulative analysis must be based on C/CAG or C/CAG derivative model
forecasts. C/CAG will periodically update the model to provide travel demand forecasts under a
15 to 20 year planning horizon. This does not, necessarily require individual cumulative model
runs for each land use development project. For example, a project that is consistent with the
City’s existing General Plan may not require a new model run. Previous General Plan consistent
model results can be used. The alternative methods used for near term analysis or individual
development projects as described in the next section may be used to modify the existing model
results to illustrate conditions with and without the proposed project. If alternative methods are
used to modify cumulative model forecasts, comparison must be made with long-range C/CAG
model forecasts to ensure consistency. This type of minor adjustments to the C/CAG model
results is permitted for individual land use development projects or minor changes to an existing
General Plan. However new C/CAG model runs are required at least every two years1, for
1 The biennial update of the C/CAG model runs can be postponed until they are needed for the analysis of a
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Specific Plans and for major General Plan updates. Updating the C/CAG model runs is
necessary to ensure that the cumulative impacts both within each jurisdiction as well as from
neighboring jurisdictions are represented in the model results.
A C/CAG derivative model that is consistent with the C/CAG model may also be used; however,
it must be reviewed and approved by C/CAG staff in advance. Derivative models must be
updated periodically to maintain a 15 to 20 year planning horizon. Approval of a C/CAG
derivative model includes the demonstration to C/CAG staff that the model yields similar output
as the C/CAG model given the same input assumptions. In addition, the land use assumptions
and transportation network assumptions incorporated in a C/CAG derivative model must be
consistent with the most recent C/CAG model in order to be eligible for consideration. The
C/CAG Countywide Travel Demand Forecasting Model runs must be reviewed by C/CAG.
C/CAG may hire its travel demand model consultant to conduct the review, and costs incurred
will be borne by the project sponsor.
Near Term Analysis
The use of C/CAG Countywide Travel Forecasting Model or a C/CAG derivative model is not
mandatory for near term analysis of projects. The use of methodologies that are widely accepted
by the traffic engineering profession such as applying established growth factors to existing
traffic volumes, manual assignment models (e.g. TRAFFIX) are also allowable for these analysis
scenarios. However, alternative methods for near term impact or individual development project
analysis do not replace the requirement for a long-term cumulative impact analysis consistent
with this Traffic Impact Analysis Policy.

C/CAG Review for Conformance
For roadway modification projects, C/CAG staff shall review for consistency with this Traffic
Impact Analysis (TIA) policy and determine conformity with the Congestion Management
Program (CMP).
For General Plan updates, Specific Plans, and land use development projects, C/CAG staff shall
review TIA reports for consistency with this TIA policy. This review shall not constitute
approval or disapproval of the project that is the subject of the report. C/CAG does not have the
authority to approve or reject projects. That decision rests with the lead agency. However, the
CMP establishes community standards and guidelines for consistent system-wide transportation
review and provides comments to the lead agency on the TIA report based on staff review.
Compliance with the Congestion Management Program may be enforced through the
withholding of apportionments under Section 2105 of the Streets & Highways Code as well as
declaring a local agency ineligible for future transportation funds.

development, planning or CMP roadway project. Therefore, in communities with limited development activity, the
two-year-old model runs need only be updated when there is a land use or roadway project to be analyzed.
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Section IV
SCOPE AND PARAMETERS FOR
TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS (TIA)
Project sponsors must initiate consultation between the lead agency, C/CAG, Caltrans (if
applicable), and those preparing the Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) before commencing work on
the study to establish the appropriate traffic impact analysis scope. At a minimum, the TIA should
include the following:
A. Boundaries of the TIA
The boundaries of a TIA must not only include the immediate project area but also areas outside
of the project area that may be impacted by the project. For example, the boundaries of an
arterial segment, for analysis purposes, may be defined as at least one signalized intersection
beyond the project limits on either end. If modification to a segment between intersections will
affect the up-stream or down-stream intersection, then average travel time or average travel
speed for a segment covering the up- and down-stream intersections must be analyzed.
Boundaries of a TIA must be agreed upon by the lead agency and C/CAG before commencing
work on the analysis. Consultation with Caltrans is recommended, if applicable. However, if
the project proposes to change a State owned facility, then the boundaries of analysis must be
agreed upon by Caltrans as well.
B. Traffic Analysis Scenarios
Consultation between the lead agency, C/CAG, Caltrans (if applicable), and those preparing the
TIA is recommended to determine the appropriate scenarios for the analysis. The following
scenarios should be addressed as a minimum:
•
•
•
•

Existing background condition (includes already approved developments and roadway
network changes)
Existing condition plus Project
Future (152 to 20 year horizon) background without Project (no-build)
Future (20 year horizon) background condition plus project

C. Analysis Period
Consultation between the lead agency, C/CAG, Caltrans (if applicable), and those preparing the
TIA is recommended to determine the appropriate analysis periods. The TIA shall include, at a
minimum, an analysis of transportation conditions in the AM and PM peak hours.

2 20-year Model forecasts are assumed to be updated every 5 years so forecast horizon may be as short as 15 years.
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D. Facilities To Be Included In the Analysis
1.
2.
3.
4.

A CMP intersection shall be included in a TIA if it is expected to be impacted by
the proposed project.
A non-CMP intersection that is along a CMP segment shall be included in a TIA
if it is expected to be impacted by the proposed project.
A freeway segment shall be included in a TIA if it is expected to be impacted by
the proposed project.
A CMP arterial segment shall be included in a TIA if it is expected to be impacted
by the proposed project.

E. Report Format
Traffic Impact Analysis reports must present findings for the various analysis scenarios and
analysis periods as described above in the following units of measurement:
Intersections:
Freeway segments:
Arterial segments:

LOS and delay time
LOS and volume-to-capacity ratio
LOS and average travel speed
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Section V
DEFINITION OF CMP IMPACT
A project is considered to have a CMP impact if it causes one or more of the following:
1.

2.

CMP Intersection currently in compliance with the adopted LOS standard:
A.

A project will be considered to have a CMP impact if the project will cause the
CMP intersection to operate at a level of service that violates the standard adopted
in the current Congestion Management Program (CMP).

B.

A project will be considered to have a CMP impact if the cumulative analysis
indicates that the combination of the proposed project and future cumulative traffic
demand will result in the CMP intersection to operate at a level of service that
violates the standard adopted in the current Congestion Management Program
(CMP) and the proposed project increases average control delay at the intersection
by four (4) seconds or more.

CMP Intersection currently not in compliance with the adopted LOS standard:
A project is considered to have a CMP impact if the project will add any additional traffic
to the CMP intersection that is currently not in compliance with its adopted level of
service standard as established in the CMP.

3.

4

Freeway segments 3 currently in compliance with the adopted LOS standard:
A.

A project is considered to have a CMP impact if the project will cause the freeway
segment to operate at a level of service that violates the standard adopted in the
current Congestion Management Program (CMP).

B.

A project will be considered to have a CMP impact if the cumulative analysis
indicates that the combination of the proposed project and future cumulative traffic
demand will result in the freeway segment to operate at a level of service that
violates the standard adopted in the current Congestion Management Program
(CMP) and the proposed project increases traffic demand on the freeway segment
by an amount equal to one (1) percent or more of the segment capacity, or causes
the freeway segment volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio to increase by one (1) percent.

Freeway segments currently not in compliance with the adopted LOS standard:
A project is considered to have a CMP impact if the project will add traffic demand equal
to one (1) percent or more of the segment capacity or causes the freeway segment
volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio to increase by one (1) percent, if the freeway segment is

3 Freeway segments are as defined in the Congestion Management Program Monitoring Program and are directional.
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currently not in compliance with the adopted LOS standard.
5

CMP Arterial Segments:
The analysis of arterial segments is only required when a jurisdiction proposes to reduce
the capacity of a CMP designated arterial through reduction in the number of lanes,
adding or modifying on-street parking, or other actions that will affect arterial segment
performance.
A project is considered to have a CMP impact if it causes mid-block queuing, parking
maneuver resulting in delays or other impacts that result in any segment intersection to
operate at a level of service that violates the adopted LOS standard set for the nearest
CMP intersection.
Analysis of the segment using a calibrated micro-simulation model may be required by
C/CAG staff to evaluate non-intersection impacts of the proposed project. CMP impact
is determined if, based on the micro-simulation model, the average travel speed for the
arterial segment is reduced by 4 miles per hour (mph) or more. Segments with average
speeds that indicate LOS E or worse (based on Exhibit 15-2, HCM2000) cannot be
modified by local jurisdictions if the proposed modifications would further reduce travel
speeds on the segment.
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To determine CMP impact on a CMP Intersection

Is the Intersection
currently in
compliance with the
adopted CMP
standard?

Yes

No
Will the project cause the
intersection to violate the
adopted CMP standard?

Will project add any
additional traffic to
the intersection?

No

Yes

Yes

No
Will the combination of project
and future cumulative traffic
demand cause the intersection
to violate the adopted CMP
standard?

CMP Impact

Yes

No

Yes
Will project increase average
control delay at the
intersection by 4 seconds or
more?

No

No CMP Impact
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To determine CMP impact on a Freeway Segment

Is the freeway
segment currently
in compliance with
the adopted CMP
standard?

No

Yes
Will the project cause
the freeway segment to
violate the adopted
CMP standard?

Will project increase the
volume to capacity (v/c)
ratio on the freeway
segment by 1% or more?

No
No

Yes

Yes
Will the combination of project
and future cumulative traffic
demand cause the freeway
segment to violate the adopted
CMP standard?

Yes

CMP Impact

Yes

will project increase the
volume to capacity (v/c)
ratio on the freeway
segment by 1% or more?

No

No
No CMP Impact
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To determine CMP impact on Arterial Segment

Will project reduce the
capacity of a CMP
Segment (i.e., by
reduction in number of
lanes, modify on-street
parking, etc.)?

No

No arterial
analysis is
needed.

Yes

Does the average speed
for the CMP arterial
Yes
segment indicate LOS E
or worse based on
cumulative traffic
demand?

No

Yes

CMP Impact

Yes

Will the combination of project
and future cumulative traffic
demand cause any segment
intersection to violate the
adopted CMP standard set for
the nearest CMP intersection?

No

Yes

Will the project reduce
the average travel
speed for the CMP
arterial segment by 4
MPH or more?

No

No CMP
Impact
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Appendix M: Measure M Implementation Plan

Measure M
Implementation Plan
FY 2017-2021

Adopted by the C/CAG Board
May 12, 2016

PURPOSE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The Measure M Implementation Plan describes the various programs identified in the
Expenditure Plan in more detail and established percentages of funds allocated to each of the
Countywide Transportation Programs. The Implementation Plan also identifies specific
projects and programs under each category that would be eligible to receive funds along with
identifying the targeted performance measures for each activity. The Implementation Plan,
which requires adoption by the C/CAG Board, is developed at the onset of the 25-Year
Measure M Program and is updated every 5 years. This Implementation Plan covers the
period from FY 2017 to FY 2021.

COLLECTION OF THE FEE
The $10 Vehicle Registration Fee (VRF) will be collected for a period of 25 years, beginning on
May 2, 2011 and ending on May 1, 2036. Beginning approximately July 2011 and every
month thereafter for the duration of the fee, the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) will
issue C/CAG a monthly check for revenues collected from the prior month. The estimated
revenue is $6.7 million annually and $33.5 million over the initial 5-year implementation
period. This amount takes into consideration the DMV’s administrative fee charge of
approximately $0.005 (one-half of a cent) for each check issued to C/CAG.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY (FY 2017 – 2021)
As indicated in the approved Measure M Expenditure Plan up to 5% of the proceeds is
allocated for administration with 50% of the net revenue allocated to the Local Streets and
Roads category and 50% of the net revenue allocated to the Countywide Transportation
Programs which includes the following programs: Transit Operations and/or Senior
Transportation, Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) and Smart Corridors, Safe Routes to
Schools (SRTS), and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and Municipal
Regional Permit.
The FY 2017–2021 Implementation Strategy is as follows:
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION (Up to 5%)


Allocation of funds to be taken off the top.



A portion of the funds will be used for routine program administration activities.



Any unused administration funds would be redistributed to the Local Streets and Roads
and/or Countywide Program categories as appropriate.
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LOCAL STREETS AND ROADS (50% of Net Revenue)


Allocations to local jurisdictions (20 cities and the County) for congestion mitigation
and stormwater pollution mitigation programs.



Allocation to be on a cost reimbursement basis utilizing a distribution formula
consisting of 50% population and 50% road miles for each jurisdiction modified for a
minimum guaranteed amount of $75,000 for each jurisdiction. (Exhibit A)



Allocations will be made two times a year, at a minimum every 6 months.



Jurisdictions have the flexibility on use of the funds between the categories and
projects; therefore, there are no requirements to split the funds evenly between the
categories.



Measure M should not be used to supplant existing city general funds.

Category
Traffic
Congestion
Management

Programs/Projects Description


Local Shuttles/transportation





Road resurfacing/reconstruction









Deployment of local Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS)
Roadway operations (e.g.,
restriping, signal timing /
coordination, signage
Replacement and/or upgrading
of traffic signal hardware and/or
software
Street Sweeping
Roadway storm inlet cleaning
Street side runoff treatment



Auto repair shop inspections





Managing runoff from
street/parking lot
Small capital projects such as
vehicle related runoff
management/controls
Capital purchases for motor
vehicle related runoff
management/controls







Stormwater
Pollution
Prevention

Performance Measure
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Number of units replaced
and/or upgraded



Miles of streets swept
Number of storm inlets cleaned
Square feet of surfaces
managed
Number of auto repair shops
inspected
Square feet of surfaces
managed annually
Number of projects
implemented
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Number of passengers
transported
Miles/fraction of miles of roads
improved
Number of ITS components
installed/ implemented
Miles/fraction of miles of roads
improved

Number of pieces of equipment
purchased and installed

LOCAL STREETS AND ROADS (Continue)
Category

Programs/Projects Description

Stormwater
Pollution
Prevention



Additional used oil drop off
locations





Motor vehicle fluid recycling
programs





Installation of new pervious
surface median strips in
roadways
Municipal Regional Permit
Compliance Activities



(Cont’d)
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Performance Measure



0

Number of locations
implemented/ operated; oil
quantity collected
Number of programs
implemented/ operated; fluid
quantity collected
Square footage of new pervious
surface median strips installed
Identification of permit
provision(s) and compliance
activities performed

COUNTYWIDE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS (50% of Net Revenue)


Allocations for the four (4) Countywide Programs are as follows:
o Transit Operations and/or Senior Transportation - 22%
o Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) and Smart Corridors - 10%
o Safe Routes to Schools (SRTS) Infrastructure - 6%
o National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and Municipal
Regional Permit (MRP) for administration and projects - 12%



Allocation to be on a cost reimbursement basis.



Up to a maximum of 4% may be transferred between the ITS/Smart Corridors, SR2S,
and NPDES/MRP within the 5-year period taking into consideration actual
expenditures, unused allocations, program shortfalls, and program needs.



The ITS and NPDES projects to be selected by a competitive “call for project” process.



The Transit Operations and/or Senior Transportation programs to be sponsored by
SamTrans or Caltrain. Proposed projects to be submitted to C/CAG annually for
approval.



The SRTS Infrastructure Program to be administered by the C/CAG. Funds will also be
provided to County Office of Education (COE) as match for non-infrastructure projects.



The ITS/Smart Corridors and NPDES/MRP Programs to be administered by C/CAG

Category

Programs/Projects Description


Transit
Operations
and/or Senior
Transportation




Performance Measure

SamTrans Paratransit operations
and maintenance (Caltrain
projects are also eligible)



Senior Mobility Management
projects that complement
paratransit (e.g., Mobility
Ambassadors, Van Sharing)
Senior Mobility Education (e.g.
Senior Mobility Guide, Website
Management)
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Operating costs and fare
revenue; Usage; Operating
Efficiency; Reliability and
Safety; Customer satisfaction;
Cost effectiveness
Hours of service per month;
number of trips per month;
and number of individuals
who ride in a given month
Frequency of in-person
presentations; number of
individuals participated;
increased activity on web
page

COUNTYWIDE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS (Continue)
Category

Programs/Projects Description

ITS and



Smart
Corridors

SRTS





Performance Measure

Deployment of projects having
regional and countywide
significance
Maintenance and operations of
the Smart Corridors specific
equipment located within the San
Mateo County jurisdictions’ rightof-way



Number of ITS components
installed and implemented



Number of instances and
duration that the equipment
(directional signs, CCTV,
communications, power
supply line and equipment) is
inoperable; Operability and
activation of equipment

San Mateo County SRTS Program
includes infrastructure and noninfrastructure (education,
outreach, encouragement, and
evaluation activities)



Number of schools
participating in the Program;
Number of projects
(infrastructure and noninfrastructure)implemented
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COUNTYWIDE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS (Continue)
Category

Programs/Projects Description

NPDES and
MRP



Street and Road Repair and
Maintenance





Green Street projects





Control mobile sources





Public outreach events





Trash load reduction and hot spot
cleanup





Vehicle brake pad pollution
impacts





Municipal Regional Permit
Compliance Activities
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Performance Measure
Number of guidance
documents developed;
area/length of roadways
managed
Number of projects
completed, area of impervious
surface managed with low
impact development
measures
Number of guidance
documents developed,
outreach events or materials
distributed, or mobile source
properly managed
Number of materials/events
developed, distributed, and/or
attended; Number of people
contacted
Number of guidance
documents developed;
quantity of area addressed by
trash management measures;
amount of trash loading
reduced/prevented through
implementation of
management measures
Number of guidance
documents developed and/or
quantity of pollutants
addressed by management
measures
Identification of permit
provision(s) and compliance
activities performed

EXHIBIT A
The table below provides an estimated distribution for the Local Streets and Roads allocation
based a formula consisting of 50% population and 50% road miles for each jurisdiction
modified for a minimum guaranteed amount of $75,000 for each jurisdiction.
Jurisdiction

% of Total
Allocation

Estimated
Net Annual
Revenue

Estimated Net
5-Year
Revenue

Atherton

2.35%

$75,000

$375,000

Belmont

3.30%

$104,950

$524,750

Brisbane

2.35%

$75,000

$375,000

Burlingame

3.92%

$124,650

$623,250

Colma

2.35%

$75,000

$375,000

Daly City

9.71%

$309,000

$1,545,000

East Palo Alto

2.99%

$95,300

$476,500

Foster City

3.13%

$99,750

$498,750

Half Moon Bay

2.35%

$75,000

$375,000

Hillsborough

2.80%

$89,000

$445,000

Menlo Park

4.49%

$143,000

$715,000

Millbrae

2.71%

$86,400

$432,000

Pacifica

4.82%

$153,500

$767,500

Portola Valley

2.35%

$75,000

$375,000

Redwood City

8.96%

$285,350

$1,426,750

San Bruno

4.69%

$149,100

$745,500

San Carlos

3.98%

$126,750

$633,750

San Mateo

11.00%

$350,000

$1,750,000

South San Francisco

7.13%

$226,800

$1,134,000

Woodside

2.35%

$75,000

$375,000

San Mateo County

12.22%

$388,950

$1,944,750

Total

100.00%

$3,182,500

$15,912,500

Notes:
1. Population totals are updated based on the State of California Department of Finance estimates (2015)
2. Figures may be slightly off due to rounding off errors.
3. Assumes constant annual revenue over the 5-year Implementation Plan period.

Measure M Implementation Plan (FY 2017-2021)
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MEASURE M

IMPROVING SAN MATEO COUNTY

5 YEAR PERFORMANCE REPORT | FISCAL YEARS 2012-2016
$10 VEHICLE REGISTRATION FEE
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M E A S U R E

M

Measure M, sponsored by the City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County
(C/CAG) and approved by the voters of San Mateo County in 2010, imposes an annual fee of
ten dollars ($10) on motor vehicles registered in San Mateo County for transportation-related
traffic congestion and water pollution mitigation programs. The revenue is estimated at $6.7
million annually over a 25 year period. Per the Expenditure Plan, 50% of the net proceeds will
be allocated to the 20 cities and County for local streets and roads and 50% will be used for
countywide transportation programs such as transit operations, regional traffic congestion
management, water pollution prevention, and safe routes to school.
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LOCAL STREETS AND ROADS:
$16.9 MILLION

TRANSIT OPERATIONS/SENIOR
MOBILITY: $7.4 MILLION

INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
(ITS)/SMART CORRIDOR: $3.4 MILLION

NPDES AND MUNICIPAL REGIONAL PERMIT
ADMIN AND PROJECTS: $4.1 MILLION
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SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOL:
$2.0 MILLION
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Revenue

FISCAL YEARS
2011-12 THROUGH 2015-16

Collection of the $10 Vehicle Registration Fee (VRF) commenced
in May 2011. As part of the initial 5 Year Implementation Plan, the
annual program budget is estimated at $6.7 million with average
monthly revenue of $560,000. The actual revenue received during
the five year period of Fiscal Years 2011-12 through 2015-16 is
$36.1 million with an average monthly revenue of approximately
$586,000. The following table summarizes the actual revenue
received by C/CAG through Fiscal Year 2015-16, and accrued
interest income for each fiscal year to date. Interest is accumulated
and is reallocated to the countywide programs in future years. The
amount allocated to the various program categories is the total
revenue received, excluding interest earned and after subtracting
5% from the top for program administration, as summarized below.

REVENUE

TOTAL TO DATE

FY 2011-121

FY 2012-13

FY 2013-14

FY 2014-15

FY 2015-16

$36,220,414

$7,981,296

$6,849,938

$6,981,050

$7,155,362

$7,252,769

Total VRF Collected
DMV Fees

($73,183)

To C/CAG
Interest

2

TOTAL REVENUE

($59,063)

($3,425)

($3,491)

($3,578)

($3,626)

$36,147,231

$7,922,233

$6,846,513

$6,977,559

$7,151,784

$7,249,143

$140,525

$24,342

$15,403

$45,226

$26,711

$28,843

$36,287,756

$7,946,575

$6,861,916

$7,022,785

$7,178,495

$7,277,986

$396,112

$342,326

$348,878

$357,589

$362,457

$6,504,187

$6,628,681

$6,794,195

$6,886,685

Administration
Program Administration 5%

$1,807,362

County Assessors Election Costs

($549,527)

Net Available for Programs

$33,790,343

($549,527)
$6,976,594

1. FY 2011-12 Revenue includes fees collected in May and June 2011

ALLOCATION

2. Interest not included in distribution

TOTAL TO DATE

FY 2011-12

FY 2012-13

FY 2013-14

FY 2014-15

FY 2015-16

$16,895,171

$3,488,297

$3,252,094

$3,314,341

$3,397,097

$3,443,343

$16,895,171

$3,488,297

$3,252,094

$3,314,341

$3,397,097

$3,443,343

Transit Operations/
Senior Programs 22%

$7,433,875

$1,534,851

$1,430,921

$1,458,310

$1,494,723

$1,515,071

ITS / Smart Corridor 10%

$3,379,034

$697,659

$650,419

$662,868

$679,419

$688,669

Safe Routes to School 6%

$2,027,421

$418,596

$390,251

$397,721

$407,652

$413,201

NPDES and MRP Admin
and Projects 12%

$4,054,841

$837,191

$780,502

$795,442

$815,303

$826,402

$33,790,343

$6,976,594

$6,504,187

$6,628,681

$6,794,195

$6,886,685

Jurisdiction 50%
Local Streets and Roads
(Traffic Congestion Management/
Stormwater Pollution Prevention)
Programs
Countywide
Transportation Programs 50%

PROGRAM TOTAL
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ALLOCATION AND EXPENDITURE

Program Administration

Funds allocated under this category pays for program management
and administration activities. Over the 5-Year period, out of
$1, 807,362 reserved for administration, $579,012 has been spent,
which is approximately 30% of the available allocation (or 1.5% of the
total revenue). Per the adopted Measure M 5-Year Implementation
Plan, unexpended allocation for program administration will be
reallocated to the countywide programs in future years, similar to the
accumulated interest.

Administration (Excl. Interest)

5%

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

BALANCE

$1,807,362

($579,012)

$1,228,350

Local Streets and Roads /
Countywide Transportation Programs

Net funds available over the 5-Year period for distribution, after
subtracting five percent for program administration, and the actual
expenditure for each program category is summarized in the table
and pie chart below.

PROGRAMS

%

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

ENCUMBRANCE

TO BE ALLOCATED

Local Streets and Roads

50%

$16,895,171

($15,137,534)

($1,757,637)

$0

Transit Operations/Senior

22%

$7,433,875

($7,000,000)

($433,875)

$0

ITS / Smart Corridor

10%

$3,379,034

($900,000)

($900,000)

$1,579,034

Safe Routes to School
NPDES and MRP

6%

$2,027,421

($1,642,290)

($385,131)

$0

12%

$4,054,841

($3,955,776)

($99,065)

$0

$33,790,342

($28,635,600)

($3,575,708)

$1,579,034

TOTAL

The balance indicated for Local Streets and Roads are allocations to be distributed to the jurisdictions. The balances for the countywide programs
are encumbered for future projects.

12%

6%

50%

10%
22%
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Local Streets and Roads

Funds for local streets and roads are allocated to jurisdictions to
reimburse expenditures related to traffic congestion management
or stormwater pollution prevention related activities. Allocations are
issued biennially for funds collected from July to December and from

P R O G R A M A L LO CAT I O N

January to June of each fiscal year, after funds are collected for each
six-month period. For the 5-Year period, C/CAG has allocated $16.9
million with $14.4 million claimed by the local jurisdictions. Sixty one
percent (61%) of the total distribution has reimbursed jurisdictions for

61%

street resurfacing and congestion management related projects with

39%

39% of the funds used to reimburse stormwater pollution prevention
related activities such as street sweeping, storm drain inlet cleaning,
and Municipal Regional Permit (MRP) compliance. The total allocations
and reimbursements (through November 30, 2016) over the 5-Year
period are as follows.

Traffic

Stormwater

JURISDICTION

%

ALLOCATION

REIMBURSEMENT
STORMWATER

TRAFFIC

TOTAL

ATHERTON

2.36%

$398,158

$93,485

$304,673

$398,158

BELMONT

3.29%

$555,162

$90,601

$464,561

$555,162

BRISBANE

2.36%

$398,158

$230,700

$167,458

$398,158

BURLINGAME

3.95%

$667,141

$164,757

$502,384

$667,141

COLMA

2.36%

$398,158

$41,241

$117,606

$158,847

DALY CITY

9.62%

$1,624,479

$-

$1,624,479

$1,624,479

EAST PALO ALTO

3.06%

$517,310

$-

$64,709

$64,709

FOSTER CITY

3.12%

$526,773

$42,291

$484,482

$526,773

HALF MOON BAY

2.36%

$398,158

$-

$317,011

$317,011

HILLSBOROUGH

2.81%

$474,726

$32,056

$390,512

$422,568

MENLO PARK

4.50%

$759,659

$357,371

$402,288

$759,659

MILLBRAE

2.74%

$462,109

$330,322

$81,015

$411,337

PACIFICA

4.84%

$816,971

$313,522

$247,871

$561,393

PORTOLA VALLEY

2.36%

$398,158

$93,317

$143,000

$236,317

REDWOOD CITY

8.82%

$1,490,420

$1,062,450

$264,217

$1,326,667

SAN BRUNO

4.76%

$804,354

$374,945

$429,409

$804,354

SAN CARLOS

4.03%

$681,335

$165,119

$441,357

$606,476

SAN MATEO

11.02%

$1,861,054

$598,277

$1,262,777

$1,861,054

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO

7.17%

$1,211,262

$213,556

$997,706

$1,211,262

WOODSIDE

2.36%

$398,158

$78,588

$319,570

$398,158

12.15%

$2,053,468

$1,570,989

$256,864

$1,827,853

100%

$16,895,171

$5,853,587

$9,283,948

$15,137,534

SAN MATEO COUNTY
TOTAL
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COUNTYWIDE TRANSPORTATION
PROGRAMS

Transit Operations/Senior Mobility Programs

Funds for this category are currently used for paratransit (disabled and
senior) service including Senior Mobility programs. C/CAG provides
the San Mateo County Transit District (SamTrans) $1.4 million annually
to partially fund the RediWheels and Senior Mobility programs.
SamTrans’ annual paratransit service budget is $15.4 million. The
programs are summarized as follows:
The Senior Mobility Program promotes and coordinates community
transit; provides rides through community-based transportation;

REDIWHEELS

encourages the use of transit; provides information and assistance of

Pr o g r a m Pe r f o r m a n c e

older drivers; and promotes improvements to remove barriers to
pedestrian activities by older adults.
The RediWheels program is a fixed-route paratransit service for persons
with disabilities who cannot independently use regular SamTrans bus
service. The RediWheels service is provided on the bayside of the
County (RediCoast on the coast side). SamTrans offers paratransit
customers a financial incentive to use the services by allowing ADA
(American with Disabilities Act) certified customers and personal
care attendants to ride all regular fixed-route SamTrans trips without
paying a fare.
Performance measures to assess effectiveness of the RediWheels
program regarding ridership and contractor are provided below.

Ridership (One Way Trips)
Revenue Hours
Data reflect entire RediWheels Program

SHUTTLE SERVICE

FY 2011-12

FY 2012-13

FY 2013-14

FY 2014-15

FY 2015-16

12,284

12,986

13,387

14,615

14,906

22,094

22,453

23,053

24,317

26,634

1,963

2,012

2,062

2,170

2,240

Cost Per Rider

$46.22

$47.69

$52.15

$48.30

$48.82

CONTRACTOR

FY 2011-12

FY 2012-13

FY 2013-14

FY 2014-15

FY 2015-16

Revenue Hours
Ridership (one way trips)
Individual Riding

1

Productivity (Passengers/hr.) [Std. 1.7]
On Time Performance [90%]

1.7

1.73

1.72

1.66

1.79

88.7%

89.5%

90.5%

89%

90%

Complaints per thousand riders [2.5]

0.70

0.68

0.72

0.67

0.64

Telephone hold time (minutes) [1.5]

0.9

1.0

1.5

1.2

1.3

1. Number of enrolled individual RediWheels users who rode

Data reflect entire RediWheels Program
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Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)/
Smart Corridor

Funds are being accumulated under this program category to be used
for the San Mateo County Smart Corridor project construction and
maintenance in addition to funding other countywide ITS projects. The
Smart Corridor project deploys and integrates ITS elements, including
communication network, signal system upgrade, signage and close
circuit cameras along state routes (El Camino Real) and major local
streets enabling Caltrans and local cities to implement strategies to
manage recurring and non-recurring traffic congestion to reduce
delays and improve mobility. The completed project segments are
located from I-380 to the Santa Clara County line and includes local
arterials connecting US 101 and SR 82 (El Camino Real).
A total of $900,000 of Measure M was spent towards the design and
construction of the $35 million Smart Corridor project. For other ITS
projects within the County, an assessment will be performed to identify
needs for San Mateo County for the next years and beyond.
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Safe Routes to School (SRTS)
PARTICIPATION

TOTAL

School Districts

18

Individual Schools

133

Students

Over 57,700

ACTIVITIES/EVENTS

TOTAL

Educational Bicycle Rodeos

735

Assemblies and Classes

3,090

Encouragement Events

2,769

Walk and Bike Audits

181

Route Maps

194

The San Mateo County SRTS Program is a countywide effort to
promote activities that increase the number of students walking, biking
and carpooling to schools as ways of reducing traffic congestion
around schools and improving air quality with the co-benefit of
promoting students’ health and fitness. The program has focused
on non-infrastructure project outreach activities such as education,
encouragement, and evaluation. C/CAG subcontracts to the San Mateo
County Office of Education for the day-to-day program management.
The overall SRTS Program, funded by a combination of STP/CMAQ
and matching funds from Measure M, is budgeted at approximately
$1 million annually with 25% reserved for administration and
indirect costs and 75% of the funds provided to the schools in the
form of grants.
Funding is provided to schools for non-infrastructure projects such as
outreach and education activities and walkability/bikability audits.
Typical non-infrastructure projects include walking and bicycle
audits and student education such as bike rodeos, safety assemblies,
pedestrian safety, and development of educational videos. Schools

SRTS MODE SPLIT TO SCHOOL
(2012-2015)

are also implementing walking school buses, bike trains/carpools, and
parking lot management. Encouragement events include Walk and Roll
Wednesdays/Fresh Air Fridays, Bike to School Day, Walk to School Day,

70%

and various contests.

60%

Measure M funds also support small capital infrastructure projects
located on school sites such as signage, safety measures within school

50%

parking lots, bike lockers/racks, and other improvements addressing

40%

bicyclist and pedestrian access to/from school as well as promoting

30%

(FY 2011-12 through FY 2015-16), $3.5 million in grants have been

safe driving practices. Through the first five years of the Program
awarded to schools, an average of $705,000 per year. A summary of

20%

participants and types of activities provided are as follows:

10%
0%

C/CAG partnered with the San Mateo-Foster City School District and

Fall 2012

Fall 2013

Fall 2014

Fall 2015

City of San Mateo to facilitate and fund the design and construct of
the Laurel Elementary School Sustainable Stormwater and Safe Routes
to School Project. The project, which demonstrates an integrated

FAMILY CAR

TRANSIT

WALK

CARPOOL

BIKE

OTHER

approach of merging safe routes to school improvements and
stormwater pollution prevention management, included construction
of infrastructures within and around the school to improve access for
children walking or bicycling to school as well as vehicle movements,
at the same time incorporating elements for the capture and treatment
of stormwater runoff from impervious areas such as streets and parking
lots, Increased landscaping and trees resulting in a more aesthetically
pleasing environment.
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National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES)/Municipal Regional Permit (MRP)
Funds accumulating under this program category are designated for
pollution mitigation programs and projects, as allowed under Measure
M’s authorizing legislation, Government Code Section 65089.20.
The C/CAG Board authorized unrestricted use of these funds for
Municipal Regional Permit compliance activities in May 2012. As
such, these funds are being directed toward countywide compliance
activities through C/CAG’s Countywide Water Pollution Prevention
Program, primarily for technical consultant costs for regulatory
compliance support programs. Use of funds varies from year to year
based on the level of technical support needed to meet each year of
Municipal Regional Permit compliance. Measure M funds supplement
other revenue to the Countywide Water Pollution Prevention Program
and generally cover half of the Countywide Program’s consultant
costs each year.
C/CAG utilizes Measure M funding, $4 million from FY 2012-13 to
FY 2015-16 (approximately $1 million annually) for consultant support
in meeting Municipal Regional Permit requirements which includes
the following technical support activities: Water quality monitoring,
Mercury/PCBs controls, Trash load reduction, Public information and
outreach, General education/training/guidance/regional involvement
& coordination, and Annual reporting.
Overall, Measure M funds in this program category have helped ensure
C/CAG’s member agencies stay in compliance with requirements in the
MRP. C/CAG performs all of the mandated water quality monitoring in
San Mateo County, the majority of stormwater-related public education
and outreach, and significant efforts to support member agencies in
achieving mandated reductions in mercury and PCBs (polychlorinated
biphenyls), trash, and urban pesticides. In addition, Measure M funds
support C/CAG’s consultant efforts to educate and train member
agency staffs in implementing their local stormwater control programs,
as well as support annual reporting of regional, countywide, and local
stormwater management efforts.
In 2015-16, C/CAG also began supporting its member agencies with
requirements to develop Green Infrastructure Plans and a countywide
Stormwater Resource Plan, including applications for state grant funds.
Many of these efforts would have to be eliminated or significantly
reduced without Measure M funds.
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ABOUT CITY/COUNTY
ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS OF
SAN MATEO COUNTY (C/CAG)

C/CAG deals with issues that affect the quality of life in general;
transportation, air quality, stormwater runoff, hazardous waste,
solid waste and recycling, and land use near airports.
C/CAG operates as a Joint Powers Authority and has
membership that includes each of the 20 cities and the County
in San Mateo County.
AIRPORT LAND USE COMMISSION:
ALUCP - Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan

CONGESTION MANAGEMENT AGENCY (CMA):
Congestion Management Program
Countywide Transportation Plan

INTEGRATED SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
LOCAL TASK FORCE:
Integrated Solid Waste Management Planning

PROGRAM MANAGER FOR AB434 40% FUNDS
(TRANSPORTATION FUND FOR CLEAN AIR):
Expenditure Program for San Mateo County

PROGRAM MANAGER FOR NATIONAL POLLUTANT
DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM (NPDES):
Stormwater Management Plan
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Appendix N: MTC Guidance for Consistency of
Congestion Management Programs with the
Regional Transportation Plan

Agenda Item 4b

TO: Planning Committee

DATE: October 2, 2015

FR: Executive Director
RE: 2015 Congestion Management Program Guidance: MTC Resolution No. 3000,
Revised
Background
Congestion Management Programs (CMPs) were established by State law in 1990, and created a
cooperative context for transportation planning by cities within California counties. However,
the specified approach creates some unintended consequences and is out of sync with modern
approaches to land use/transportation planning, as per AB 32 and SB 375.
Many affected jurisdictions throughout the state have chosen to opt out of the CMP process, as
provided for in the law; CMPs are not required in a county if a majority of local governments
representing a majority of the population and the Board of Supervisors adopt resolutions electing
to be exempt from this requirement (AB 2419 (Bowler) Chapter 293, Statutes of 1996). MTC
encourages local consideration of the option to opt out, in order to more effectively focus limited
resources on planning efforts of the highest importance. For counties that opt out of preparing a
CMP, MTC will directly work with the appropriate county agencies to establish project priorities
for funding.
This Guidance is for those counties that prepare a CMP in accordance with state statutes. MTC’s
responsibilities include review of the consistency of the CMPs with the Regional Transportation
Plan (RTP), evaluation of the consistency and compatibility of the CMPs in the region, and for
inclusion of CMP projects in the Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) subject
to funding constraints.
CMP Review Process and Schedule
MTC is required to evaluate consistency of the CMPs every two years with the RTP that is in
effect when the CMP is submitted. Given that the last CMP Guidelines, adopted in 2013,
already incorporated the direction and performance measures of a draft of Plan Bay Area, there
are only minor revisions made to this update. Projects proposed for the Regional Transportation
Improvement Program (RTIP) will be reviewed for consistency with MTC’s Plan Bay Area.
Note that the current approved fund estimate for the 2016 Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program is $46 million statewide, so new funding capacity is essentially zero.
Recommendation
MTC Resolution No. 3000, Revised, delegates to this Committee the responsibility for approving
amendments to the CMP Guidance (MTC Resolution No. 3000, Revised). Staff recommends

Table 1

MTC’s 2015 CMP Review Process and Schedule
Date

Activity

Responsible Party

October 9, 2015

Approval of updates to CMP Guidance

MTC’s Planning
Committee

October 14

CMAs submit RTIP projects summary listings and
identification of projects requiring project-level
performance measure analysis to MTC.
Deadline to submit Complete Streets Checklist for
new projects.

CMAs

October 14November 2

Review of consistency of CMPs with the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP)

MTC staff

November 4

Final Project Programming Request (PPR) forms due
to MTC. Final RTIP project listing and
performance measure analysis due to MTC. Final
PSR (or PSR equivalent), Resolution of
Local Support, and Certification of Assurances due
to MTC (final complete applications due)
Policy Advisory Council scheduled review of RTIP
and referral to Commission for approval

CMAs

December 15

2016 RTIP due to the California Transportation
Commission (CTC) (PAC approved project list will
be submitted)

MTC staff

December 16

MTC’s scheduled Consistency Findings on 2015
CMPs

MTC Commission

December 9

MTC’s scheduled approval of the 2016 RTIP

MTC’s Policy
Advisory Council

Date:
W.I.:
Referred By:
Revised:

June 25, 1997
30.5.10
WPC
06/11/99-W
06/13/03-POC
05/11/07-PC
06/10/11-PC
10/09/15-PC

05/11/01-POC
06/10/05-POC
05/08/09-PC
07/12/13-PC

ABSTRACT
Resolution No. 3000, Revised
This resolution revises MTC’s Guidance for Consistency of Congestion Management Programs
with the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).
This resolution supersedes Resolution No. 2537
Attachments A and B of this resolution were revised on June 11, 1999 to reflect federal and state
legislative changes established through the passage of the Transportation Equity Act of the 21st
Century and SB 45, respectively. In addition, the Modeling Checklist has been updated.
Attachments A and B of this resolution were revised on May 11, 2001 to reflect state legislative
changes and to reference updated demographic and forecast data.
Attachments A and B of this resolution were revised on June 13, 2003 to reflect state legislative
changes, 2001 RTP goals and policies, and to reference updated demographic and forecast data.
Attachments A and B of this resolution were revised on June 10, 2005 to reflect the updated RTP
goals, as per Transportation 2030, and to reference updated demographic and forecast data.
Attachments A and B of this resolution were revised on May 11, 2007 to reflect federal
legislative changes established through the passage of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA), and to reference new State
Transportation Control Measures and updated demographic and forecast data.
Attachments A and B of this resolution were revised on May 8, 2009 to reflect MTC’s new RTP
(Transportation 2035 Plan), an updated Travel Demand Modeling Checklist, and revised
Resolution 3434 and TOD policy.

ABSTRACT
MTC Resolution No. 3000, Revised
Page 2

Attachments A and B of this resolution were revised on June 10, 2011 to reflect the new regional
coordinated land use and transportation planning process as directed through SB 375, an updated
Travel Demand Modeling Checklist, the newly released Highway Capacity Manual 2010, the
Bay Area 2010 Ozone Strategy, and updates to the table noting achievement of the Transit
Oriented Development requirements by Resolution No. 3434 transit extension project.
Attachments A and B of this resolution were revised on July 12, 2013 to reflect the new RTP
(Plan Bay Area) and the statutory requirements in MAP-21 for RTP and air quality conformity
requirements.

Attachments A and B of this resolution were revised on October 9, 2015 to reflect the final Plan
Bay Area document, revisions to the Modeling Consistency Requirements and Transportation
Control Measures, and to include minor updates to descriptive language.

Date:
W.I.:
Referred By:

June 25, 1997
30.5.10
WPC

Re: Congestion Management Program Policy.

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NO. 3000

WHEREAS, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) is the regional
transportation planning agency for the San Francisco Bay Area pursuant to Government Code
Sections 66500 et seq; and
WHEREAS, Government Code § 65080 requires each transportation planning agency to
prepare a regional transportation plan and a regional transportation improvement program
directed at the achievement of a coordinated and balanced regional transportation system; and
WHEREAS, Government Code § 65089 requires a designated local agency in each
urbanized county to develop, adopt, and periodically update a congestion management program
for the county and its included cities unless a majority of local governments in a county and the
county board of supervisors elect to be exempt; and requires that this congestion management
program be developed in consultation, among others, with the regional transportation planning
agency; and
WHEREAS, Government Code § 65089.2 requires that, for each congestion management
program prepared, the regional transportation planning agency must make a finding that each
congestion management program is consistent with the regional transportation plan, and upon
making that finding shall incorporate the congestion management program into the regional
transportation improvement program; and
WHEREAS, Government Code § 65082 requires that adopted congestion management
programs be incorporated into the regional transportation improvement program approved by
MTC; and
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WHEREAS, MTC has adopted a Congestion Management Program Policy (MTC
Resolution 2537, Revised) to provide guidance for all the counties and cities within the region in
preparing their congestion management programs; and,
WHEREAS, MTC's Congestion Management Program Policy needs to be updated from
time to time to provide further guidance, now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that MTC adopts the Congestion Management Program Policy, as set forth
in Attachments A and B to this resolution, which are incorporated herein by reference; and, be it
further
RESOLVED, that the MTC Work Program Committee is delegated the responsibility for
approving amendments to Attachments A and B; and, be it further
RESOLVED, that this resolution shall be transmitted to the nine Bay Area Congestion
Management Agencies for use in preparing their congestion management programs; and, be it
further
RESOLVED, that MTC Resolution No. 2537, Revised is hereby superceded.
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

Jane Baker, Chairwoman

The above resolution was entered into
by the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission at a regular meeting of the
Commission held in Oakland,
California, on June 25, 1997.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose of This Guidance
The Congestion Management Program (CMP) statutes establish specific requirements for
the content and development process for CMPs, for the relationship between CMPs and
the metropolitan planning process, for CMA monitoring and other responsibilities, and
for the responsibilities of MTC as the regional transportation agency. CMPs are not
required in a county if a majority of local governments representing a majority of the
population and the Board of Supervisors adopt resolutions electing to be exempt from
this requirement (AB 2419 (Bowler) Chapter 293, Statutes of 1996). This Guidance is
for those counties that prepare a CMP in accordance with state statutes. For counties that
opt out of preparing a CMP, MTC will directly work with the appropriate county
agencies to establish project priorities for funding.
CMP statutes also specify particular responsibilities involving CMPs for the regional
transportation agency, in the Bay Area, MTC. These responsibilities include review of
the consistency of the CMPs with the RTP, evaluation of the consistency and
compatibility of the CMPs in the Bay Area, and inclusion of the CMP projects in the
Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP).
The purpose of this guidance is to focus on the relationship of the CMPs to the regional
planning process and MTC’s role in determining consistency of CMPs with the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP).
B. Legislative Requirement for Congestion Management Programs
Congestion Management Programs were established as part of a bi-partisan legislative
package in 1989, and approved by the voters in 1990. This legislation also increased
transportation revenues and changed state transportation planning and programming
processes. The specific CMP provisions were originally chartered by the Katz-KoppBaker-Campbell Transportation Blueprint for the Twenty-First Century by AB 471
(Katz); (Chapter 106, Statutes 1989). They were revised by AB 1791 (Katz) (Chapter
16, Statutes of 1990), AB 3093 (Katz) (Chapter 2.6, Statutes of 1992), AB 1963 (Katz)
(Chapter 1146, Statutes of 1994), AB 2419 (Bowler) (Chapter 293, Statutes of 1996), AB
1706 (Chapter 597, Statutes of 2001), and SB 1636 (Figueroa)(Chapter 505, Section 4,
Statutes of 2002), which defines and incorporates “infill opportunity zones.” The
provisions regarding establishing new “infill opportunity zones” have now expired, but
established infill opportunities zones are still subject to the statutes.
CMP statutes establish requirements for local jurisdictions to receive certain gas tax
subvention funds. Additionally, CMPs play a role in the development of specific project
proposals for the Regional Transportation Improvement Program.
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C. The Role of CMPs in the Metropolitan Planning Process
CMPs can play a role in the countywide and regional transportation planning processes
(although these functions can be achieved without an official CMP as well):
• CMPs can be used to identify specific near term projects to implement the longer-range
vision established in a countywide plan.
• Through CMPs, the transportation investment priorities of the multiple jurisdictions in
each county can be addressed in a countywide context.
• CMPs can be used to establish a link between local land use decision making and the
transportation planning process.
• CMPs can be used as a building block for the federally required Congestion
Management Program.

II. MTC’s ROLE and RESPONSIBILITIES
A. MTC's Responsibilities regarding CMPs
MTC's direct responsibilities under CMP statutes are concentrated in the following
provisions:
“The regional agency shall evaluate the consistency between the program (i.e., the
CMP) and the regional transportation plans required pursuant to Section 65080. In
the case of a multicounty regional transportation planning agency, that agency shall
evaluate the consistency and compatibility of the programs within the region. (Section
65089.2 (a))
The regional agency, upon finding that the program is consistent, shall incorporate the
program into the regional transportation improvement program as provided for in
Section 65082. If the regional agency finds the program is inconsistent, it may exclude
any project in the congestion management program from inclusion in the regional
transportation improvement program. (Section 65089.2(b))
It is the intent of the Legislature that the regional agency, when its boundaries include
areas in more than one county, should resolve inconsistencies and mediate disputes
which arise between agencies related to congestion management programs adopted for
those areas.” Section 65089.2.(d)(1))
B. The Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Regulatory Setting and Goals
Federal Requirements
The primary federal requirements regarding RTPs are addressed in the metropolitan
transportation planning rules in Title 23 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part
450 and 500 and Title 49 CFR Part 613. These federal regulations have been updated to
reflect the metropolitan transportation planning regulations called out in MAP-21. Under
MAP-21, the U.S. Department of Transportation requires that metropolitan planning
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organizations, such as MTC, prepare long-range transportation plans and update them
every four years if they are in areas designated as “nonattainment” or “maintenance” for
federal air quality standards. Plan Bay Area fulfills this requirement.
State Requirements
California Government Code Section 65080 sets forth the State’s requirements for RTPs.
Section 65080 requires MPOs located in air quality nonattainment regions update their
RTPs at least every four years.
The regional agencies, particularly MTC, the Association of Bay Area Governments, the
Bay Area Air Quality Management District, and the Bay Conservation and Development
Commission, also address the requirements flowing from California’s 2008 Senate Bill
375 (Steinberg), which calls on each of the state’s 18 metropolitan areas to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from cars and light trucks. The mechanism for
achieving these reductions is the Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS). Plan Bay
Area is the region’s SCS and RTP and has been developed in an integrative process with
the Bay Area’s regional and local partners.
State Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Guidelines
The RTP Guidelines adopted by the California Transportation Commission (CTC) state
that the CTC cannot program projects that are not identified in the RTP.
Section 65080 of the Government Code, as amended by SB 375, states that the RTP shall
contain four distinct elements:
•

A Policy Element that reflects the mobility goals, policies and objectives of the region;

•

A Sustainable Communities Strategy, as established through SB 375;

•

An Action Element that identifies programs and actions to implement the RTP; and

•

A Financial Element that summarizes the cost of implementing the projects in the RTP in
a financially constrained environment.

Plan Bay Area serves all the specific planning purposes outlined in the CTC RTP
Guidelines
C. Consistency Findings
MTC’s findings for the consistency of CMPs focus on five areas:
•

Goals and objectives established in the RTP,

•

Consistency of the system definition with adjoining counties,

•

Consistency with federal and state air quality plans,

•

Consistency with the MTC travel demand modeling database and methodologies; and

•

RTP financial assumptions.
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1) Goals and objectives established in the RTP
Plan Bay Area represents the adopted transportation policy and action statement of how
the Bay Area will approach the region’s transportation needs to the year 2040. It was
prepared by MTC in partnership with the Association of Bay Area Governments
(ABAG), the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD), and the Bay
Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) and in collaboration with Caltrans,
the nine county-level Congestion Management Agencies (CMAs) or substitute agencies,
over two dozen Bay Area transit operators, and numerous transportation stakeholders
and the public.
Plan Bay Area incorporates a set of performance targets as quantifiable measures against
which progress may be evaluated, as shown below:

PLAN BAY AREA PERFORMANCE TARGETS

Goal/Outcome

#

Target

CLIMATE

1

Reduce per-capita CO 2 emissions from cars and light-duty trucks by 15%

PROTECTION
ADEQUATE HOUSING

2
3

Statutory - Source: California Air Resources Board, as required by SB 375

House 100% of the region’s projected growth by income level (very-low, low, moderate,
above-moderate) without displacing current low-income residents
Statutory - Source: ABAG, as required by SB 375

Reduce premature deaths from exposure to particulate emissions:
• Reduce premature deaths from exposure to fine particulates (PM2.5) by 10%
• Reduce coarse particulate emissions (PM10) by 30%
• Achieve greater reductions in highly impacted areas
Source: Adapted from federal and state air quality standards by BAAQMD

HEALTHY & SAFE
COMMUNITIES

4
5

OPEN SPACE AND
AGRICULTURAL
PRESERVATION

6

Reduce by 50% the number of injuries and fatalities from all collisions (including bike and
pedestrian)
Source: Adapted from California State Highway Strategic Safety Plan

Increase the average daily time walking or biking per person for transportation by 70% (for
an average of 15 minutes per person per day)
Source: Adapted from U.S. Surgeon General’s guidelines

Direct all non-agricultural development within the urban footprint (existing urban
development and urban growth boundaries)
Source: Adapted from SB 375
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EQUITABLE ACCESS

7

Decrease by 10 percentage points (to 56 percent, from 66 percent) the share of low-income
and lower-middle income residents’ household income consumed by transportation and
housing
Source: Adapted from Center for Housing Policy

ECONOMIC VITALITY

8
9

TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM
EFFECTIVENESS

10

Increase gross regional product (GRP) by 110%, an average annual growth rate of
approximately 2% (in current dollars)
Source: Bay Area Business Community

• Increase non-auto mode share by 10% (to 25% of trips)
• Decrease automobile vehicle miles traveled per capita by 10%
Source: Adapted from Caltrans Smart Mobility 2010

Maintain the transportation system in a state of good repair:
• Increase local road pavement condition index (PCI) to 75 or better
• Decrease distressed lane-miles of state highways to less than 10% of total lane-miles
• Reduce share of transit assets past their useful life to 0%
(Note baseline year is 2012)
Source: Regional and state plans

Unless noted, the Performance Target increases or reductions are for 2040 compared to a year 2005 baseline.

Regional Transit Expansion Program
The Regional Transit Expansion Program – adopted by the Commission as Resolution
3434 –calls for a nearly $18 billion investment in new rail and bus projects that will
improve mobility and enhance connectivity for residents throughout the Bay Area.
Further Plan Bay Area identified Next Generation transit priorities to include the BART
extensions from Berryessa to San Jose, Santa Clara, Transbay Transit Center/Caltrain
Downtown Extension: Phase 2; as well as several bus rapid transit projects. and
Downtown. MTC has adopted a Transportation and Land Use Platform that calls for
supportive land use plans and policies to support transit extensions in Res. 3434.
Further, MTC has adopted a Transit Oriented Development Policy, as part of Res. 3434,
that establishes specific housing thresholds for these extensions, requires station area
plans and establishes corridor working groups. These regional policies and specific
projects within the county should be recognized in the CMP (attached as Appendix C).
2) Consistency of the system definition with adjoining counties
The CMP statutes require that the CMA designate a system of highways and roadways
which shall be subject to the CMP requirements. Consistency requires the regional
continuity of the CMP designated system for facilities that cross county borders.
3) Consistency with pertinent Air Quality Plans
Transportation Control Measures (TCMs)are identified in the federal and state air quality
plans to achieve and maintain the respective standards for ozone and carbon monoxide.
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The statutes require that the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) of the CMP conform to
transportation related vehicle emission air quality mitigation measures. CMPs should
promote the region's adopted transportation control measures (TCMs) for the Federal and
State Clean Air Plans. In addition, CMPs are encouraged to consider the benefits of
greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions in developing the CIP, although GHG emission
reductions are not currently required in either Federal or State Clean Air Plans.
A reference to the lists of federal and state TCMs is provided in Attachment B. The lists
may be updated from time to time to reflect changes in the federal and state air quality
plans..
In particular, TCMs that require local implementation should be identified in the CMP,
specifically in the CIP.
CMPs are also required to contain provisions pertaining to parking cash-out.
(1) The city or county in which a commercial development will implement a
parking cash-out program that is included in a congestion management program
pursuant to subdivision (b), or in a deficiency plan pursuant to Section 65089.4,
shall grant to that development an appropriate reduction in the parking
requirements otherwise in effect for new commercial development. (2) At the
request of an existing commercial development that has implemented a parking
cashout program, the city of county shall grant an appropriate reduction in the
parking requirements otherwise applicable based on the demonstrated reduced
need for parking, and the space no longer needed for parking purposes may be
used for other appropriate purposes. (Section 65089 (d)
It should also be noted that starting on January 1, 2010, cities, counties and air districts
have the option of enforcing the State Parking Cash-Out statutes (Section 43845 of the
Health and Safety Code), as per SB 728 (Lowenthal). This provides local jurisdictions
with another tool to craft their own approaches to support multi-modal transportation
systems, address congestion and green house gasses.
4) Consistency with the MTC Travel Demand Modeling Databases and Methodologies
MTC’s statutory requirements regarding consistent databases are as follows:
The agency, (i.e., the CMA) in consultation with the regional agency, cities, and
the county, shall develop a uniform data base on traffic impacts for use in a
countywide transportation computer model . . . The computer models shall be
consistent with the modeling methodology adopted by the regional planning
agency. The data bases used in the models shall be consistent with the data
bases used by the regional planning agency. Where the regional agency has
jurisdiction over two or more counties, the data bases used by the agency shall
be consistent with the data bases used by the regional agency. (Section 65089 (c))
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MTC desires the development and implementation of consistent travel demand models,
with shared input databases, to provide a common foundation for transportation policy
and investment analysis.
The Regional Model Working Group of the Bay Area Partnership serves as a forum for
sharing data and expertise, and providing peer review for issues involving the models
developed by or for the CMAs, MTC, and other parties. The MTC Checklist for
Modeling will be used to guide the consistency assessment of CMA models with the
MTC model.
The Checklist is included in Attachment B, and addresses:
• Demographic/econometric forecasts
• Pricing assumptions
• Network assumptions
• Travel demand methodologies; and,
• Traffic assignment methodologies
5)

Level of Service Methodology

CMP statutory requirements regarding level of service are as follows
“Level of service (LOS) shall be measured by Circular 212, by the most recent
version of the Highway Capacity Manual, or by a uniform methodology adopted
by the agency that is consistent with the Highway Capacity Manual.” (Section
65089 (b)
The most recently adopted version of the Highway Capacity Manual is HCM2010, which
significantly improves how engineers and planners assess the traffic and environmental
effects of highway projects over previous versions by:
•
•
•

Providing an integrated multimodal approach to the analysis and evaluation of urban
streets from the points of view of automobile drivers, transit passengers, bicyclists,
and pedestrians;
Addressing the proper application of micro-simulation analysis and the evaluation of
those results; and
Examining active traffic management in relation to both demand and capacity.

Note that the State of California Office of Planning and Research (OPR) is in the process
of developing an alternative to the LOS approach as it relates to the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) , in response to SB 734 (Steinberg, 2013); this new
approach will be of great interest for land use/transportation planning purposes.
6) RTP Financial Requirements and Projections
Under the federal transportation authorization (MAP-21), the actions, programs and
projects in the RTP must be financially deliverable within reasonable estimates of public
and private resources. While CMPs are not required by legislation to be financially
constrained, recognition of financial constraints, including the costs for maintaining,
rehabilitating, and operating the existing multi-modal system and the status of specific
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major projects, will strengthen the consistency and linkage between the regional planning
process and the CMP. The CMA may submit project proposals for consideration by
MTC in developing future financially constrained RTPs.
D. Consistency and Compatibility of the Programs within the Region
The CMP statutes require that, in the case of a multi-county regional transportation
agency, that agency shall evaluate the consistency and compatibility of the congestion
management programs within the region. Further, it is the Legislature's stated intention
that the regional agency (i.e., MTC in the San Francisco Bay Area) resolve
inconsistencies and mediate disputes between congestion management programs within a
region.
To the extent useful and necessary, MTC will identify differences in methodologies and
approaches between the CMPs on such issues as performance measures and land use
impacts.
E. Incorporation of the CMP Projects into the RTIP
State transportation statutes require that the MTC, in partnership with the State and local
agencies, develop the Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) on a
biennial cycle. The RTIP is the regional proposal for State and federal funding, adopted
by MTC and provided to the California Transportation Commission (CTC) for the
development of the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). In 1997, SB 45
(Statutes 1997, Chapter 622) significantly revised State transportation funding policies,
delegating project selection and delivery responsibilities for a major portion of funding to
regions and counties. Subsequent changes to state law (AB 2928 – Statutes 2000,
Chapter 91) made the RTIP a five-year proposal of specific projects, developed for
specific fund sources and programs. The RTIP is required to be consistent with the RTP
that is currently in effect. The RTP is revised periodically.
The CMP statutes establish a direct linkage between CMPs that have been found to be
consistent with the RTP, and the RTIP. MTC will review the projects in the Capital
Improvement Program (CIP) of the CMP for consistency with the RTP. MTC’s
consistency findings for projects in the CMPs will be limited to those projects that are
included in the RTP, and do not extend to other projects that may be included in the
CMP. Some projects may be found consistent with a program category in the RTP.
MTC, upon finding that the CMP is consistent with the RTP, shall incorporate the
program into the RTIP, subject to specific programming and funding requirements. If
MTC finds the program inconsistent, it may exclude any project in the program from
inclusion in the RTIP. Since the RTIP must be consistent with the RTP, projects that are
not consistent with the RTP will not be included in the RTIP. MTC may include certain
projects or programs in the RTIP which are not in a CIP, but which are in the RTP. In
addition, SB 45 requires projects included in the Interregional Transportation
Improvement Program (ITIP) to be consistent with the RTP.
MTC will establish funding bid targets for specific funds, based upon the fund estimate
as adopted by the California Transportation Commission (CTC). Project proposals can
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only be included in the RTIP within these funding bid targets. MTC will also provide
information on other relevant RTIP processes and requirements, including coordination
between city, county, and transit districts for project applications, schedule, evaluations
and recommendations of project submittals, as appropriate for the RTIP.
As per CTC’s Guidelines, MTC will evaluate the projects in the RTIP based on specific
performance indicators and measures as established in the RTP, and provide this
evaluation to the CTC along with the RTIP. CMAs are encouraged to consider the
performance measures in Plan Bay Area when developing specific project proposals for
the RTIP; more details will be provided in the RTIP Policies and Procedures document,
adopted by MTC for the development of the RTIP.

III. CMP PREPARATION AND SUBMITTAL TO MTC
A. CMP Preparation
If prepared, the CMP shall be developed by the CMA in consultation with, and with the
cooperation of, MTC, transportation providers, local governments, Caltrans, and the
BAAQMD, and adopted at a noticed public hearing of the CMA. As established in SB
45, the RTIP is scheduled to be adopted by December 15 of each odd numbered year. If
circumstances arise that change this schedule, MTC will work with the CMAs and
substitute agencies in determining an appropriate schedule and mechanism to provide
input to the RTIP.
B. Regional Coordination
In addition to program development and coordination at the county level, and
consistency with the RTP, the compatibility of the CMPs with other Bay Area CMPs
would be enhanced through identification of cross county issues in an appropriate forum,
such as Partnership and other appropriate policy and technical committees. Discussions
would be most beneficial if done prior to final CMA actions on the CMP.
C. Submittal to MTC
To provide adequate review time, draft CMPs should be submitted to MTC in accordance
to a schedule MTC will develop to allow sufficient time for incorporation into the RTIP
for submittal to the California Transportation Commission. Final CMPs must be adopted
prior to final MTC consistency findings.
D. MTC Consistency Findings for CMPs
MTC will evaluate consistency of the CMP every two years with the RTP that is in effect
when the CMP is submitted; for the 2015 CMP the RTP in effect will be Plan Bay Area.
MTC will evaluate the consistency of draft CMPs when received, based upon the areas
specified in this guidance, and will provide staff comments of any significant concerns.
MTC can only make final consistency findings on CMPs that have been officially
adopted.
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Appendix A: Federal and State Transportation Control Measures (TCMs)
Federal TCMs:
For a list and description of current Federal TCMs, see the “Federal Ozone Attainment Plan for
the 1-Hour National Ozone Standard” adopted Oct. 24, 2001, and “2004 Revision to the
California State Implementation Plan for Carbon Monoxide, Updated Maintenance Plan for Ten
Federal Planning Areas,” approved January 30, 2006.
The current Federal TCMs have been fully implemented. Refer to the "Final Transportation Air
Quality Conformity Analysis for the Plan and the Proposed Final 2015 Transportation
Improvement Program" at
http://files.mtc.ca.gov/pdf/final_pba_and_2015_tip_air_quality_conformity_analysis.pdf (page
19) for the specific implementation steps in the advancement of these Federal TCMs.
State TCMs:
For a list and description of current State TCMs, see “Bay Area 2010 Ozone Strategy,” or
subsequent revisions as adopted by the Bay Area Air Quality Management.
CMAQ Evaluation and Assessment Report:
MTC participated in a federal evaluation and assessment of the direct and indirect impacts of a
representative sample of Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) – funded projects on
air quality and congestion levels. The study estimated the impact of these projects on emissions
of transportation related pollutants, including carbon monoxide (CO), ozone precursors – oxides
of nitrogen (NOx), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), particulate matter (PM 10 and PM 2.5 ),
and carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) for information purposes, as well as on traffic congestion and
mobility. There is also additional analysis of the selected set of CMAQ-funded projects to
estimate of the cost effectiveness at reducing emissions of each pollutant. This report may be of
interest to CMAs; it is available on line
at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/cmaqpgs/safetealu1808/index.htm
or from the MTC/ABAG Library.
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Appendix B: MTC Checklist for Modeling Consistency for CMPs
Overall approach
MTC’s goal is to establish regionally consistent model “sets” for application by MTC and the
CMAs. In the winter of 2010/2011, MTC replaced the modeling tool – named BAYCAST-90 –
that had been in place, with relatively minor modifications, for the past two decades with a more
sophisticated, so-called “activity-based” model – named Travel Model One. This change
required a broad re-thinking of these guidelines as they now require a framework in which tripbased and activity-based models can be aligned. The approach remains the same: a checklist is
used to adjudge consistency across model components.
Checklist
This checklist guides the CMAs through their model development and consistency review
process by providing an inventory of specific products to be developed and submitted to MTC,
and by describing standard practices and assumptions.
Because of the complexity of the topic, the checklist may need additional detailed information to
explain differences in methodologies or data. Significant differences will be resolved between
MTC and the CMAs, taking advantage of the Regional Model Working Group. Standard
formats for model comparisons will be developed by MTC for use in future guidelines.
Incremental updates
The CMA forecasts must be updated every two years to be consistent with MTC’s forecasts.
Alternative approaches to fully re-running the entire model are available, including incremental
approaches through the application of factors to demographic inputs and/or trip tables.
Similarly, the horizon year must be the same as the TIP horizon year. However, interpolation
and extrapolation approaches are acceptable, with appropriate attention to network changes.
These alternatives to re-running the entire model should be discussed with MTC before the CMP
is adopted by the CMA.
Defining the MTC model sets
The MTC model sets referred to below are defined as those in use on December 31st of the year
preceding the CMP update.
Key Assumptions
Please report the following information.
A.

General approach:
Discuss the general approach to travel demand modeling by the CMA and the CMA
model’s relationship to either BAYCAST-90 or Travel Model One.
PRODUCT 1: Description of the above.

B.

Demographic/economic/land use forecasts:
Both base and forecast year demographic/economic/land use (“land use”) inputs must be
consistent – though not identical – to the census tract-level data provided by ABAG.
Specifically, if CMAs wish to reallocate land use within their own county (or counties),
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they must consult with the affected city (or cities) as well as with ABAG and MTC.
Further, the resulting deviation in the subject county (or counties) should be no greater than
plus or minus one percent from the county-level totals provided by ABAG for the
following variables: population, households, jobs, and employed residents. Outside the
subject county (or counties), the land use variables in the travel analysis zones used by the
county must match either ABAG’s estimates exactly when aggregated/disaggregated to
census tracts or the county-in-question’s estimates per the revision process noted above
(e.g. Santa Clara county could use the revised estimates San Mateo developed through
consultation with local cities, ABAG, and MTC). Forecast year demand estimates should
use the Plan Bay Area land use data. CMAs may also analyze additional, alternative land
use scenarios that will not be subject to consistency review.
PRODUCTS: 2) A statement establishing that the differences between key ABAG land
use variables and those of the CMA do not differ by more than one percent
at the county level for the subject county. A statement establishing that no
differences exist at the census-tract-level outside the county between the
ABAG forecast or the ABAG/CMA revised forecast.
3) A table comparing the ABAG land use estimates with the CMA land use
estimates by county for population, households, jobs, and employed
residents for both the base year and the horizon year.
4) If land use estimates within the CMA’s county are modified from
ABAG’s projections, agendas, discussion summaries, and action items
from each meeting held with cities, MTC, and/or ABAG at which the
redistribution was discussed, as well as before/after census-tract-level data
summaries and maps.
C.

Pricing Assumptions:
Use MTC’s automobile operating costs, transit fares, and bridge tolls or provide an
explanation for the reason such values are not used.
PRODUCT 5: Table comparing the assumed automobile operating cost, key transit fares,
and bridge tolls to MTC’s values for the horizon year.

D.

Network Assumptions:
Use MTC’s regional highway and transit network assumptions for the other Bay Area
counties. CMAs should include more detailed network definition relevant to their own
county in addition to the regional highway and transit networks. For the CMP horizon
year, to be compared with the TIP interim year, regionally significant network changes in
the base case scenario shall be limited to the current Transportation Improvement Program
(TIP) for projects subject to inclusion in the TIP.
PRODUCT 6: Statement establishing satisfaction of the above.
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E.

Automobile ownership:
Use Travel Model One automobile ownership models or forecasts, or submit alternative
models to MTC for review and comment.
PRODUCT 7: County-level table comparing estimates of households by automobile
ownership level (zero, one, two or more automobiles) to MTC’s estimates
for the horizon year.

F.

Tour/trip generation:
Use Travel Model One tour generation models or forecasts, or submit alternative models to
MTC for review and comment.
PRODUCT 8: Region-level tables comparing estimates of trip and/or tour frequency by
purpose to MTC’s estimates for the horizon year.

G.

Activity/trip location:
Use Travel Model One activity location models or forecasts, or submit alternative models
to MTC for review and comment.
PRODUCTS: 9) Region-level tables comparing estimates of average trip distance by
tour/trip purpose to MTC’s estimates for the horizon year.
10) County-to-county comparison of journey-to-work or home-based work
flow estimates to MTC’s estimates for the horizon year.

H.

Travel mode choice:
Use Travel Model One models or forecasts, or submit alternative models to MTC for
review and comment.
PRODUCT 11: Region-level tables comparing travel mode share estimates by tour/trip
purpose to MTC’s estimates for the horizon year.

I.

Traffic Assignment
Use Travel Model One models, or submit alternative models to MTC for review and
comment.
PRODUCTS: 12) Region-level, time-period-specific comparison of vehicle miles traveled
and vehicle hours traveled estimates by facility type to MTC’s estimates for
the horizon year.
13) Region-level, time-period-specific comparison of estimated average
speed on freeways and all other facilities, separately, to MTC’s estimates
for the horizon year.

Alternatively, CMAs may elect to utilize MTC zone-to-zone vehicle trip tables, adding network
and zonal details within the county as appropriate, and then re-run the assignment. In this case,
only Products 12 and 13 are applicable.
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Appendix C: MTC’s Regional Transit Expansion Program of Projects
(MTC Resolution 3434)
Note that Resolution No. 3434, Revised, is reproduced below with the TOD Policy attached
as Appendix D to Resolution No. 3000; other associated appendices are not attached here –
the other appendices are available upon request from the MTC library.
Date:
W.I.:
Referred by:
Revised:

December 19, 2001
12110
POC
01/30/02-C
07/27/05-C
04/26/06-C
10/24/07-C
09/24/08-C

ABSTRACT
Resolution No. 3434, Revised
This resolution sets forth MTC’s Regional Transit Expansion Program of Projects.
This resolution was amended on January 30, 2002 to include the San Francisco Geary Corridor Major
Investment Study to Attachment B, as requested by the Planning and Operations Committee on December
14, 2001.
This resolution was amended on July 27, 2005 to include a Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Policy
to condition transit expansion projects funded under Resolution 3434 on supportive land use policies, as
detailed in Attachment D-2.
This resolution was amended on April 26, 2006 to reflect changes in project cost, funding, and scope
since the 2001 adoption.
This resolution was amended on October 24, 2007 to reflect changes in the Transit-Oriented Development
(TOD) Policy in Attachment D-2.
This resolution was amended on September 24, 2008 to reflect changes associated with the 2008 Strategic
Plan effort (Attachments B, C and D).
Further discussion of these actions are contained in the MTC Executive Director’s Memorandum dated
December 14, 2001, July 8, 2005, April 14, 2006, October 12, 2007 and September 10, 2008.
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Date:
W.I.:
Referred by:

December 19, 2001
12110
POC

RE: Regional Transit Expansion Program of Projects
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NO. 3434, Revised
WHEREAS, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) is the regional
transportation planning agency for the San Francisco Bay Area pursuant to Government Code
Section 66500 et seq.; and
WHEREAS, MTC adopted Resolution No. 1876 in 1988 which set forth a new rail transit
starts and extension program for the region; and
WHEREAS, significant progress has been made in implementing Resolution No. 1876, with
new light rail service in operation in San Francisco and Silicon Valley, new BART service
extended to Bay Point and Dublin/Pleasanton in the East Bay, and the BART extension to San
Francisco International Airport scheduled to open in 2002; and
WHEREAS, MTC's long range planning process, including the Regional Transportation
Plan and its Transportation Blueprint for the 21st Century, provides a framework for
comprehensively evaluating the next generation of major regional transit expansion projects to
meet the challenge of congestion in major corridors throughout the nine-county Bay Area; and
WHEREAS, the Commission adopted Resolution No. 3357 as the basis for assisting in the
evaluations of rail and express/rapid bus projects to serve as the companion follow-up program
to Resolution No. 1876; and
WHEREAS, local, regional, state and federal discretionary funds will continue to be
required to finance an integrated program of new rail transit starts and extensions including those
funds which are reasonably expected to be available under current conditions, and new funds
which need to be secured in the future through advocacy with state and federal legislatures and
the electorate; and
WHEREAS, the Regional Transit Expansion program of projects will enhance the Bay
Area’s transit network with an additional 140 miles of rail, 600 miles of new express bus routes,
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and a 58% increase in service levels in several existing corridors, primarily funded with regional
and local sources of funds; and
WHEREAS, MTC recognizes that coordinated regional priorities for transit investment will
best position the Bay Area to compete for limited discretionary funding sources now and in the
future; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that MTC adopts a Regional Transit Expansion Program of Projects,
consistent with the Policy and Criteria established in Resolution No. 3357, as outlined in
Attachment A, attached hereto and incorporated herein as though set forth at length; and be it
further
RESOLVED, that this program of projects, as set forth in Attachment B is accompanied by
a comprehensive funding strategy of local, regional, state and federal funding sources as outlined
in Attachment C, attached hereto and incorporated herein as though set forth at length; and, be it
further
RESOLVED, that the regional discretionary funding commitments included in this
financial strategy are subject to the terms and conditions outlined in Attachment D, attached
hereto and incorporated herein as though set forth at length; and, be it further
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

Sharon J. Brown, Chair
The above resolution was entered into by the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission
at a regular meeting of the Commission held
in Oakland, California, on December 19, 2001.
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Appendix D: MTC’s Regional Transit Expansion Program of Projects (MTC
Resolution 3434) TOD Policy
Res. No. 3434, TOD Policy (Attachment D-2), revised October 24, 2007, is shown below;
other associated Res. 3434 appendices are available upon request from the MTC library.
Date:
W.I.:
Referred by:
Revised:

July 27, 2005
12110
POC
10/24/07-C
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MTC RESOLUTION 3434 TOD POLICY
FOR REGIONAL TRANSIT EXPANSION PROJECTS
1. Purpose
The San Francisco Bay Area—widely recognized for its beauty and innovation—is
projected to grow by almost two million people and one and a half million jobs by 2030.
This presents a daunting challenge to the sustainability and the quality of life in the region.
Where and how we accommodate this future growth, in particular where people live and
work, will help determine how effectively the transportation system can handle this growth.
The more people who live, work and study in close proximity to public transit stations and
corridors, the more likely they are to use the transit systems, and more transit riders means
fewer vehicles competing for valuable road space. The policy also provides support for a
growing market demand for more vibrant, walkable and transit convenient lifestyles by
stimulating the construction of at least 42,000 new housing units along the region's major
new transit corridors and will help to contribute to a forecasted 59% increase in transit
ridership by the year 2030.
This TOD policy addresses multiple goals: improving the cost-effectiveness of regional
investments in new transit expansions, easing the Bay Area’s chronic housing shortage,
creating vibrant new communities, and helping preserve regional open space. The policy
ensures that transportation agencies, local jurisdictions, members of the public and the
private sector work together to create development patterns that are more supportive of
transit.
There are three key elements of the regional TOD policy:
(a) Corridor-level thresholds to quantify appropriate minimum levels of development
around transit stations along new corridors;
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(b) Local station area plans that address future land use changes, station access needs,
circulation improvements, pedestrian-friendly design, and other key features in a transitoriented development; and
(c) Corridor working groups that bring together CMAs, city and county planning staff,
transit agencies, and other key stakeholders to define expectations, timelines, roles and
responsibilities for key stages of the transit project development process.
2. TOD Policy Application

The TOD policy only applies to physical transit extensions funded in Resolution 3434 (see
Table 1). The policy applies to any physical transit extension project with regional
discretionary funds, regardless of level of funding. Resolution 3434 investments that only
entail level of service improvements or other enhancements without physically extending
the system are not subject to the TOD policy requirements. Single station extensions to
international airports are not subject to the TOD policy due to the infeasibility of housing
development.
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TABLE 1
RESOLUTION 3434 TRANSIT EXTENSION PROJECTS SUBJECT TO CORRIDOR THRESHOLDS

Project

Sponsor

Type

Meets TOD
Threshold
Policy (with
met with
current + new
current
development
development?
as planned)?

BART East Contra Costa Rail
Extension (eBART)
(a) Phase 1 Pittsburg to Antioch
(b) Future phases

Yes
Commuter
BART/CCTA Rail

No
No

No

No

Not yet
determined;
planning is
underway

BART – Downtown Fremont to San
Jose / Santa Clara
(a) Fremont to Berryessa
(b) Berryessa to San Jose/Santa Clara

(a) BART
(b) VTA

AC Transit Berkeley/Oakland/San
Leandro Bus Rapid Transit: Phase 1

AC Transit

BART
extension

No

Not yet
determined

Bus Rapid
Transit

Yes

Yes

Caltrain Downtown Extension/Rebuilt
Transbay Terminal
TJPA

Commuter
Rail

Yes

Yes

MUNI Third Street LRT Project Phase MUNI
2 – New Central Subway

Light Rail

Yes

Yes

Sonoma-Marin Rail

Not yet
determined;
planning is
underway

(a) Phase 1 downtown San Rafael to
downtown Santa Rosa
(b) Future phases tbd

SMART

Commuter
Rail

No

Not yet being
planned
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Project

Dumbarton Rail

Expanded Ferry Service to Berkeley,
Alameda/Oakland/Harbor Bay,
Hercules, Richmond, and South San
Francisco; and other improvements.*

Sponsor

SMTA,
ACCMA,
VTA,
ACTIA,
Capitol
Corridor

Type

Commuter
Rail

Meets TOD
Threshold
Policy (with
met with
current + new
current
development
development?
as planned)?

No

Not yet
determined;
planning is
underway

Line specific

WTA

Ferry

No

* Ferry terminals where development is feasible shall meet a housing threshold of 2500 units.
MTC staff will make the determination of development feasibility on a case by case basis.
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3. Definitions and Conditions of Funding
For purposes of this policy “regional discretionary funding” consists of the following
sources identified in the Resolution 3434 funding plan:
FTA Section 5309- New Starts
FTA Section 5309- Bus and Bus Facilities Discretionary
FTA Section 5309- Rail Modernization
Regional Measure 1- Rail (bridge tolls)
Regional Measure 2 (bridge tolls)
Interregional Transportation Improvement Program
Interregional Transportation Improvement Program-Intercity rail
Federal Ferryboat Discretionary
AB 1171 (bridge tolls)
CARB-Carl Moyer/AB434 (Bay Area Air Quality Management District)

1

These regional funds may be programmed and allocated for environmental and design
related work, in preparation for addressing the requirements of the TOD policy. Regional
funds may be programmed and allocated for right-of-way acquisition in advance of
meeting all requirements in the policy, if land preservation for TOD or project delivery
purposes is essential. No regional funds will be programmed and allocated for construction
until the requirements of this policy have been satisfied. See Table 2 for a more detailed
overview of the planning process.
4. Corridor-Level Thresholds
Each transit extension project funded in Resolution 3434 must plan for a minimum number
of housing units along the corridor. These corridor-level thresholds vary by mode of
transit, with more capital-intensive modes requiring higher numbers of housing units (see
Table 3). The corridor thresholds have been developed based on potential for increased
transit ridership, exemplary existing station sites in the Bay Area, local general plan data,
predicted market demand for TOD-oriented housing in each county, and an independent
analysis of feasible development potential in each transit corridor.

1 The Carl Moyer funds and AB 434 funds are controlled directly by the California Air Resources Board and Bay Area Air
Management District. Res. 3434 identifies these funds for the Caltrain electrification project, which is not subject to the TOD
policy.
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TABLE 2
REGIONAL TOD POLICY IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
FOR TRANSIT EXTENSION PROJECTS
Transit Agency
Action

City Action

MTC/CMA/ABAG
Action

All parties in corridors that do not currently meet thresholds (see Table 1) establish
Corridor Working Group to address corridor threshold. Conduct initial corridor
performance evaluation, initiate station area planning.

Environmental
Review/
Preliminary
Engineering /Rightof-Way

Conduct Station Area Plans

Coordination of
corridor working
group, funding of
station area plans

Step 1 Threshold Check: the combination of new Station Area Plans and existing
development patterns exceeds corridor housing thresholds .
Final Design

Adopt Station Area Plans.
Revise general plan policies
and zoning, environmental
reviews

Regional and
county agencies
assist local
jurisdictions in
implementing
station area plans

Step 2 Threshold Check: (a) local policies adopted for station areas; (b)
implementation mechanisms in place per adopted Station Area Plan by the time Final
Design is completed.

Construction

Implementation (financing,
MOUs)
Solicit development

TLC planning and
capital funding,
HIP funding
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TABLE 3: CORRIDOR THRESHOLDS
HOUSING UNITS – AVERAGE PER STATION AREA
Project
Type
BART

Light Rail

Bus Rapid
Transit

3,850

3,300

2,750

Threshold

Housing
Threshold

Commuter
Rail

Ferry

2,200

2,500*

Each corridor is evaluated for the Housing Threshold. For example, a four station commuter rail
extension (including the existing end-of-the-line station) would be required to meet a corridor-level
threshold of 8,800 housing units.
Threshold figures above are an average per station area for all modes except ferries based on both
existing land uses and planned development within a half mile of all stations. New below market rate
housing is provided a 50% bonus towards meeting housing unit threshold.

* Ferry terminals where development is feasible shall meet a housing threshold of 2500 units.
MTC staff will make the determination of development feasibility on a case by case basis.

Meeting the corridor level thresholds requires that within a half mile of all stations, a
combination of existing land uses and planned land uses meets or exceeds the overall
corridor threshold for housing (listed in Table 3);
Physical transit extension projects that do not currently meet the corridor thresholds with
development that is already built will receive the highest priority for the award of MTC’s
Station Area Planning Grants.
To be counted toward the threshold, planned land uses must be adopted through general
plans, and the appropriate implementation processes must be put in place, such as zoning
codes. General plan language alone without supportive implementation policies, such as
zoning, is not sufficient for the purposes of this policy. Ideally, planned land uses will be
formally adopted through a specific plan (or equivalent), zoning codes and general plan
amendments along with an accompanying programmatic Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) as part of the overall station area planning process. Minimum densities will be used
in the calculations to assess achievement of the thresholds.
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An existing end station is included as part of the transit corridor for the purposes of
calculating the corridor thresholds; optional stations will not be included in calculating the
corridor thresholds.
New below-market housing units will receive a 50 percent bonus toward meeting the
corridor threshold (i.e. one planned below-market housing unit counts for 1.5 housing units
for the purposes of meeting the corridor threshold. Below market for the purposes of the
Resolution 3434 TOD policy is affordable to 60% of area median income for rental units
and 100% of area median income for owner-occupied units);
The local jurisdictions in each corridor will determine job and housing placement, type,
density, and design.
The Corridor Working Groups are encouraged to plan for a level of housing that will
significantly exceed the housing unit thresholds stated here during the planning process.
This will ensure that the Housing Unit Threshold is exceeded corridor-wide and that the
ridership potential from TOD is maximized.
5. Station Area Plans
Each proposed physical transit extension project seeking funding through Resolution 3434
must demonstrate that the thresholds for the corridor are met through existing development
and adopted station area plans that commit local jurisdictions to a level of housing that
meets the threshold. This requirement may be met by existing station area plans
accompanied by appropriate zoning and implementation mechanisms. If new station area
plans are needed to meet the corridor threshold, MTC will assist in funding the plans. The
Station Area Plans shall be conducted by local governments in coordination with transit
agencies, Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG), MTC and the Congestion
Management Agencies (CMAs).
Station Area Plans are opportunities to define vibrant mixed use, accessible transit villages
and quality transit-oriented development – places where people will want to live, work,
shop and spend time. These plans should incorporate mixed-use developments, including
new housing, neighborhood serving retail, employment, schools, day care centers, parks
and other amenities to serve the local community.
At a minimum, Station Area Plans will define both the land use plan for the area as well as
the policies—zoning, design standards, parking policies, etc.—for implementation. The
plans shall at a minimum include the following elements:
•
•

Current and proposed land use by type of use and density within the ½ mile radius, with
a clear identification of the number of existing and planned housing units and jobs;
Station access and circulation plans for motorized, non-motorized and transit access.
The station area plan should clearly identify any barriers for pedestrian, bicycle and
wheelchair access to the station from surrounding neighborhoods (e.g., freeways,
railroad tracks, arterials with inadequate pedestrian crossings), and should propose
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•
•
•
•
•

strategies that will remove these barriers and maximize the number of residents and
employees that can access the station by these means. The station area and transit
village public spaces shall be made accessible to persons with disabilities.
Estimates of transit riders walking from the half mile station area to the transit station to
use transit;
Transit village design policies and standards, including mixed use developments and
pedestrian-scaled block size, to promote the livability and walkability of the station
area;
TOD-oriented parking demand and parking requirements for station area land uses,
including consideration of pricing and provisions for shared parking;
Implementation plan for the station area plan, including local policies required for
development per the plan, market demand for the proposed development, potential
phasing of development and demand analysis for proposed development.
The Station Area Plans shall be conducted according to the guidelines established in
MTC’s Station Area Planning Manual.

6. Corridor Working Groups
The goal of the Corridor Working Groups is to create a more coordinated approach to
planning for transit-oriented development along Resolution 3434 transit corridors. Each of
the transit extensions subject to the corridor threshold process, as identified in Table 1, will
need a Corridor Working Group, unless the current level of development already meets the
corridor threshold. Many of the corridors already have a transit project working group that
may be adjusted to take on this role. The Corridor Working Group shall be coordinated by
the relevant CMAs, and will include the sponsoring transit agency, the local jurisdictions in
the corridor, and representatives from ABAG, MTC, and other parties as appropriate.
The Corridor Working Group will assess whether the planned level of development
satisfies the corridor threshold as defined for the mode, and assist in addressing any deficit
in meeting the threshold by working to identify opportunities and strategies at the local
level. This will include the key task of distributing the required housing units to each of
the affected station sites within the defined corridor. The Corridor Working Group will
continue with corridor evaluation, station area planning, and any necessary refinements to
station locations until the corridor threshold is met and supporting Station Area Plans are
adopted by the local jurisdictions.
MTC will confirm that each corridor meets the housing threshold prior to the release of
regional discretionary funds for construction of the transit project.
7. Review of the TOD Policy
MTC staff will conduct a review of the TOD policy and its application to each of the
affected Resolution 3434 corridors, and present findings to the Commission, within 12
months of the adoption of the TOD policy.

